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CHA.W ER 1

IN T R O D U C T IO N

The Judiciary is a legal iiisritutioii, but it is also a political one, operating within the larger 

American political system, 'Fhat political system is governed by the separation of powers, an 

interplay o f constraints that allows each branch to limit and shape the power of the others. 

Traditional legal analysis tells us die shape, nature and direction of the law, but: to 

comprehend and predict the choices judges and other key judicial actors make demands 

accounting for the political context legal rules are created within. This inquiry also mandates 

knowledge of how extra-legal actors, such as the President, senators and activists, affect the 

bounds o:f judicial action. 'Fhese i:ec|uketTients imply the need for a cross-institutional 

approach.

ifbis dissertation addresses a series of puzzles about die operation of the judiciary: how 

senatorial courtesy shapes judicial selection, how judges shape their agendas by signaling 

their case preferences, and how the political system, encourages judicial solutio,ns to social 

conflict. The exploration and solution of these puzzles provides new insigh ts into the core 

processes of judicial selection, judicial decision-making and the causes of litigiousness. 

Additionally, the exploration of each of these theses both originates from, and contributes 

to, an overall conception of the Judiciary as a political institution.

There are two primary ways of analyzing the courts in a poMcal context. The :fu:st is to 

determine the most fundamental institutional elements that shape the Judiciary on a given 

topic, and predict behavio:r by .modeling the inreraction of .re.levant actors within, the poli.t.ica] 

system’s institu tional consttaints. Tlie second is to focus on the behavior of court: actors, and 

explain that behavior by theorizing causation on the basis of similarities and differences with
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past legal actions. Examples of tlie former method include the law and economics scliool 

(see e.g. NeAvmaii), and the strategic iudiciary school (e.g. E,pst:ein & Knight); examples of 

the latter mclude the attiruclinalist model (e.g. Segal & Spaeth).’ 1i1ie approach pnmaiily 

utilized herein is the former, generally called Posi.tive Polittcal 'Ilieoiy (PFI) or strategic 

modeliog.”

This dissertation uses economic and other social science modeling techrik|ues to analyze 

and predict the behavior of actors in relation to the J udiciaty. In particular, game theoreri.c 

and structurally inttoduced equiJibriutn models ate used. ITie benefits o f these modeling 

techniques include: fiicilitating infortned predictions about judicial behavior; ptovidiiig 

rigorous mechanisms of assessing the impact of actions and responses to those actions; 

providing frameworks for assessing the consequences of implicit or explicit assumptions 

tnade regarding judicial behavior; and helping us are explain why some behavior is regularly 

observed, and other behavior is exceptional.

The tliree chapters that follow address three central issues of judicial politics: how judges 

are selected, how judicial agendas are shaped, and how the political system creates both the 

demand and opportunity for judicial action.

C h a p t e r  T w o : T h e  S e n a t o r i a l  C o u r t e s y  G a m e : E x p l a i n i n g  t h e  N o r m  

OF I n f o r m a l  V e t o e s  i n  ‘A d v i c e  a n d  C o n s e n t ’ N o m i n a t i o n s

This chapter explains the continued existence of the norm of senatorial courtesy, and its

effects on the iiomiaation and cotifirmation of judicial officers and other positions subject to

' Although some suggest that these two approaches are mutually exclusive (e.g. Segal), there is no reason why

judges cannot behave, and be smalraed, in lioth strategic and policy-diivcn ways.

 ̂Gcnefally, see e.g. Krehbiel; YXwiagast and Moran; .Diermeier and Fedderson,. For applications to the Judician', 

see e.g. Eskridge and Ferejohn; Ferejohn and Shipao; McNoHgast.
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the aiivice and consent of the Senate. Senatorial courtesy is ao, iinwritten rule enabling either 

senator from a nominee’s h<jme state to effectively veto that nominee, 'bhe general 

importance of federal norriitiations, combined with the couiite.f“:niajoritarift,n nature of 

senatorial courtesy, creates a puzzle as to why senators would routinely subjugate their own 

preferences in deference to tlieir parochial colleagues.

The answer this chapter proposes is that nominees from a senator’s own state have 

greater salience to that scaator, and so the senator is willing to trade a percentage influence 

over the fate of all no.minees for almost total influence over the senator’s own state’s 

nominees. This heightened salience is due to two factors: the jurisdictional relevance of a 

state’s nominees, and the advantage to senators of conlrollmg federal benefits that flow to 

their state. This intuition is formalized in a game theoretic model, allowing elucidation of 

when the conditions exist for senatorial courtesy to be followed, and when they do n o t

Chapter one also answers a related question: if senatorial courtesy is followed, which 

governmental actors does it advantage or disadvantage? A spatial model is used to generate 

comparative statics of which candidates are produced in nomination systems with and 

without senatorial courtesy. The most interesting result is that, although senatorial courtesy 

imposes an additional check on the President’s nomination power, in aggregate the President 

is not disadvantaged by senatorial couttesy. In fact, when the President has discretion over 

which state to draw a nominee from, the President is actually advantaged by senatorial 

courtesy, simply by choosing a nominee from a state whose senators are ideologically closer 

to the President than the median senator is. This result suggests another reason why 

senatorial courtesy has been preserved, and also introduces a significant factor in predicting 

the ideological composition of advice and consent: nominees.
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C h a p t e r  T h r e e ; T h e  J u d i c i a l  S i g n a l i n g  G a m e :

H o v x /J u d g e s  S t r a t e g i c a l l y  S h a p e  T h e i r  D o c k e t s

Chapter two describes how judges shape tlick agendas, by sigttaJing tbek interest in 

hearing particular cases, judges are institutiorially constrained from initiating cases; 

tradirionally judges have been viewed as passive by nature. Combined, these two factors led 

tx) the conclusion that judges have no control ox'ci: their agendas. More recent literature has 

c(>nsidt;red that jtrdges can be sfrategic in achieving their poHcy goals, particiilarly by 

manipuladiig ctatiorari. However, little attention has been given to the possibility that judges 

can influence their agendas prior to certiorari.

This chapter proposes that judges partake in signaling, by taking advantage of the private 

infomiation they possess by virtue of their profession: their knowledge of the probable 

outcome of cases. The notion of judicial signaling is formalized through a signaling model; 

the equilibria produced by this mode! provide predictions of when judges will signal, and 

how reliable those signals will be.

The first implication of modeling judicial signaling is that it provides a new means of 

interpreting judicial statements. Secondly, it explains a phenomenon of anomalous cases, 

including the publication of highly critical dissents, indications of potential switches, 

speeches on future cases, and other emphatic judicial statements. The third irnphcation of 

the judicial signaling model is to show tliat, because case information is available to judges 

and unavailable to litigants or their advocates, in some cases judges have an incentive to send 

misleading signals. These results provide a frajnework for assessing the effect of judicial 

•signaling, and a nox'd conception of judicial behavior.
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C h a p t e r  F o u r : E x p i a i n i n g  A m e r i c a n  L i t i g i o u s n e s s ;

A  P r o d u c t  o f  P o u t i c s ,  N o t  J u s t  L a w

There have been a n;an:ilK;j' of att:empt:s to explain the causes of America’s exceptittnal 

tigiousness. Typically, historical accounts describe connections without showing systematic 

causes, and legal accounts ignore the endogeneity o f legal rules. Tliis chapter posits an 

institutional explanation; America’s extraordinary litigiousness is a product not only of its 

legal rules, but of its political structure, that encourages extensive judicial activity. In the 

American separation of powers system, power is highly fragmented: between, levels of 

government, between branches of government, and even within those branches. This has the 

effect o f both stymieing legislati%'C ptnver to comptebensively regulat:c% and limiting the 

spheres in which legislatures and executives can check the Judiciary. These two effects create 

both the need and opportunity for expansive judicial activity. Consequently, the separation 

of powers system encourages use of tlie courts to resolve conflict.

Tliis chapter trses spatial models for institutional comparisons of the effects of elements 

of the separation of powers and other systems of government. These models show why the 

litigiousncss-generaling effect of the separation of powers is systematic, and so illustrates 

why this institutional explanation of American litigiousness is superior to existing historical 

or legal explanations.

Testable implications arise from these models: divided government and internal 

legislative division should increase litigiousness. This chapter tests these predictions by 

examining state-level judicial and political activity betw-’-een 1975 and 2000. The results show 

that divided government, bicameral partisan divi,sioti and the sixe of majority control in each 

chamber are all highly significant in detetrnining the level of genera! jimsdictioti state cii'il
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filings. 1'hi.s snpports the conclusion that: a relatio:nshi,p ex:tst:s between political 

ftagmentatioji and litigiousness.

M e t h o d o l o g y ; P o s i t i v e  P o l i t i c a l  T h e o r y  A s s u m p t i o n s

The thtee substantive chapters of this dissertadcn ptovicle solutions to three puzzles 

central to judicial politics scholarship: the causes and effects of senatorial courfesv, judicial 

means of signaling case preferences, and the systemic causes of America’s litigiousness. 

Together, this chapter also constitutes a distinctive approach to judicial politics scholarship, 

that explains and predicts judicial outcomes based on the effect of many actors’ strategic 

behavior. Given that America’s political sy.stcm empowers multiple players to shape the 

authority o f the Judiciary, such an approach is essential to understanding judicial behavior 

and outcomes.

The three chapters exploit a variety of PPT methodologies; game theory, spatial models, 

and signaling models. Using PPT’ models require ce£t:ai:n assumptions. The first aSvSumption 

is that actors behave tationally, that is, that they pursue the most efficient means of achieving 

their goals, whatever those goals are. Studies have shown that mdividual decision-making 

displays elements of irrationality, such as optimistic overconfidence or loss aversion (e.g. 

Kahneman: 3, 19). Although expecting rational behavior of any individual in a single 

instance may be questionable, rationality is the liest available predictor of aggregate behavior.

'The second assumption is that actors behave strategically, that is, they pursue their goals 

with an eye to the future, taking into consideration expected responses of other actors. 

Although a random selection of individuals may not be rational or strategic, most actors 

involved in judicial games -  .sudi as judges, rnembet.s of Congress and advocacy groups -  are 

sophisticated, well-informed and well-resourced. Consequently, it is reasonable to model
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these actors as capable of looking tnultiple st:eps ahead in any process (Epstem and Kmght). 

"Ihis does not mean that jticlicial players do not: tnake mistakes oi: are nt:)t subject to neuroses 

that litnit their :t:atio,naiit:y, but rather in aggregate, inodelmg these actors sis capable of 

strategic analysis is the most likely to reflect the sort: of conskieradons presidents, senators 

and other court actors make.

The third assumption strategic models require relates to mechanisms of decision-making 

and choice aggregation. Sometimes these mechanisms are specified in :ailes, such as majority 

rule or the rule of four. In other cases, mechanisms must be assumed to apply as if a rule 

existed, and at: times these rules a,re clearly artificial -- for example that actioo,s occur 

siraultaaeously, or that information is entirely complete. Although some ai:t.ifiaalit:y is 

unavoidable, as models require simplification, the damage of these contrivances can be 

mitigated by making the modeFs assumptions explicit, choosing a rule that most accurately 

reflects reaUty, and establishing how the results of the model would change under different 

assumptions (e.g. Baron and Ferejohn).

Pl’T models typically rest on theories of actor preferences, and consequently these 

models justify, but then assume, players’ utilit}' functions. However, beyond this, an 

assumption does not need to be made regarding the nature, substance or basis of actors’ 

preferences. When senators are modeled, for example, values can be given to different 

outcomes: for instance, a successful policy is assigned a positive value and an unsuccessful 

policy given a negative value. However this does not assume that senators only value the 

substance of that policy, without regard to public opinion, or that senators only value their 

chances of reclection, and lack genuine policy goals, It is possible to develop models that 

account for these and other senatorial motivations.
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When it comes to modeling judges, I'eftaiiiing from, making assumprions iil)f)ut tlic 

makeup o f judxcial goals is patticuJarly important. It may be acceptable, even tiiough not 

universally supported, to assume that members o f  Congress are primiijily driven by the 

desire for .reeleciion, oj: will sacrifice one policy .in oixler to promote aaofher. In contrast, 

assuming that judges are self-interested policymakers with their own subjective preferences, 

or are concerned primarily with self-promotion, is far more controversial. It is equally 

arguable that judges a,re motivated by procedu.ral p,roperncss and fairness, ,mte,i:ested in policy 

outcomes o,fily to the extent of en.hancing the efficacy of the law in a democratic system. 

Most PPT models assume players are individual utility maximizers; it is common but not 

necessary to assume judges are policy-driven. How judicial utility is constituted does not 

need to be assumed. Judicial utility can consist of the value a judge receives from the law 

bemg properly followed or developed, regardless of the outcome; equally judicial utility can 

be gained from a case being correctly decided, in the judge’s view. As such, unless otherwise 

specified, strategic models only need to assume that judges are sopliisticated decision

makers, not that their decisions have a particular substance or motivation.

Different stirategic modeling techniques are used in each chapter of tliis dissertation.

Each model rests on the assumptions outlined above, .makes as few further assumptions as 

possible, and makes any additional assumptions and their impact explicit.

POSITIVE P o l i t i c a l  T h e o r y  A N D  t h e  J u d i c i a r y ; A n  A p p r o a c h  

Despite the mini.malism of the assumptions FP l' tnodels require, they can, offer 

considerable insight into the interplay between the law and politics. PPT models have been 

used to explain patterns of judicial behavior (e.g. Segal, Cameron and Cover); they have also 

bee.n used to explain exceptions to those pattc.m.s, and to analyze whether those exceptions
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repi-esent tuniing points or mere anomalies (e.g. McNollgasf;), Additionally, PPT models can 

have prediciive power; this provides pidicy-making benefits, allowing, for cxam|)le, 

cromparative. assessments of the 'benefits of legal and other governmental .responses (e.g. 

SaJichmco and Mahoney).

In fact, the advantages PPl' offers for judicial ana]ysi.s are vet to be fully exploited. Most 

PP'F judicial analyses take one of three forms. First, strategic models have begun to include 

the Judiciary as a stage in ‘structure of g'ove,mmen,f’ games, that p.redict the effect of court: 

actions on the elected branches of gove.roment, and vice versa. This includes models of 

judicial interactio,n,.s with agencies (e.g. Ferejohn and Shipan), Congxes.s (e.g. l'e-re.joh.n and 

Weingast) and the President (e.g. Segal, Cam.e:ron and CoveiJ. Second, strategic models have 

been used to study the courts in .isolation from the other branches, examining the effect of 

internal judicial .rules (e.g. Krol and Bre,0 ncr). Tliird, and similar to the seco,nd, strategic 

models assess the effect of unwritten .rules, or norms (e.g. Picke.r).

Instead of using PP'I' to only address either die Judiciar)'’s rektionsliip with the other 

branches, or its internal mechanisms, the approach begun in this dissertation uses PPT to 

illustrate the relevance of politics to every aspect of judicial functioning. This .recognizes that 

judicial puzzles, and their solutions, are not con£i.ned to the above thtee pa.rametets of PPT 

scholarship. Rather, some puzzles ate a result of the interaction between interbranch 

exchanges and legal internal rules, and so require models that meld these two previously 

distinct types of PPT judicial models. Additionally, many phenomena are the result not of 

top-down legal :i:ules, but of bottom-up effects, for example societal demands :fo.t legal 

solutions; consequently, analyses must account for both directions of causation. Finally, 

consttaints c'li the elected b,i:ancb,es, and interactions between o,i' within t:he,m, shape judicial
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conduct:; as such, imderstanding many judicial issues i:et|uii‘es modeling the elected branches’ 

constaiots, not: jufst the judiciary’s.

'Ilie driving force behiiid this dissertation’s approach is the recogriition that the 

relevance o f the judiciary to die political system transcends its role in the legislative- 

production sequence. The Judiciary is an integral part of the political process, and is itself 

inherently shaped by the political system it exists within. The nature and operation of the 

elected branches shape the Judiciary, not only when they exercise the constitutional checks 

available to them, but also when they go about their basic legislative and executive functions; 

and judicial decisions, rules, conduct and inactions constantly contribute to the political 

envitomiieiit. Thus a profound unclerstaiiding of die Judician'' depends on a comp,fehen.sive 

account of the political sy.stem that constrains, empowers and defines it.

10
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CH APTER 2 

T H E  SENATORIAL COURTESY GAME: EX PLA IN IN G  T H E  N O RM  OF 

IN FO RM A L VETOES IN  ‘ADVICE AND C O N SEN T’ N O M IN A TIO N S 

ABSTRACT

Despite the contentiousness of advice and consent nominations, the Senate 
usually rejects a candidate a home senator objects to. Using game theory, this 
article explains the persistence of senatorial courtesy and maps its effects on 
which candidates succeed, The gteater salience of a home iKtmiriafion allows 
retaliation, and reciprocity in a repeated game to elicit support for a veto, 
even under adverse conditions. Comparative statics indicate the range of the 
President’s feasible no,minees and show which players gain and lose from the 
practice. Most notably, the President can benefit from an exercise of 
senatorial courtesy.

IN TR O D U C TIO N

Presideittial nommations subject to the advice and consent of the Senate, including federal 

judgeships, raise some of the most controversial issues representatives face. Nominations ate 

often the subject of intense and bitter political battles, both within the Senate, and between 

the Senate and the Executive. Yet even wheti supporters of a noixiinee control a tnajority of 

votes, those majorities routinely aUow one senator to thwart the nomination, under the 

informal norm of se.natorial courtesy. Senatorial courtesy is an unwritten rule followed in 

both the United States Senate and the New J ersey Se.nate: wdien a nominee for a state or 

district position is opposed by the senator representing that constituency, the Senate will 

vote down the nomination, or will never address it, allowing it to lapse. Senators 

relinquishing their power to support a nominee in this way are not aberrations: senatorial 

courtesy has persisted since Washington’s presideJtcy.

11
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Senatorial courtesy is conttor-ei'sial for .many reasons,'’ but two itis'dtul:i{>r,ia.l effects a.re 

particularly significant. First,l}̂  senatorial courtesY is a counter-rnajotitarian force within the 

Senate, made exceptional because it is not enforced by atiy wtitt'ett rule. ‘This raises the 

cjuestiott o f  why majorities of senators continue to follow a notm that .seemingly 

disadvantages them / The first half of this article answers this question: in a repeated game, 

each senator expects to be in the majority more often than to be the lone individual asserting 

their riglit o f  veto; b'ut if senators care sigtiificantly more about nominatioiis that directly 

affect their own state than other states, tlaey will support the dissenting voice out: of an 

expectation of future reciprocity.

The second .institutional effect of senatorial courtesy is that it imposes an additional 

check on the President’s nomination power: nominations are subject not just to the advice 

and cotiseiit of the Se,iiate, but to the whim of one or two individuals who share the 

nominee’s home state. This raises the c|uesti.on of whether senatorial courtesy systematically 

disadvantage.s the President; the second half of this article uses spatial models to assess the 

comparative statics of the nomination proces.s, with and without senatorial courtesy 

ese,rcised. It shows that ove.raU the President is in fact advantaged by senatorial courtesy. In

’ Martin summarizes the common complaints: “First, the practice threaten.s the independence o f  appointees. 

Second, the practice discourages qualified people from seeking or accepting nominations. Third, the custom 

lessens ptiblic confidence in the legislature, appointees and... government generally. FbaBy, the practice is an 

imreasonable and unfair method o f  determining the nominees fitness for appointment” (2000; 7). Numerous 

efforts to prohibit and reform the norm in N ew Jersey, through revision o f Senate rules, constitutional 

amendmeufs, and legal challenges, have ail failed. 'Ihere have been thtee cases in whic.h senatorial coutte,sy 

has been legally challenged, all o f which have been unsuccessful; .Kligerraan v. Lynch 92 N .J. Super 373 

(1966), Passaic County Bar .'\ssociatiun v. Hughes 260 A.2d 261 (1969), and D e Ve.sa v. Dorsey 634 A.2d 

493 (1993).

12
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certain circumstances, the Presidfnt can control which senator has the power to exercise 

senatorial courtesy, and so can actually increase his’’ influence on. confetnation, as compared 

to when the fate of the nominatio,ti is detc.oio.iaed by the median senator.

C-)the.r spatial models of appomtments" construct the appointnicnt process as a product 

of the iiitetaction between Pres.i.dent and the median of the Senate.' This model’s results 

indicate that purely presidential-median senator models are incomplete because they do not 

account for the .role of the home state senator in the nominadon process. .Also, the rc.sults 

hcreitt show that senatorial courtesy docs not harm the intetests of the P,tes.ident. This 

suggests that the interests of the President and any potential veto point as are not a zero-sum 

game, and any jrigorous noniination model needs to account for this complexity. Before 

beginning the gtitne, some clarification of .key terms is necessary.

I. EXPLAINING SENATORIAL COURTESY

Se.naCorial couitesy seems to present a paradox because it: involves senators voluntarily 

refraining from exercising their constitutional prerogative to advise on the nominations of 

judges, U.S. attorneys, U.S. marshals and other office holders. The seeming paradox can be 

explained by the persuasive effect of reciprocity and retaliation. Senators support vetoCvS by

M ost exercises o f  .senatorial conrtesy are backroom negotiations that .never result in formal action, and so a.re 

difficult to quantify. Consequently, m ost studies have relied on anecdotal evidence (e.g. Cole 1937; l larti.s 

1952; Goldman, 1997). N o prior formal concqpttial framework o f senatorial courtesy exists.

5 For the sake o f  clarity, without a better alternative, senators are gendered female and the President is gendered

male throughout this article.

Such as Segal, Cameron and Cover, 1992: 102; Moraski and Shipan, 1999: 1071; Snj'der and Weingast, 2000; 

275.

Some models also include a filibuster pivot. For simplicity, in this model, the filibuster pivot is excluded, as 

the effect: of that mechanism is well understood -  see .Krehbiel, 1998.
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home state senators becatise they expect to one day be in a like position, and they liope that 

their past s'upport of senatorial courtesy will be reciprocated.

If a senator thinks it is likely that in the future she may have a strong’preference over a 

nominee from her home state, she may be willing to forego acting on a weak preference over 

a nominee from a different state, in expectation that other senators will likewise forego 

asserting thck rights over nominees fixxm Iter state. Similarly, if there is an expectation that 

senators will pay each other this courtesy, -a vsenator who declines to do so is likely to face 

retaliation when she attempts to assert senatorial courtesy herself.

ITiis all depends on senators having a greater interest in the nominations affecting their 

own, state than any other noiTi.inations; scholars of both Congress and the Judiciary agree this 

IS generally the case (see Smith, 1999; 318; Chase, 1977: 7). If senators ate pure re-electio.n 

seekers, notninations affecting their own coiistitxieticy are likely to be more salient to the 

conimunity, and so mote valuable to the senators (Segal, Cameron & Cover, 1992; 110).

Even if senators have substantive policy preferences, policy outcomes that affect the 

senators’ state are stiU likely to be more salie,nt.

There ate three ambiguities in the border of the norm of senatorial courtesy that require 

clarification. Firstly, senatorial courtesy can extend beyond the abilit)  ̂of senators to veto a 

nominee from their home state of whom they do not approve, to placing a positive 

expectation on the President to consult with the home state senators prior to making any 

nomination. The expectation may be even greater, requiring the President to choose between 

nominees the home state senators jointly recommend.

This additional requirement is just a logical extension. The consultation requirement 

“ope.tates prospcctively to determine the character of the nomination o,n the ba.sis of the 

anticipated .reaction of the c()nfirniing body... T'he P.i:esklent is only accommodating .liitn.self
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beforehand to tlie same criccrion that will be apjilicd formally \viien his selection is 

submitted.” (Cole 1934: 876) On this reasoning, if the Presidcnl: expects an exercise of 

senatorial courtesy, and if there is a cost: for the President in failing to have a nonamec 

accepted,** a rational President will consult with liotne state senators prior to maldng a 

nomination, or even choose from among thek proposed nominees. As such, consultation is 

not a separate but a natural corolkuy of the practice of senatorial courtesy.

Secondly, senato:rial courtesy can apply to natiotial and regional offices, including 

executiv e positions and Federal Courts of Appeals, with the Senator from the state from 

where the nominee harks considered the home state senator. Recent examples of senatorial 

courtesy’s application to Courts o f Appeals judges include President Clinton’s nominations 

of Barbara Durham to a seat on the Ninth Circuit at the behest o f Senator Slade Gorton of 

Washington,*'' and of H. Lee Sarokin to satisfy Senator Bill Bradlejf of New Jersey. The latter 

nominee was confirmed with the help of 14 Repablicans, because Senator Bradley had 

supported Reagan nominees, despite Sarokin being seen as .soft on crime and far outside the 

mainstream on law enforcement ('v^'ashington 'Imies, 1994: p,A23). Both Michigan senators 

have been using senatorial courtesy to block four nominees from that State to the Sixth 

Circuit for more than a 3'-ear.’‘' President Carter’s effort to institute a merit selection for 

Federal judges failed, as even amongst Democrats the majority of senators continue to rely 

on senatorial courtesy.

* See Moraski and Shipan 1999,1072, for a good discussion as to why this is likely,

® Durham eventually had to withdraw for health reasons.

Chair o f  the Senate Jtuiiciary Committee, Senator Hatch, at the urging o f White 1 louse counsel Alberto 

(Joiniales, has slated he intends to pntcced with hearings ncvcrthdcss. However Michigan’s Republican 

House members have expressed coucera tliat in.stead the President: will choose norainee.s from other states 

to fill the slots (I'hc Hill, 2003),
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Many non-jiKiicial officers arc also subject to senatorial, courresy, such as i'lcads c,>f 

departments and offices, including the Jusdcc Depa:i:ttTient," centers such as the Nat:io,nal 

,Hi:im:mity Center’" and the National, lindovvrncnt ftjr the Hntnariiries,’'’ as well, as executive 

advisory pos.moas, such as the Cenerai Advisory Committee of the, Arms Contro.1 

DisartJiament Agency.’’' Thus there are two categories of senatorial couitesy, one that applies 

to state-based federal offices, the other to regional or national .federal offices, ‘,1‘he operation 

of the n,orm for nominations to the two types of offices differs somewhat, a diffiti'ence 

accounted for in the game, but the essential concept is the same.

The third aspect of the operation of senatorial courtesy relates to the extent to senatorial 

couttesy is respected to opposition and majonty party in se.nat<,>rs. E’aiiy accounts of 

senatorial courtesy suggested the norm was only respected within party limits. More recent 

accounts indicate that senatorial couttesy is respected across party lines (e.g. Chase, 1977: 9- 

10). Because the operation of senatorial courtesy is often in.formal and not recorded, the 

details o f its operation cannot be known with certainty, but examples are known, such as the

”  For example Walter Dellinger was blocked by Senators Helms and Fairclotb as nominee to head the Justice 

Department’s Office o f  Legal Counsel (Washington Post, 1993: p25A ).

*2 For example, Senator East o f N orth Carolina is reported to have blocked President Reagan’s nomination of 

William Bennett to the Presidency o f  the National Humanity Centre, but he later announced he was satisfied 

with the nomination (New York Times, 1981: p60).

I' For example. Senator Pell o f  Rhode Island long delayed, but ultimately allowed, President Ford’s 

reappointment o f D r Ronald Berman for Chairman o f the National Endow m ent for the Humanities (Wall 

Street Journal, 1,976: p26).

*'* For example, Senators Warner and Byrd successfully prevented President Rcagait’s nominee o f  Admiral 

Zuniwalt to the .Arms (Control Advisory Board, even though the nomination had been unanimously 

approved both in committee and on the floor. The senators objected to not having been notified o f the 

nomination, and deuiaiided that the nomination be sent back to the Senate, to allow them to successfully 

invoke senatorial courtesy (Washbgton Post, 1982: pA14).
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Michigan case above, where sena(:ofial courtesy was tespecred across paflisan division both 

within the Senare and between the White House and the home state senators.’'’

Binder, one of the few conten'iporary scholars to write in detail on senatorial courtesy, 

initially suggested that, unlike blue slips, senatorial courtesy applies only to members of the 

President’s party (2003); but Binder’s mote recent work with Maltzman (forthcomi.n|i) found 

senatorial courtesy to be statistically significant across party lines, at least within the first few 

weeks o f the nomkiation process. 'I'he reason for this inconsistency may be that both of 

tliese articles assume that the Senate mle;s governing the blue slip process detcrtniae the 

nature o f the norm of senatorial courtesy; instead, senatorial courtesy predates any rule, and 

the rule appears to exist as a formalization of the iiottn. Ih is article shows that the practice 

of senatorial courtesy creates self-enforcing equilibria; self-enforciitg ecjuilibtia catt be 

broader than the requirement of fortnal rules, including application across party lines.

In sttminary, senatorial courtesy can extend to minority party members, multi-slate 

offices and include presidential consultation with home state senators. Before continuing, it 

is w’-orth noting what senatorial courtesy is not; senatorial courtesy should not: be confused 

with other related norms. It is not simply couttesy among senators. Nor is it the practice of 

not opposing the nomination of members of Congress to offices tec|uii,-ing confirmation.

And nor is it the practice of holds, which are suspensions that can be put on any matter, 

including a nomination, by any Senator. Holds arc sometimes used to delay a nomination so 

as to force or prevent some separate action, and lifted once that action is taken (e.g. 

Congressional Quarterly: 1988, 376). The current Republican leadership in the Senate has 

indicated its intention not to continue to respect holds, but has not made such a statement in

'S Most accounts necessarily underestimate the extent that senatorial courtesy ts invoked, as e.xercises o f
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relation to senatorial courtesy.*'' What remains is to determine when upholding senafotial 

courtesy is a stable equilibrium.

II. T H E  SENATORIAL COURTESY GAME 

The game models both negotiations among small groups of senators and the exetci.se of 

senatorial courtesy within the full Senate. The starting premise is of differentiated intensity 

among- the players. The home state senator, wlio chooses whethe,}: to invoke setiatorial 

courtesy or not; has the greatest: intensity of preferences, and thus the most extreme negative 

and positive payoffs, depending on the outcome.*'' The intensity condition required Ibr 

equilibria sustaining senatorial courtesy is initially assumed, but later the extent o f this 

requirement is identified.

Uncertainty as to tenure is captured by the discount fectoi; 8, that :teiidets later rounds 

less important than earlier rounds of play. This discounting captures the extent that present 

benefits are valued more than the promise of later rewiirds. For example, a Senator who

senatorial courtesy only become known when they draw conflict

*<’ In fact the White House is reported to have attempted to postpone the battle over nominees by focusing on 

nominees likely to have their senators’ support (see CNN, 2001). The Setiate also changed the blue .slip 

process to require both home state senators to object the nominee. This article shows that home state 

senators may still be successful in exercising senatorial courtesy, even with a more restrictive rule.

* ' This analysis assumes senators ate responsive to the constituencies they represent, but electoral, strategic and 

substantive considerations can all be captured by the payoffs without upsetting the relative intensity o f the 

home .state .senators’ preferences.

The possibility o f  any individual senator fai,ling to gain re 'dectton  is relevant to their own payoffs, which i.s 

captured in the 6 term. But the possibility o f  any other senator failing to gain re-election does not affect the 

oritcome, except where (he et|uilibriutn depends on a .similarity o f views aruotig senators, di.scussed beiow. 

Once an equilibrium exi.sts, new senators will have the same expected values as previous senators: the Home 

State .Senator in any round doe.s not need to know the payoffs o f  any individual senator, only the distribution 

from which senatorial preferences are drawn. As such, every stage o f  the game is the same, regardles.s o f  

chtuiges ia personnel.
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feats failure t:o gain reclecdon. would have a greater discount factor that a Scnalof with a safe 

seat. Additionally, the discount factor can accoimt for different: senators’ ex,pectation.s over 

when a vacancy in theit state is likely to arise -  consequently, senators from California may 

discount less than senators from New Ilampsliire, as they expect to be the home state 

senator sooner clue to the sheer number of nominees firorn California.

The players arc a llorne State Senator (HSS)’'' and non-home state senators, labeled 

“voting senators” (V,, V ,... V,,,,). At this stage, the P.tesident: is not: a player. An equal and 

independent probability of being HSS in any given round is initially assumed. That is, each 

state is treated equally by the President, without favor, and is equally likely to receive a 

nominee.** Although presidential favor is a sfrategic consideration reflected in the payoffs of 

the senators, the game is initially a game against nature. Once senatorial courtesy is exercised, 

HSS needs majority support to succeed iu the exercise. If senatorial courtesy tails, the 

nominee is appointed. Communication is poSvSible, and complete information, common 

knowledge and perfect anticipation ate assumed.

The game begins when HSS has exercised senatorial courtesy. The voting senators play 

simultaneously. Each voting senator has the strategic set containing the strategics; support 

senatorial courtesy (SC) and oppose courtesy (OC), that is, xmfing against or iti favor of the 

President’s nominee respectively.

Payoffs are immediately realized at the end of each round. The game is only interesting 

in cases when the voting senators must choose between pursuiiig their own preferences and 

supporting senatorial courte.sy. That is, when HSS opposes the candidate but it is not in the

There arc always two home state senators, Init to ngorously tc.si: the litnits o f  .sennt'orial coitrtesy, this game 

assumes only one hotne State Senator opposes the nominee. 

pr(Si = HSS) 1/n , pr(St = V',) •- (n-l.)/n).
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voting senatots’ Hhort-tcmi mterests ™ rcptcsetitcd in the stationary game -  to  support 

senat:o,rial courtesy, 'I'he payoffs for the voting senators for cooperating and defecting are 

normalized at 0 and I respectively.

If a Senator genuinely supports the nominee, she has a stricdy dommant strategy of 

defecting from senatorial courtesy in die .statioiiary gam e.C onstm cted in this wav, the 

game creates a worst-case scenario for the norm of senatorial courtesy, to test its resilience 

atid to avoid the trivial outcome where voting senators have a short-term interest in 

opposing the nominee.

Figure- 2.1 shows the payoffs in the stationary game with three players, once HSS has 

chosen to exercise senatorial courtesy. The payoff for HSS in the stationary game is a > t, if 

she gains majority support, (3 < 0, if she fails. The key question is what do a and p need to be 

for senators to have an incentive to respect each other’s exercises of senatorial courtesy, in 

anticipatioii of future support of thek own exercises.

Figure 2.1: Payoff Matrix when HSS Exercises Senatorial Courtesy

V2

SC OC

VI
OC

0, 0, a 0, 1, a

1, 0, a 1,1, p

Wlieic HSS has exercised senatorial courtesy; a > 1; P < 0; payoffs are ( \' l ,  V2, HSS)

I'he stationary game is not a prisoner’s dilemma, because once, the home state senator has chosen to exercise 

senatorial courtesy, mutual defection by the two voting senators is the best outcome for both players in the 

given round. This constitutes a mote stcingent test than a pri.soner’s dilemma would.

2(3
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ILA RESULTS

The possibility l:hnt smy voting senator will become HSS in a future round enables (he 

current HSS to use punishment sttat:egies to elicif cooperation from a voting sciuitot in tlic 

current round. Here, two classic game theory punishment strategies are considered: a grim 

trigger strategy' cooperate if cooperate, defect forever otheraisc -  and uses dt-for-tat 

cooperate if co-opetate, defect for one round if defect, then cooperate again if cooperate.

In a group of diree senators, an equilibrium outcome of supporti:ug senatorial courtesy is 

induced by a grim trigger strategy if the discount factor 8 > 3 / (a + 1 ) , and by tit-for-

tat if 6 i? 3/(a -  j3 -  2).*"’ So the requisite patience to sustain an equilibrium supporting 

senatorial courtesY decreases as a and p increase; greater intensity supports a broader range 

of equilibtia.

When the game is expanded from 3 senators to 100, equilibria become harder to sustain. 

This is because the probability of being HSS drops from 1/3 to 1/50, drastically decrea.sing 

the expected value of being HSS in the future. Equilibria supporting senatorial courtesy

Derivation: under a grim trigger strategy, the voting senators will then have an incentive to cooperate if  the 

value o f  cooperating in the first round plus the value o f  cooperating in future rounds, discounted perpemaDy, 

is greater than the value o f defecting in the first round plus the value o f  defecting under perpetual 

punishments, discounted perpetually. That is; 

a .6 /(1- 8 ) .l /n  > 1 + S /(l- 8 ).( iv l)/n  + p .8 /(D  S ).l/n  

^  Derivation: under a tit-for-tat strategy, the voting senators will want to cooperate if the value of cooperating 

in the first round plus the value o f cooperating in the second round, discounted for one round, is greater 

than the value o f defecting in the first round, plus the value o f  cooperating in the second roimd while being 

punished, discounted for one round. T hat is:

« .6 /n  1 I 8.(ii' l ) /n  + [3.8/n

IJSS will always want to cooperate, because it is always true that the value o f  peipetual cooperation is greater 

than, the value o f  defectiiig in the first .round and being punished for one round: 

a .8 /n  T 8.('o,-l)/ti +■ |3.o/n

.And the home state senator will always want to ptutish a defection as: 8.(ti-l)/n, > 0
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requites S > 5()/( a -• |5 + t) &:>t the grim trig|fei: strategy, and fi > 50(a p 49) if tit-for-tat 

is played.

An intensify fitctor can capture the relatiouship between a and (3 that can then be 

mapped against the recjuisite patience to sustain equilibria where senatorial courtesy is 

respected. I'hc ranges of all possible equilibria for these two punishment strategies when a = 

~ varying across all possible discount factors, are represented in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2; An Intensity-Patience Relationship, by Strategy

Figure 2.2A: A Three Player Negofiadoii Figure 2.2B; T he Full Senate
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The minimum intensity requited to sustain an equilibrium exists when legislators are 

infinitely patient; S = 1. As can be seen in Figrire 2.2A, in a sma.ll group negotiation, if 

legislators are infinitely patient, « and -j3 only need to each be greater than or equal to one, 

that .is each value needs only equal the difference in value for voting senators between 

defecting and cooperating. This positive result docs not depend upon infinite patience; 

equilibria for both strategies require an intensity factor up to 4 whenever 8 > Vi. So for any 

reasonable level of discounting, senators need only value influencing their own state’s next

I ’liis couifi Ik;' cons(nactecl for an? bfcosiiy factor and is no t dependeni o.n a equaling -jS.
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nomination as much as fom: other nomitiarions for senatorial courtesy to be followed. 'I'his 

first result is a positive begimiitig for explaining the senatorial courtesy imtm. as fftr small 

groups die intensity condition may require only equal value being given to one’s own state.

As Figure 2.2B illustrates, when senators try to cotii’ince the full Senate to respect and 

exercises Senatorial courtesy, the coiiditions for success oti become more stringent. Using 

the incumbency advantage as a proxy for likeh senatorial discounting of the value of future, 

nominations, when 8 = .9, the value to HSS of a successful exercise and the cost of failure 

each have to be almost one quarter of the sum total of the difference in utility for all the 

voting senators between defecting and cooperating when a grim trigger strategy is played, or 

almtrst half the sum total when tit-for-tat is played.

^X'Tiile it is possible to have equilibria that support the norm of senatorial couitesy in the 

full Senate in the worst-case scenario, where 99/100 senators support the nominee, the 

equilibria require stringent intensity conditions. Support for the norm under these 

circumstances may seem unlikely: if 99 senators support a nommee, will respect fot HSS’s 

view, or fear of HSS’s retaliation, be great enough to overcome such popularity? So while 

equilibtia can be found to support senatorial courtesy even under these adverse conditions, 

the limits of the norm have been identified: the senatorial courtesy fails when the intensity 

condition is not met.

In practice, such stringent conditions do not normally apply, as the above analysis is die 

worst-case scenario of 99 senators supporting the nominee. It is possible to capture a more 

realistic characterization of the conditions and exercises senatorial courtesy would have to

meet in practice by using piuty as a proxy for idct)logical division over nominees. While 

suppoit for senatorial courtesy i.s not strictly tied to party, party can be used to rcpre,sent

2.3
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ideological division. This allows for an approximahon of how difficult it is for a home state 

senator in an ideological minority to successfitlly invoke senatorial courtesy.

Since World Wat II, party division, in the Senate has rEinged from a 50-50 to a 36-64 split; 

the average margin was 12.4. As can be seen in 'I'able 2.1, on facing an average ideological 

divide, senators only need to care up to twice as much about their own state’s nominations 

as other state's nominations. Even on the strongest partisan division the Senate has had in 

the modern era, a margin of 32, senators need to care less than three times as much about 

their o\v,n state’s nominations. Even with intet,ise discotinring, the intensity requirement 

remains below four. While party is not a perfect proxy fot ideological position, these figures 

illustrate that senatorial courtesy can be expected to be quite robust even under strong 

dsan dmsiori.

Table 2.1: Requisite Intensity Factor, Using Party a.s a Proxy for N om inee Support

Average partisan division (12) M aximum m argin (32)

Grim trigger 
strategy‘‘’ I ’it-for-tat'''’ Grim trigger 

strateg}-"' Tit-for-taf'*^

Minimum 
intensit)' factor 
(8 = 1 )

0.64 1.77 0.97 2.44

Intensity factor 
with incumbency 
advantage (8 = .9)

0.76 1.90 1.04 2.49

Intensity^ factor if
6 = V2

1.77 2.91 2.44 3.91

From  footnote 21: 6 > (25/11 ) /(a  -  ,S + 1). 

rirom footnote 22: 6 /: 25 /(l l.a ~ t1§ -  14)

S > (25/*))/(a. -■ [1 + 1)

^ « 3 > 2 5 / ( 9 a  - 9 T - 1 7 )
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This is not to smg>est that scnatonal cowttes}- dctcttnincs the. fete of ;ill nominees: some 

nominees ate esceptitJiially salient to many senators, as the public battle and filibustcf of 

Miguel Estrada recently illustrates/'' Binder & Maltzman’s (forthcoming^ findings suggest 

senatx).rial courtesy is ve ty  effective in the weeks following a vacancy, but; lengthy 

no.mioations come to be dominated by other dynamics of the selection p.rocess. This makes 

sense: ;nonxi:aation periods are likely to be lengthy when numerous senators have strong 

feelings about the :nomJiiee, and the se:natorial couitesy inteiisity co;iidition will not be met. 

'Nevertheless, in the majority of nominations senatorial courtCvSy is determinative, and these 

low intensity factots explain why. If most senators are moderately patient and care more 

about having a veto over nominees from, tlicir own state than the outcome of between one 

and four othe.r notuinees not from their state, then there exist ec|'uilibria where senators 

respect the norm of senatorial courtesy.

It is unlikely that is a minimum wimiing coalition will, form that will undermine these 

results. ,Althoi.igh a strateg}' of cooperating only within a coalition of 51 senators strictly 

dominates the strategy of cooperating with all senators, literature on coalitions suggest.s that 

senators favor universalist coalitions (e.g. Weingast 1979). When senatorial courtesy is placed 

in die broader context of other senatorial interactions, a minimum winning coalition 

becomes hard to sustain because senatorial preferences may be heterogeneous over different 

issues. If  there is a perfect cotrelation between senators’ view's on nominations and other 

issues, a minimurn wino,ing coalition w^ould leave itself highly vuhierable to turnover 

changes. If correlation between issue preferences is low, senators expect to need to fortn

See Bii'idtn: (2003) tbr o.K:uT)ples o f  fa,ilure o f senatorial courre.sy.
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different cc>a!iti,ons on other topics, and so gain liom universaiism. liither way, a minimal 

winning coalkion respecting senatorial courtesy would not be effectiv'c in the long run.

The difference in the equilibria achieved in. the three player game and the full Senate 

game illustrates that as the size of the chamber increases, sustaining an equilibrium where 

senatorial courtesy is .tespecteci requires the aljsolute value of the payoffs to HSS mcreasiiig 

d.ramatically .relative to the payoffs of the voting senators. Consequently, all ocher things 

being equal, senatorial courtesy and other Jilse norms beco,me harder to sustain in a large 

chamber than a small chamber. We could predict, then, that norms ate likely t:o be mo.re 

influential in the Senate than die House. Many accounts have made empirical claims diat this 

is the case in the U.S. Congress (see e.g. Matthews 1959); this model shows diat these 

differences are likely to be systematic.

Additionally, these results indicate an effect o f the incumbency advantage: the higher 

senators’ expectation of reelection, the lower senators’ requisite intensity of preferences 

needs to be in order for senato,rs to be willing to engage in logrolling behavio,f.

More broadly, these results have implications as to when legal regulation of norms is 

appropriate. T’here may be iTio.re need to regulate the effect of norms on small groups than 

on large groups, as smaller groups are more conduc.ive to the development of collusive 

norms, such as anti-trust activitjc

The conditions for equilibria supporting senatorial courtesy have been established. The 

next section examines the effect o f the existence of senatorial courtesy on which candidates 

are nominated and confi.tmed, and in doing so .reveals who is advantaged and who is 

disadvantaged by its operation.
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H I. T H E  COM PLICATION OF T H E  STRATEGIC PR ESID EN T

The President has three means of influencing the Senate in advice and consent norninations, 

I'irstly, b-c lias gate-keeping power; he lias tltc choice to nominate or not nominate a 

candidate, and if he chooses not to nominate anyone, no other actor can do so. As such, iie 

is the agenda setter, and enjoys all the advantages that position entails (see Baton and 

Ferejohn, 1989).

Secotidly, the I’resideiit has the abilicy t:o clioose a nommee who reflects his own 

ideological position, but this power is subject to the need to gain confirmation. The 

President will choose the candidate closest: to his ideal point wiio will gamer the suppo,i:t: 

requited for confirmation. In the absence of senatorial courtesy, the pivot point for 

successful confirmation is the median senator; but with senatorial courtesy, if the norm 

operates prospectively as discussed, every candidate not endorsed by HSS will be vetoed, 

and the President will ultimately be forced to nominate HSS’s favored choice. If the intensity 

factor is satisfied, HSS can expect senatorial support vetoing any nominee up to the point H, 

her ideal point. So H replaces M as the relevant pivot once the intensity factor is satisfied.’" 

So the President’s nomination power is subject to the limits of the ptvotal vote, whether that 

is the Senate median or HSS. This changes the equilibrium,, i.e. the Presidenfs feasible choice 

of nominees who wiH receive confirmation.'”

Thirdly, under some circumstances, the President has power to determine who is HSS in 

a given round. .As discussed in section I, there are two types of nominations subject to

For more on the theory behind how a veto allows a pivotal vote to realize his or her ideal point, see Krehbiel 

(1998); for evidence that senatorial courtcsj? operates this \va» in practice, see c.g, Corwin (19.39); 25;

Goklman (1997).

** N ote that this is neces.satily a simplified model, and other players may be influeniinl, such as comtnittee 

chairs (see Binder & Maltztnan, forthcoming), and die filibuster pivot (see Krehbiel, 1998).
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senatorial cm,u-resy: those ibi: multi-state federal offices and those for single, state federal 

offices. F o t national and regional offices, the President can sometimes choose -which state to 

draw a nornitiee from. In these cases, the President makes two choices in the one action: as 

well as choosing an actual candidate, who can represent any point on or beyond the 

ideological spectrum of senatorial preferences, he effectively chooses which two of the 

hundred senators ate the home state senators in any round.

Tlie following section represents how the equtlibrkim carididafe varies with different 

distributions o f preferences between the President, the median senator and the home state 

senator, and different .status quos in the absence of a nominee.

OLA. Comparative Statics of a Full Senate and a President

To assess how a successful exercise of senatorial comte.sy affects the type of cancO,date 

nominated bv the P:resident and cotifmiied by the Setiate, this :model is tailored for a multi- 

judge panel, although variations may be possible for other positions. The multi-judge forum 

is used because it provides a meaningful status quo: without a nomination, tlie ideological 

make-up of the bench will be that of the status quo in the absence of a new nominee. Again, 

full information and anticipation of other players’ moves is assum,ed for all players.

The method used in this model follows that initiated by Weingiist and Moran (1983), 

further developed for open-rule chambers by Ferejohn and Shipan (1990) and generalized by 

Krehbiel (1998). The home state senator, the median senator and the President are 

represented in a one-dimensional. Euclidean policy space. Preferences are assumed to be 

monotonic within that space. Figure 2.3 illustrates one distribution of preferences, for an 

example position of the .status quo.
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Figute 2.3: Preferefices of PIa}a:ts

H(Q) H  SQ M(P) P M

H is the position, o,f the home state senator, M is the position o f the median senator, F is 

the position of the President. I'he status quo (SQ) is the average ideological position of the 

relevant bench in the absence of a new nominee. All players are indifferent between a 

nominee at the point SQ and no nomination being made. '̂ ' All players are assumed to care 

only about the ideological position of the nominee and to be uiiconcemed with the 

practicalities of die operation o f the judiciary^ for example whether the iudicm.rv' is 

understaffed.’'̂

M(Q) is the point to the right of M when the status quo is on the median senator’s left 

(and vice versa) diat die median setiator regards as indifferent to the point SQ; likewise M(P) 

is the point of indiffe,re.nce for M on the opposing side of P. Similarly, H(Q) is the point of 

indifference to SQ for H, and H(P) is the  point o f  indifference to P for H, Note that 

symmetry does not need to be assumed.

The significance of the indifference points is to determine the boundaries of the 

President’s powder of nomination. Player i prefers anything in the range i((^ to SQ; for 

example in Figure 2.3, faced with a dichotomous choice, M will tolerate any point as far right 

as M(Q) in fa'vor of SQ.

I'h is model does not include espectaticms o f  changes in the adtninistradon, which could undermine 

senatorial Indifference Iretween the status quo and no nominee being confirmed.
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The poHcy space reprcseixts a continuum relevanf: t;:o the playeis, for example liberal' 

conservative. Three cases are considered, varying which, player lies between the other two 

players on the ideological cciiitiiiuum, where H<M<P, H<P<M and TIjc opposite

ideological distributions a.re merely i.nversions; consequently, the three cases examined 

represent all possible permutations of positioning between the three players.

For each case, the equilibrium outcome is co.nsidered undc.r both a system with and 

without an exercise o f senatorial courtesy; this makes an assessment o f the effect of 

senatorial courtesy possible. F’or each case, the continuous functions of the cqmlibria 

tnapped on the range of possible status quo a.re aummarixecJ.

Case 1: H  < M < P:

In the absence o f senatorial courtesy, when the status quo is to the right of the President, the

median senator pi:efers the President’s nominee. But the President can also have his ideal 

nominee supported when the status quo is to the extreme left, as long as P < M(Q).

Hoxvever between M(P) and P, the President, anticipating tlie median senator’s indifference 

function, will nominate a candidate at M(Q), such that median senato.c is always indifferent 

between the candidate and status quo. So without senatorial courtesy, the equtlibrium 

outcome is if P > M((^, and P otheiwise. Inversely, but by tlie same logic, in the

range M < Q < P, the equilibrium outcome is SQ. The President only has to alter his choice 

of candidate, to satisfy the median senator when the status quo is close to the point M.

With senatorial courtesy, the results are identical when the SQ T M; but when SQ < M 

the results are radically different. When the status quo lies between H and M, the home state

j-’ Recent ycar.s have seen extended judicial vacancies, suggesting this is a reasonable assutnptioii for courts

other than the Supreme Court.
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senator will veto any nomiaec to the right of SQ. as she prefers no nominee to  a tiomiitce in 

line with the President’s preferences. So as SQ moves to the left of M, the equilibrium 

outcome moves away from the President, rather than toward his preferences, as it did in the 

absence of senatorial couftesy. ’I’o the left of H, as the distance between H and H(Q) 

increases, the equilib.tium outcome once again approaches P, giving the President greater 

latitude in nonimation.

Figure 2,4: The Effect of Two Contrasting Status Quo in Case 1

S,
<2

[ J
H

r  1 t
M M(Q),

. p
P

S( S( 2̂

I'wo examples are illusttated in Figure 2.4. While at; SQ,,, between M and P, die outcome 

is unchanged, at SQj, between H and M, the equilibrium outcome moves from X, = M(Q), 

to S] = SQp The results for the continuum of possible status quo case 1 distributions are 

summarized in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 summarizes the resul ts for the continuum of possible status quo case 

distributions. The x-axis represents one possible position for each player, and the y-axis 

indicates the equilibrium outcomes (a player’s movement left or right of within the 

parameters of the case changes the angle of the equilibrium lines, but not thek general 

nature). The figure maps the equilibrium outcome fot each possible status quo. In the 

absence of senatorial courtesy, ever)’ point to the left of H results in an etiuilib.rium outcome

Which will equal 2M -  SQ if M’s preferences are symmetrical.
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of P’s ideal preference, Iriit with setiatorial courtesy the etjui1il>rium outcome ranges between 

P and H, apptoachmg H as the status cjiio approaches H. If the Presidoit: did not need the 

advice and consent: of the Senate at: all, all equilibrium outcomes in each case would be a 

hoiizotital line at point P.

Figure 2,5: Cotitinuutn of Equilibtia for Case 1 for all Status Quo Positions

Without SC 

With SC

H M(l’) M P
Position of the Status Quo

Case 2: H  < F < M:

In this situation, \vit]:iout senatorial courtesy, at any point SQ < P the median senator prefers 

P to SQ, so P is the equilibrium. When P < SQ < M, these preferences are reversed and the 

equilibrium outcome is SQ. However when M < SQ, tlie median senator is indifferent 

between M((^ and SQ, so the President will nominate M(Q) if 1’ < M(Q) and P otherwise. 

With senatorial courtesy, the results are inverted. H(P) < SQ < P results in equilibria 

tracking H(Q);‘‘̂ but when SQ > P, the home state senator prefers P. The results for the two 

continua of equilibria of possible status quo ate summarized in Figure 2.6.

H(Q) 211 ~ SQ under symmetry.
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Figwfc 2.6: CoMinnum of Equilibria fof Case 2 for all Status Quo Positions

EquiJibrium
Outeooies

H(P) H M

Without S( i

Position of the Status Quo

Case 3: P  < H  < M:

When SQ) < H, the etjuilibria achieved are identical with and without senatorial courtesy. 

However when H < SQ < M, without senatorial courtesy, the median senator prefers the 

status quo to the President’s nommee, and so the equilibria is SQ, However in the same 

region, the home state senator prefers any point to the left of H(Q). As such, the equilibrium 

outcome with senatorial courtesy is H(Q) if H(Q) < H(P), and P otherwise. When H(l’) <

SQ < M(P), the equilibrium outcome is M(Q) without senatorial couitesy, and P with 

senatorial courtesy. The results for the continua of equilibria are summarized in Figure 2.7.

The variation iu the continua of equilibria found under the two conditions shows that 

senatorial courtesy can dramatically influence the ty'pe of candidate nominated by the 

President. Consequently, the refinement this model provides of the median voter model 

should tender more accurate predictions of presidential candidates in advice and consent 

nominations.
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Figure 2 .7 :  Coiitinmim of Equilibtia for Case 3 for a ll Status Quo Positions

liquilibiium
Outcomes

I L

W i t h o u t :  S ( i

With SC

P H M  H(l’)
Posidoji of the Status (3uo

M(P)

This analysis also indicates which players are advantaged and disadvantaged by the 

existence o f the norm of senatorial couftesy. For distributions equivalent to case 1, the 

existence of senatorial courtesy harms the interests of the President. 'l.’he current battle over 

judicial nominations is analogous to case one scenarios: a rightwing President faces a 

moderate median;'^*' the President’s choice of iiomitiees is being blocked by a more liberal 

veto point, in this case a filibuster of 45 senators. As can be seen in Figure 2.5A, the range of 

equilibria under senatorial courtesy in this type of case is equal to or furtlier away from the 

President’s preferences than the range of equilibria without senatorial courtesy.

In case 2, tlie President’s fortunes depend on the distribution of status quos and the 

relative space betw^een the players. If the status quos were distributed symmetrically around 

the ideal point of the President, case 2 would overall be neutral in effect for the President: 

when the President is closer to the median senator, he prefers not to have senatorial
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courtesy, but if he is to the home state senator he is in feci: advantaged by t:hc nc:irm. 

But: symmctty is an unreasoJiablc assumptioti bcre. As such, tire effect of senatorial courtesy 

in case 2 distributions is neutral on expectation but is variable in application.

In case 3, in contrast, the President is consistently advantaged by the e:xist;ence of 

senatorial courtesy for any point belxvcen, P and M(Q), and neutral beyond those po:iiits. All 

equilibrium candidates between H a:n,d M(l’) are further from the median senator’s 

preferences than in the case without senatorial courtesy. Returning to the example of the 

contemporary administration, as characterized above, to take advantage of the effect of 

senatorial courtesy when the President: has a choice of nominees among more than one state, 

the current Presidenr has to choose nominees from States whose scoatots are more right- 

wing than the median senator. Assuming party accurately reflects ideology, the existence of 

senatorial courtesy means that the President can draw tlie equilibrium nominee closet to his 

ideal point by nominating a candidate from a duai-Republican state.

Overall, the median senator’s preferences are less represented under a system of 

senatorial courtesy than without the norm. This is an expected result, and explains the need 

for threats of retaliation or promises of reciprocity modeled in the initial game. It is easy to 

conclude that on expectation of an equal probabilip? of the three distributions, the President 

is overall neither advantaged nor disadvantaged by senatorial courtesy. This alone is contrary 

to the intuitive conclusion that an extra veto mechanism on the President’s nominations 

would harm the President’s interests. But in fact, the results arc stronger than a conclusion

^  Tins was clearly true fot the last (longress, as illustrated by the change o f  power caused by Jim  Jeffords’ 

switch; now the median will be either Jeffords or the most moderate o f the 51 Rcpublic.ins, depending on

who the home .state senatoc is.
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of neuti'al effect: when it cotncs to filling multi-sfarc fexietal o£fice.s, the President can 

actually be advantaged by the norm of senatorial courtesy.

IP the President: has tb,e flexibility to nominate candidates who inspire preferences like 

those .illustrafed in cases 3, or a mixture of cases 2 and 3, he will achieve the confirtnation of 

candidates closer to his preferences than he would in the absence is senatorial courtesy. 'J’o 

be advantaged by senatorial courtesy, the President only needs to choose candidates from 

states that are closer to his preferences than the median senator is.

The President’s strategic pow^er in .relation f.o circuit c<.)urts nominati.ons is so,mewhat: 

limited due to another norm that seats in any circuit a.re traditionally .reserved fot .specific 

states. The power of this norm is uncertain: on occasion, both senators and pre.sidents have 

overcome this constraint. In the case of the blocked Michigan nominees mentioned above, 

Senators Levin and Stabenow threatened to extend their blockade to all six vacancie.s for the 

Sixth Circuit, not just those typically reserved for Michigan. When North Ca,toIina’s Senator 

Helms continued to block all of President CHnton’s African-American candidates to the 

Fourth Circuit, Clinton eventually nominated Roger Gregory from Virginia during recess. 

This breach of the reserved seat iiomi did not receive strong senatorial backlash; in fact, 

when the Democrats took over the Senate, President Bush was pressured to nominate 

Gregory permanently. These cases suggest that presidents may have some leeway in mixing 

up appointments among states within circuit courts, and so senatorial courtesy could render 

the President advantaged, not just neutral, for Court of appeals seats also.

If the President cannot overcome the expectation of circuit court vacancies being filled 

by nominees from particular states, then the Presideot will be unable to take advantage of 

this strategic mechanism. Then for circuit courts, like district courts, the President will be 

neither advantaged nor disadvantaged; on e.xpectation, the effect of senatorial courtesy i.s
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tieutral from the Prt'sidcjiit’s pcr.spccrive, Addirionally, ft)t other tnulft-starc seats, such as 

executive positions, the PresitJeiit may still be able to fake advanrage of rite existence of 

seoatotial courtesy l,n' favoring case 3 nominees,

In fact, this analysis understates the President’s ability to manipulate senatorial courtesy 

to bis advantage. So fiif, this analysis has modeled a single continuum, .salient to all players. 

As mentioned, exercises of senatorial courtesy can be entirely idiosyncratic: consequently, 

senators may- invoke senatorial courtc.sy due to a personal di.slike of a nominee. Senatorial 

courtesy’s history stems from patronage, and senators may have an interest in it controlling 

nominations within thek states, to reward theit supporters and check their opponents. These 

idiosyncratic and personal concerns can be considered a second axis, with greater distance 

from the senator’s ideal point representing the extent of the senator’s personal animosity to 

the nominee. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Senatorial Preferences in Two Dimensions

N ’s Persond, 
Distance froin FI
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The oval in P’igurc 2.8 represents H’s indiffefcnce range in two dimension!;. I.iven if H 

can gain support: for a nominee at her ideological ideal point (N,), H still prefers any 

nominee within tlie oval to N,, and is indifferent between Nj and Nj.

In m ost cases, the President and the median senator are is likely to be indifferent: along 

the y-axis, as this axis is personal to HSS. (foiiseqnently, the President can use the y axis as 

leverage against the senator, to pull the equilibrium outcome toward his own ideal point. As 

such, the Pjcesiclcnt has an additional strategic advantage when senatorial courtesy i.s driving 

the nomination process than without it. This analysis applies for any status quo, and 

consequently buttresses the. .results above.

'Phis analysis has revealed mechanisms the President can exploit senatorial courtesy to 

syste,marically' bias the process in hi,s favor. Consequendy, not only does the repeated game 

of senatorial courtesy overcome the disadvantage for voting senators in. supporting the 

norm, converting their opposition to suppo.tt, overall the President is also advantaged.

CONCLUSION

Given the institutional importance and the political contentiousness of advice and consent 

no.m.inations, any factor that has a striking effect: on the outcome of such nominations 

deservms close scrutiny. Senatorial courtesy has been shown in this article to potendally have 

such a dramatic effect, yet it is an under-analyzed mechanism of influence. Until now, a 

thorough explanation of why senatorial courtes}' is supported systematic exploration of the 

conditions under which it operates, and a means of predicting its effects has been lacking.

The expectation of future reciprocity or .retaliation in a repeated game explains why 

senatorial courtesy persists. As long as there is an adequate difference in the intensity of 

preferences between when a senator is the home state senator compared to when she is not, 

equilibria, support:mg die no:r.m can lie .sustained even under quite adverse conditions. Those
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challenging conditions include all senators possessing a domittant strategy of rlefecting from 

the norm,, a low p,tobability of being home state senator in an)f round, and coalitions of 

senators with, shared preferences who could benefit from partial defection from senatorial 

courtesy.

None o f these factors prevent the persistence of the norm, however the level of 

opposition to a nominee, the size of tl.i.e chambet, the probability of being ho.D:ic state 

senator and the consistency of ideology of any coalition can vary the point of equilibria. 

Consequently, these factors can influence the formation and persistence of senatorial 

courtesy and other like norms. So the results indicate what factors can be manipulated by 

constitutional crafters or in.stitutional reformers wishing to encourage o,r limit die formation 

of sitnilar informal .rales.

Senatorial courtesy alters the range of feasible nominees the P,resideiit will no.nii,tiate and 

the Senate will confirm. The consistent direction o f this change is away from the preferences 

of the media.li senator. I ’liis result was to be expected, and the mechanism of reciprocit)- and 

tetaliatioti in the game accounts for how this bias does not undermine senatorial support for 

the norm. The mote surprising result is that even ihougli it provides another veto point on 

presidential .nominations, overall the President is not disadvantaged by senatorial courtesy, 

and is advantaged if he chooses nominees from states whose home state senators are closer 

to his preferences than the median senator is.

To be complete, spatial models of the notnination process need to factor in the 

possibility of an exercise of senatorial courtesy, and so .should include the home state senator 

as a potential veto po.iut. frailure to do so cannot; be defended by equating or replacing the 

median senator with the home state senate.)!;. By definition, the position of the median 

se:n,ator lies in a moderate position within die Senate. In. contrast, the home state scnato.r can.
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lie anywliefc on the spectmtt) of senatorial idtaalogy, inclviding extfcme outlict's. Thiis a 

cotnplete model of the iKJtniiiatioti process should include the home state senatof as a veto 

point While senatorial courtesy can be excluded from models of the nomination process for 

the sake o f parsimony, its operation must be recognized as an important clement of the 

nomination process.

Througbout this game, all players have been, assumed to have full information and 

perfectly anticipate the future course of play. (Consequently, because senatorial courtesy has 

been, shown to be robust, it, follows that; the President will anticipate such support: for any 

exercise o f senatorial courtesy, and so will nominate a candidate within the feasible range of 

nominees dictated by the home state senators’ preferences. On this logic, senatorial courtesy 

should never be exercised in the first place. This may explain why open conflict over the 

exercise of senatorial courtesy is seen only rarely, as compared to th,e number of advice and 

consent nominations made, and co,mpared to other forms of conttove,rsy in relation, to those 

nominations. O f course the feet that some conflicts do arise means that mistakes are made, 

players lack full information or players fail to anticipate in every case. The assumptions made 

herein, and consequently the result.s found, are unlikely to exactly ,tnirror reality; no doubt 

complications could be added to improve the accuracy of this representation, how'cver this 

article provides at least the beginnings of a systematic model of the important influence of 

the norm of senatorial courtesy on highly salient political nominations.
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CH APTER 3

T H E  JUDICIAL SIGNALING GAME:

HOW  JUDGES SHAPE T H E IR  DOCKETS

ABSTRACT

In conixast to the traditional wisdom, judges are not passive receivers of their 
agendas. Instead, many judges attempt to shape thek dockets by encouraging 
potential litigants to bring pardcular cases. This encouragement takes the 
form of judges signaling their own positions on an issue as well as their 
colleagues’ expected suppoit. This process is modeled as a sigiifiling gsime, 
with both separating and pooling equilibria resulting. The existence of 
pooling equilibria is of particular interest, as it indicates some judges 
misrepresent the chances of success of a case in order to induce desired 
legislatiotJ.

IN TR O D U C TIO N

Unlike the elected branches of govemrnent, die Judiciary is iiistifutionally constrained 

from initiating policy. Thi.s does not mean that judges have no control over their own 

dockets. While judges depend on litigants to initiate litigation, judges encourage potential 

litigants to bring pardcular cases, judges have private information of the expected outcomes 

of future cases as they know their own position and have inside information on thek 

colleagues’ positions; consequently judges can credibly signal the prospects of success of a 

given case. Signaling includes a judge volunteering comments in a speech that an as yet to be 

appealed decision of lewder court is constitutionally unsound, or a majority opinion including 

obiter dicta suggesting that the author would provide the swing vote to the dissentets under 

different circumstances. This information constitutes signals which may convitice a litigant: 

to bring a case, and so allow the judge to shape the law on that 1:opic.

The notion that judges signal the outcome of future cases in order to actively shape theit 

dockets stands in sharp contrast to the traditional view of judges as passive difsinterested
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recipients o f  casesi brought before them by independent patties (e.g. Ptovinc, 1S)80: 7), Once 

cases are brought, certiorari and other powers not to hear provide some discretion;*' but the 

traditional iew holds that judges have no other mechanism to seek a case on an issue on 

which they wish to shape the law. '** Most contemporary court scholars recognize that judges 

have an incentive to shape theit agendas, but fail to seriously consider how judges use signals 

to induce the cases they seek.

This paper provides a systematic account of how judges shape which case.s are brought 

before them, by ti'ansferring their private information regarding the ca.ses’ potential for 

victory. It uses game theory and economic equilibriuni concepts to establish what, 

equilibrium outcomes occur under judicial sigiiaUtig. k s  well as showing how and when 

signaling occurs, this analysis reveals an itnpoitant .result: that under certain conditions, 

judges have an ittcentive to misrepresent the chances of success of some cases.

'Tlte degree of directness of judicial signals is constrained by m,ores of jiid,icial 

circumspection, wliich limit judicial communication to the public. I'his particularly applies to 

communication regarding the prospects of potential litigation, because the Rule of I.aw 

requires that cases not. be prejudged. Judicial indications of stxpport for a position, therefore, 

can only occur in a limited number of forums and geiteraUy must be implicit or abstract, and 

thus without guarantee. How, then, can litigants distinguish between genuine signals and 

cheap talk -  that is, potentially false signals? In diis paper, I show that two primary factors 

determine the reliability of judicial signrds: first, the level of alignment between judicial and 

litigant, interests, and second, the cost of signaling.

More than half o f State courts of last resort have ct;rrio;ta.ri-)ike exclusion powers -— set; Baum (1977). 

I liis  debate is normatively significant, as an incapacity to shape their agenda limits judges’ ability to  push 

their own political interests, and so justifies the lack o f  judicial accountability in a democratic system.
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Signaling occurs in t wo classes of cases. In the first, judges want to hetir cases only if the 

position they suppoit is ultimately successful. Then, the interests of the judge and the litigant 

arguing that position arc fully aligned. (Consequently, there is a full transfer of information, as 

any judicial signal is reliable. In the second class of cases, judges also want: to hear cases even 

if they cannot gain majority support for their position, 'This is because judges sometimes 

seek vehicles to shape the law, either through their own persuasiveness, or by giving 

prominence to the issue, in the hope of raising public awareness and pressuring other 

decision-makers. While the class of the public who support the same position may benefit 

from such action, the individual litigants’ benefit from this publicity is likely to be 

outweighed by the enormous cost of an unsuccessful litigation. Consequently, in the second 

class of cases, there is only partial alignment of interest between judges and litigants who 

support: the same positioxi. In this second class of cases, judicial representations ate 

sometimes .reliable and other times not.

Judges have to decide whether to signal, and whether to signal honestly or falsely, and 

how overtly to s,ignal. The results of the game show the optimal strategy for these three, 

decisions, for two types of judge: those facing winning and those facing losing cases. With 

low credible signaling costs, pooling ec|uilibria occm:, in which both types of judge signal a 

winning case and litigants cannot distinguish between them. With credibility only satisfied 

by greater signaling costs, separating equilibria exist in which each type of judge signals 

trathfully and the litigant can differentiate between the two types.

To explore what signaling consists of in the judicial context, section 1 presents some 

instances of signaling. Section 2 introduces more formal signaling concepts and spells out 

the assumptions in the signaling model. Section 2 also uses the existing agenda setting 

literature to assess the empirical merit of the game’s signaling assumptions. Section 3
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ptescnts th e  game and its implications. I'hc game models judicial choice over a continuum of

cndogexuwsly detemiin.ed signaling options.

1. JUDICIAL SIGNALING T H E O R IE S AND EXAMPLES

This paper proposes that judicial expressions constitute signals of what litigants can 

expect from potential future cases. This section highiighcs some examples of signaling from 

the Supreme Court’s 2002-2003 year. Signaling could be iilusttated by drawing from cases 

from other courts and other years;’*'* the number of cases discussed here within the limits of 

one year and one court suggest that the practice is significant.

Dissents are, among other things, an obvious form of signaling. Alternative theories are 

uuable to fully explain the phenomenon of the dissent. A pi:iblished dissent: is not an attempt:

to convince the majority of their error this could explain circulated dissents, but by the

time of publication, such an effort has been lost. Alteritatively , dissents have been explained 

as unsuccessful threats; judges ckcukte dissents in an attempt to coerce the majority away 

from their position (Epstein and Knight, 1998). Under this theory, pubUcation is necessary, 

or else future threats would not be credible. But the damage which underlies the threat is 

presumably harm to judicial legitimacy, which applies equally to the dissenter as to members 

of the majority, thus rendering the threat non-credible. And since every judge has an interest 

in the legitimacy of the Judiciatyy dissents are difficult to explain as criticism for their own 

sake. Yet judges occasionally harshly emphasize their displeasure when it is clearly too late to 

influence the decision, for example by reading their dissents aloud from the bench, or 

extravagantly damning their colleagues. For example, justice ScaUa recently awarded “the

Though signaling will be more influential when practiced by higher courts than courts o f  first instance, as 

signaling and primarily delineates the boundaries o f  law and policy questions.
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Prize for the (ioutt’s Most Feeble Iiffort to fobticate” evidence of the majority’s argument in 

one case (A.tkins v. Virginia (2002): 347).

All of these elements are esplicable if dissents ate interpreted not as off-ecjuilibrium 

gamesmanship or poot-losership, but instead as strategic attempts to establish a feasible 

alternative future majority. The purpose of providing this alternative is to suggest that future 

decisions need not necessarily arrive at the same conclusion. This theory explains the 

existence o f highly ctilicaJ attacks on majority opinions, such as the empbatic. example above, 

despite the value placed on judicial circumspection. For if dissents are signals, these signaling 

efforts are bolstered by assertions of the weakness of the precedent being forged. 

Establishing the weakness of the majotity’s case supports any claim of a possible future 

contrary outcome, and thus encourages litigants to bring the cases individual judges seek.

Other form.s of judicial expressions can also be signals to litigants of anticipated 

outcomes, including majority opinions. One example is the June 2003 case of Federal 

lilection Ct:>nimission v. Beaumont, in which a corporate contributor unsuccessfully 

challenged a longstanding ban on corporate electoral contributions. 'Fhis decision constituted 

a rich opportunity for justices to signal the type of argument that: would be most persuasive 

in the pending September 2003 challenge to McCain-Feingold campaign Act. As one 

corntnentatof noted, McCain-Feingokl law supporters “were quick to derive 

encouragement” from Beaumont, as Justice Souter’s majority opinion repeatedly emphasized 

the need for “deference to legislative choice” in campaign finance (New York Times, 2003;

p 2 0 ) .

Concurrences can also constitute signals. In the same case, Justice Kennedy stated in 

concurrence that corpotate contributions can be regulated more closely than corporate 

expenditures. But he stated: “were we presented with a case in which the distinction between
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contributiotts and expcHclitaces vinde,r the whole .scheme of campaign finance rcgtilalion 

were under review, 1 might join Justice Thomas’ [dissenting] opinion” (Beaumont, 2003: 1-2). 

This is a common jiKlkial sttategy.'**' It is a means of signaling potential future grounds for 

differetitiatioii, with the purpose of encouraging current losers to continue to pursue this 

field of litigation.

Judicial signaling is not: limited to published opinions. Other forms of judicial expression,

such as fjeiich opinions, speeches, atticks or books can pcrfomi a simikf faactiou. In March 

2002, the Federal Appeals Court in die Ninth Citct:iit ruled that requuing students to recif.e 

the Pledge of Allegiance was unconstitutional as long as it contained the phrase “one nation 

under God” (Newdow v. U.S. Congress). The following January, while the case was on hold 

pending further review by the same court, Justice Scalia gave a speech in which he discussed 

the case as an example of a misinteqiretation of the Constitution by lower courts. Justice. 

Scalia went on to provide arguments to support his position (CNN.com, 2003). Six mo,uths 

after Scalia’s speech, an appeal was filed to the Supreme Court in the case.

The main implication of this discussion is tliat judges use signals to encourage particular 

cases, lliey  do this by indicating both their own receptivity to hear a particular case and the 

likely future prospects of any case. Having established that judges use signals, the next 

important issue is whether these signals are reliab.le, or whether judges could falsely signal.

It may seem antithetical to all accepted notions of the judicial role that ji,idges would 

mislead the public in order to promote their ow,n agendas. Yet even uimsually stark judicial, 

signals have been .followed by .incongruous results. The Supre.me Court’s 2002-2003 series of

For another recent e.xatnple, see State Farm v. CampbclJ 1.2,3 S. Ct. 151.3 (2003) in which Justice Kennedy,

writing for the Court, repeatedly e.mphasize.d that in this case, which inttoduced a new limit on pumiive 

damages, there was only economic harm and not physical harm, implying that a different result may arise in 

physical damages cases (at 1524-152.5).
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deafh penalty cases provider a notable estimplc in which cases brought follcnving inTusually 

direct encouragement were nevertheless unsuccessful.

In Atkins v. Vjrtpiia (2002) the Supreme Court held in a 5:4 opinion written by justice 

Stevens that executing mentally retarded criminals was cruel and unusual puaishment 

prohibited by the Eighth Amendment. Justice Stevens stated that a comparison to execution 

of juvenile offenders was telling (footnote 18 at 315). Two months later, when the Supreme 

Court rejected an application for a stay of execution by a juvenile defendant., Jiisticc .Stevens 

issued what was considered an unusually forthright public statement (see e.g. New York 

Times, 2002). Referring to Atkins, Justice Stevens wrote that “since that opinion was written, 

the issue has been the subject o f further debate... Given the apparent consensus that exists...

I think it would be appropriate for the court to revisit the issue at the earliest opportunity” 

(Paterson v. Texas, 2002). justice Ginsburg, with whom Justice Breyer joined, made a similar 

statement and joined Justice Stevens. Two months later, the court denied a writ of habeas 

corpus for a juvenile offender facing the death penalty (In Re Stanford, 2002). This failure 

was unsurprising, given that Stanford arose from original jurisdiction, under which cases 

seldom succeed. Despite the failure of the second attempt, tliis case was encouraging to 

death penalty  ̂opponents because justice Souter also joined justice Stevens’ dissent, which 

explicitly called for an end to that “shameful p.tactice”. Yet two months later, the court 

rejected without comment an appeal for review firom a juvenile offender (Hain v. MulUn, 

200.3).

There are at least two possible alternative explanations for the outcome of this series of 

cases other than that the judges were falsely signaling: the judges may simply have been 

mistaken as to their chances of success, or gambling that the public nature of their 

statements may have put pressure on a judge to switch sides. It is impossible to prove
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judiciHl intent in any given case, but the rest; of this paper argues firstly, tliat judges generally 

know their colleagues likely positions, secondly, that judges have an incentive to lie in certain 

circumstances, and thirdly, that the variation in the extent and cost of judicial signals can be 

systematically explained.

II. AGENDA.-SETTING AND SIGNALING

There is a growing literature on the agenda-setting power of the Supreme Court. 

Examination of the Supreme Court’s discretiotjaty power over the grant of certiorari has led 

to recognition that the Court has the power to shape its own agenda, and in doing so, to 

mfl:uence the political focus of the nation. This literature is liighly valuable, illustrating the 

strategic processes Supreme Court judges undertake in making decisions as to which cases to 

decide, but there is a dearth of analysis of judicial sigi,ialing actions.

One exception is Peter Linzer’s analysis of certiorari (1979). Linzcr assessed what can be 

inferred from justices ‘going public,’ as weU as from judicial silence, and a number of other 

potential signals (1979; 1304). The other notable exception to the literature’s lack of 

contemplation of the possibility of judicial signaling is testimony from judges that Perry 

collected, suggesting that judges send out signals to “invite cases.” One justice states that if a 

judge wants to hear a case in a certain area, “]h]e says something jin an opinion] that; might 

indicate that the court would be willing to hear a case which bixiught up certain issues. We 

say tltis is something that we are not deciding here, but that it is something that the Court 

might want to resolve... I think generally that people are sometimes aware of what a justice 

might be interested in” (Perry, 1994; 213). Another judge concuts, suggesting that the notion 

tliat the Supreme Court is a reactive m,stitution which has to wait for cases to come to it 

“may exist more in theor}' than in practice” (Perry, 1994: 212).
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Despite this direct evidence, even the Htetatute which explicitly contemplates strategic 

judicial behavior seldom considers judicial signaling. Consetjuently, this strategic literature 

struggles to  provide an explanation as to why judges ever vote to gram: cettiorad for a case 

when the side they support is expected to lose. While sotne authors simph' assume this never 

occurs (e.g. Eipstein, Segal and Victor, 2002: 404), a majority of judges studied by Boucher 

and Segal sometimes grant ce:rliora.ri to cases they then vote to af&ttn (2002: 832). This result 

is only irregulat: if it is assum,ed that judges’ steategic analysis is limited to the short term. 

W'hile many authors hav'e recog;ni.zed that: judges act: straregically, their focus has largely been 

on short-term strategy: how judges ensure their favored outcome in any given case. For most 

,stud.ies, an assumption of judicial focus being short-terrn is implicit (e.g. Baum, 1977: 16), for 

others it is explicit (e.g. Epstein and Knight, 1998: 18).

There is no reason to assume that judges have, such a myopic focus, particularly for 

judges widi lifetime tenure. Judges inay seek to have the. capacity to set the law of the land 

(or state or region), and be willing to sactifice their interest in a given case to find a vehicle to 

direct the development of the law. While Boucher and Segal begin their article: “it is now 

common.... to view Supreme Court justices as policy-minded decision makers,” they, and 

other scholars who have, studied strategic judicial action, nevertheless have failed to consider 

the possibility that judges may look beyond the immediate facts of any given case to long

term strategic goals. This game models one such possible strategy.

While die agenda-setting literature is not on point, the empirical studies that literature 

contains are use:ful for asses.sing the feliab.ilit]? of the assumptions .required to be made in a 

judicial signaling game. Section 2.2 is by no means a comprehensive literature review, but 

rathe.i: the section draw.s out elements televant to this top:ic and useful i:n devising a model, of
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judicial signaling. Before analy?:ing the agcnda-sefting lit:cfafut:e, it is worthwhik* introducing 

the essential concepts behind, signaling models.

II..A Sig.iialing Analysis 

Economics has been used in analyses of n range of legal issues; an entiirc ‘law and economics’ 

lite,rature has developed (see e.g. Newman). However l:h.is .literature has kirgely limited itself 

to applying full information market theory.''*' There is ai powerful reailm of economic amalysis 

devoted to predicting beha\do.r under co.nditions of i.ocompktc information, or imcetlaitity.

The questton of how judges can induce parties to bring particulat litigation j udges seek is 

one of incomplete info.tm'ation. Judges a.re privy to ‘inside information’ not a\-'aul.£ible to 

litigants, both as to their own and thck colleagues’ likely positions on an issue. While 

interested spheres of the public analyze patterns of judicial behavior to predict judicial 

outcomes, such conclusions are inferential and unreliable, compared with judges’ own 

expectadoos of how their colleagues will vote. As Caldera, Wright and Zorn succinctly put it: 

“judges deal with the same issues and a small number of individuals year after year, so 

fctiowledge about preferences is both easier to obtain and more likely to be accurate.” (1999: 

551)

Under conditions of incomplete information, there can be a market advantage for some 

informed parties to disseminate information to uninfo.rmed parties. That information is only 

valuable to the uninformed parties if the information is reliable, and so effective

There are notable exceptions, such iis analysis o f  divergences o f  information in parties’ search for, and 

prcsentatiofi of, evidence for trial -- see Daughety and Reitigamim (2000); and analysi.s o f  information 

available to parties but nor available to, or verifiable by, a court -  see Baird, Germer & .Picker (1994). 

I'ypica.lly, even such, studies which do consider uncertainty, however, model the asymmetry o f  information 

between parties, or else when they consider judges, the judges are the less informed, rather than (he more 

informed, player.
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dissemination often requites iUithentication.''‘’' T'his dissemination and aiuhenrication process 

is best modeled as a signaling gatne.

In the judicial signaling game, judges are like sellers, and litigants are like buyers. litigants 

have to decide whether to expend the resources on the good, litigation, in order to gain the 

utiliiv of a winning case. A  judge who wishes to hear a particular case is selling the prospect 

of success. O f the judges who wish to hear a case, any judge may be one of two types: those 

with a high-quality good, Le. a winning coalition, and those with a low quality good, i.e. no 

support or only minority support There are also two classes of cases; cases where a judge 

only wants to hear the case is the side he or .she supports will win, and those the judge may 

wish t;o hear even if die side they support will lose. The second category could apply when 

the judge seeks a vehicle to express views or agitate for change. Any judge seeking to hear a 

case even if the side tliey suppott will lose has a motivation to claim the goods are high- 

quality even if they are not. The suggestion that judges have an incentive to lie is a highly 

contentious statement,'^’ which is ultimately be proven in the tnodel; but for the tiieantime, 

let us assume it is possible.

If judges can be long-term strategists, as argued above, they may sometimes be willing to 

sactifice the outcome of a given case in favor of shaping the future direction of the law, for 

example by having a vehicle in which to write a strong dissent. Essentially, the two types of 

cases reflect two different orderings of judicial preferences. In the first class o f cases, judicial 

preferences are:

1. Hear the case in which the supported side wins
2. Do not hear the case
3. Hear the case in which the supported .side loses

Information can be made credible through co.stly signaling, reputation costs, com peting groups making the 

same message, the other party independently checking, and threats o f verificatioti.

'*•' One o f  the few articles to consider the possibility o f judicial guile i.s Ulmer (1978; 903).
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The utility of judges supporting position A is confluent with the utility of litigants 

arguing position A. As such, each judge wants to reveal as much of their private information 

as they can within the limits of judicki ckcumspcction, but does not hat'e an incentive to 

send false signals to either type of potential litigant Signaling still takes place and leads 

automaticaUy to full revelation.*’'*

In contrast, in the second class of cases, judicial preferences reverse the second and third 

orderiiig. While die utility of judges supporting position A is coitelated with the intetests of 

litigants arguing position A, there is a divergence of interests between these two players 

when position A is a losing one. This is essentially because, unlike the litigant, the judge has 

two aims: to see the position he or she favors supported by a majority, and to find 

app.f:opriate vehicles fo.t .statements he or she wishes to make. The judge may be willing to 

promote the second aim at the expense of the first. The litigant, in contrast, is only 

concerned with the first. The difference in preferences explains the full alignment of 

interesfs between the judge and the htigant supporting a particular side in the first case, and 

only a partial alignment of interest in the second class of case

in order to encourage litigation of cases they wish to hear, judges can send signals to 

potential litigants indicating they have a winnitig coalition. Because litigation is the sort of 

good that consumers cannot determine the value (i.e. the outcome) of prior to expending the 

costs of the litigation process, signaling is a particularly apt form of inducetnent to litigate 

(see Nelson, 1974: 752). Both type.s of judges can signal a winning coalition, but the costs of 

providing such a signal differs for judges with a coalition and those without.

Full alignment o f  intetests has been modeled by Cilligati and Ktehbiel (1987); the unrc.stricted amendment 

model would be equivalent to a full aligni nent o f  intejcests be tween judges o f  litigants. The oninfomied party 

gets their ideal preference. Sec also Potters and Van Witidcn (1992).
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High qi.i',ility sellers generally have a. lower i:narginal cost in sigriiiling than do low 

sellers. If sellers and buyers repeatedly interact,'*"’ liigh-c}ualit:y sellers develop a reputation of 

high, quality, and so the mai'giti,al cost of signaling activity is lower (Hirslileifef & Riley, 1979:

'Fhe negative correlation between quality and cost means that high-quality sellers can 

afford to send signals wliich low-quality sellers cannot afford. If litigants only believe that a 

judge has a winning coalition if they obseive very costly signals, judges with a winning 

coalition may be able to use such signals to distinguish themselves from their low-cjuality 

nimiics. The conditions under whic,h the outcome may occur are explored in the ga.me,

ILB T he Agenda-Setting Literature and the Judicial Signaling Game Assumptions 

Applying signa,ling analysis to judicial agenda setting requires maldng a number of 

assumptions. Fitsdy, judges act strategically; scco,adly, judges draw utility from the outcome 

of cases; thirdly, judges have knowledge of the likely outcome of future cases;** and fourthly, 

litigants consider signals justices send when deciding wdiether to litigate. .Although the 

agenda setting literature seldom addresses judicial signaling, if. does encompass a different 

aspect of strategic judicial behardor, and so is helpful assessing the reasonableness of these 

four signaling assumptions.

Judges acts strategically when diey make forward-looking decisions which “maximize 

their payoffs given their beliefs about the outcomes of subsequent decision nodes” (Caldera,

With repeated dealings comes value in reputation, but signaling can be effective even in noii-repctitive 

markets -  see Spence (1973: 355).

In ttus game, judges are modeled as having perfect knowledge o f their colleagues’ future Irehavior, but 

uncertainty could be added without substantially chiingmg the results —  see .Austeti Sniith and Wright (1992). 

Thus an assumption o f  perfect knowledge does not need to be defended, only an assumption o f  some private 

kiicavledge o f  other judges’ probable behavior.
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Wiiglil: and Zorn, 1999: 554). To do so rccjnircs aivticip.'iting the expected actions of other 

players, and devising responses in accordance with those expectations. 'I'bis may involve, for 

example, taking an, action contrary t<.> the judge’s imtnediate preferences, to achieve a long- 

term goal or to prevent the judge’s least preferted policy outcome occutring (see e.g. .Kpstein, 

Segal and Victor, 2002: 404; 'Epstein and Knight, 1998; 13).

There is disagreement in the lit:e,rature over the extctit of strategic judicial behavior,"*'' yet 

numerous studies have found substantial theotetica! and empirical evidence of some level of 

strategic behavior by judges in agenda setting (see for example Schubert, 1962, and Epstein, 

Segal and Victor, 2002, respectively). This .strategic behavior can take a number of different 

forms, such as bargaining or threats to publish dissents (Epstein and Knight, 1998: 58). 

Additionally, studies have found strategic judicial beharior .in non-agenda setting situations 

(see e.g. Eskridge, 1991). So there is considerable evidence to support the first assumption 

of strategic judicial action.

Judges having an interest in, and gaining value from, the outcome of cases is 

fundamental to the logic of strategic agenda setting. Judges sometimes feel strongly alaout 

the outcome of issues before them, as is apparent from judicial interviews, some judicial 

opinions, speeches and other sources.'*® judges also sometimes care strongly about which 

cases come before them, as is clear from dissents from cert.*’ In his extensive interviews

See e.g. Boucher and Segal, who argue the exteof o f  strategic behavior varies by individual justice. (1995:

836). Also compare Caldera, Wright and Zorn who argue that judicial agenda setting is parliculariy “fertile 

soil for str.tlegtc manipulaiion” (1999: 550) with Perry (1994), who argues that judges deciding every case 

strategically would be institutionally overwhelming to the J udiciary, and so outcome focused behavior is the 

exception ratiier than the nile.

-•* For example in the recent Supreme Court case L.awrcnce v. Texas (200.3), justice Scalia read his dissent aloud 

from the bench, emphasizing his displeasure.

Discussing how this practice has become more com mon, justice Stevens wrote: “One chiifacteristic o f all 

opinions dissenting from the denial of certiorari is manifest. They are totally unnecessary. They are examples of the
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with judges and their colleagues, Perry (1994) found that while jaclges most commonly 

exercise jurispradential thinking, there are sonic cases that judges care strongly about. In 

those cases, judges esercise an outcome-focused mode of judicial analysis, asking whether 

the side the judge supports will win, on the merits, vvheLhe.r the case is a good vehicle to 

achieve the outcome they desire, or whether a better case is in the pipeline (Perry, 1994; 278).

In addition to judicial statements, judicial interest in the outcome of cases can also be 

infetred foom judicial behavior. Epstein and Knight found evidence that judges decide 

whether to grant certiorari on the basis of whether a case will be decided in accord with their 

policy preferences. Strategic judicial actions to cn.surc such accord can take the farm of 

defensive denials -- refusing to take a case the judge may wish to hear, out of an e.xpectadon 

of being unable to gamer majority support -  and aggressive grants — taking a case that may 

not warrant review because the judge calculates it may be good for developing a doctrine 

(1998; 80).

Judges have the benefit of confe,rence discussiott and less formal conversations, as well 

as a day-to-day interaction with their colleagues, to develop private knowledge of diek 

colleagues’ proclivities. .A number of studies have provided evidence that judges have, 

foreknowledge of their colleagues’ future outcomes, but this evidence is necessarily 

indirect.^” For instance, studies have foi,ind that judicial decisions depend on the level of

pure.'st form of dicta, since they have even less legal s.ignificance than the o.rtlers o f the entire Court which, as Mr. 

Justice Frankfurter reiterated again and again, have no precedential .significance at all” (Singleton v. C.I.R. (1978): 

at 944-945). The lack o f legal significance of the practice supports the argument o f its infomiafional effect.

5" ITiis is a fairly shindard assumption in imperfect kfom iatioa models (see e.g. Koth.schild and Stiglitz, 1976: 

632). It is also an assumption made by scholars studying the courts (see e.g. Epstein, Segal and Victor, 2002; 

420); however .some assume (he opposite (e.g. Baum, 1997:17). One o f the few studies to challenge this 

notion is Krol and Brenner, but auruably their results act.ually support the hypothesi.s that judges ccmsider 

their colleagues’ likely actions. O f the three hypotheses relating to this topic that they test, two are supported
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support judges expect ftom other members of the cotirt (e.g. Boucher and vScgal, 1995: 832), 

implyiag some level of foreknowledge. Breiinei: found “clear and i:mambiguous” support for 

his hypothesis that, when there are four votes for certiorari, affirm votes are associated with 

higher success rates than denial votes (1979; 651). These findings show both that judges can 

accurately anticipate thck colleagues’ likely actions, and so thck own chances of success, and 

that judges’ own actions va.ry with thek likelihood of casting the pivotal vote. That is, die 

■Study provides evidence to support each of the first: th:ree signaling as,stimp(ions.

I'he final assumption is that litigants consider judicial signals 'wdien weighing the decision 

of whether to bring litigation. Even if judges did not know their colleflgucs’ pend:ing 

positions, judges definitely possess some private information: their own vote. Pursuing 

litigation is a. gamble, with liigh costs and uncertain payoffs. A.ny information a litigant 

receives from a judge as to his or her chances of success are factored into the litigant’s 

decision whether to litigate or not.^' To take an example, in death penalty cases, the litigant 

has little to lose in pursuing ever)' light of appeal, and so judicial signals have minimal effect 

on a defendant’s decision to pursue litigation. But advocacy groups may need to be more 

discriminatmg. A signal that the Supreme Court is amenable to arguments that the death 

penalty should not apply to a particular class, such as juveniles or the mentaUy retarded, is 

likely to result in a number of such cases being presented by advocacy groups opposed to

by the evidence, and the one which is not in fact relates to predicting the Itehavior o f uncertain jxtdgc-s only 

(1990: 3.38).

Justice Scalia noted the effect o f  the expectation that the Supreme Court was likely to rule in the Atkins case 

that the death penalty was cruel and unusual when applied to retarded defendants. He stated that "the mere 

pendency o f  the pteseiit cases has brought us petitions by death row iiitnates claiming for the :first time, after 

multiple habeas petitions, tliat they are retarded” (Atkins (2003): 353-:354).
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the death penalty, This conclusion has been supported by empirical studies (see McGuire 

and Caldeka, 1993: 718; Bail'd, foithcoming).'’̂

Given this, in an era of litigant groups, such as the NAA,CP, who in aggregate arc ready 

and willing to bring cases on almost any contentious view, judges can significantly influence 

their own agendas by urilizing methods o f sharing theit private information. The following 

game, examines whether a judge with a partial alignment of p.references with a potential 

litigant has an incentive to mislead the litigant, and how that incentive shapes the actions of 

judges in such a .scenario.

III. T H E  JUDICIAL SIGNALING GAME 

Players: This game models two interlinked actions: the decision of a Judge (f) on a 

multi-judge panel as to what so.rt of signal to send to potential litigants; and the choice of a 

potential Party (1̂ ) as to whether to pursue a legal action or not, given such .signals. We are 

conside.ting a judge and a Party who each support the same position.

A simplified representation of the game, with only one judge and one litigant, is 

represented in Figure 3.1, however the model accounts for multiple players.

Flay: The outcome of a given case can be represented as being determined by nattne, 

reflecting the fact that litigants do not know the outcome of cases before they decide to 

pursue litigation. Even though the Judge votes on the outcome of the case, the draw by 

nature can be seen as occm-ring after the Judge has formed a definite opinion on the issue.

■'>* A counter -ai’guiTient is that -litigants may not be able to interpret such signals, however Nelson showed that 

consumers o f  aignalktg information do rtot need to a.ssess the informatton intelligently for the model to work 

(1974: 751). At any rate, advocates are experts who can be expected to interpret judicial signals on litigaats’

behalves.
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Figure 3.1: The Judicial Sigualing Game
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I ’he game is modeled widi the signaling Judge as one of two types: a winning type 0W), 

who faces a case in which the side they and the litigant support will win, or a lositig type ()L), 

whose prefers side wiU lose. j  W gains utility from the case being heard and won by the side 

he or she supports JL gains utility from the case being heard and lost (j,}. The Judge 

faces a signaling choice on anticipation of how his or her colleagues will vote, based on the 

private information each judge has by virtue of his or her position.^^

For courts with random  distiibution o f  judges, the models still applies but the signals will be discounted in 

proportion to die probability that the signaling judge will appear on the relevant bench.

For inferior courts, a major issue regarding agendas is the potential for forum, shopping. 'VC'liilc tlus model 

may apply to forum  shopping, particularly if  courts are in competition with one another over certain issues, 

forum shopping is no t the focus o f  this paper.

In the Federal courts, parties have an automatic right o f appeal. This need no t undermine the signaling 

process. A party may be uncertain whether to expend the resources in pursuing their appeal, and thus rely on 

signals from judges as to theit amenability to the party’s case. Also, advocates may use judicial signals to 

determine whether they are best o ff  expending their resources in judicial or other forsns of issue 

development, to choose the best timing for a case, or to determine the best vehicle for advocating their 

chosen i.ssue,
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A poteatiai litigating Party (P) does not know whether theit case will win or lose, but has 

an ex ante belief o f flie uncieriying probability of tlie case succeeding: a = the independent 

probability of a Win; 1 -  a = the independent probability o f a Loss. I ’he Patty can update its 

expectation of success based on the signal it receives from the j  udge. Thus the Party is a 

Bayesian updater.

Whde the Judge may know the distribution of all die potential patties’ ex ante 

probabilities of litigating, it is unrealistic to assume that the Judge knows every -individual 

Patty’s ex ante probability of litigating. The orthodox assumption in signaling games is that 

the, more infomi.ed party, tlie Judge, has perfect knowledge of the Partj'-’s ex ante probability 

of Htigathig, even when there are multiple potential parties. Consequently, the Judge can 

perfectly anticipate how the Party' w:ill act in each game. ITie perfect knowledge assumption 

drastically curtails the possible outcomes; unique equilibria result, but this outcome is based 

on a,rtificially restrictive parameters. To combat this .limitation, this paper’s model relaxes 

one assumption of common knowledge: while the judge is also a Bayesian updater, liis or her 

information is updated probabilistically. This has the dual advantages of making the game 

more realistic and the assumptions less restrictive.

An example illustrates the order of tlie play of the game: in the death penalty' series of 

cases, whOe writing the majority' opinion in the retarded defendant case (Atkins), Justice 

Stevens sent a .signal encouraging litigants to bring a juvenile defendant death penalty case. 

Subsequently, such litigation was brought (l^atterson and Hain) but failed despite the 

encouraging signal from the majority.

Payoffs;

Party: The last move is made by the Party. The Party has the choice of litigating (lit) or not: 

litigating (NL). If the Party litigates, a win has positive utility, the value of which is
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notmalized at utility = 1, a loss at utflity = 0; eithet way, this is reduced by the cost of 

litigating (Cj), which represents attorney chatges, court fees etc. If the Party chooses not to 

litigate, there arc no legal costs, bat the Party bears the cost of not pursuing their legal case 

(Cxjj); for e.xample this could be the Farty ’̂s cost of bearing its own damages.

Thus the Party’s payoffs are:

Up = {1 “  Cl if litigate and win 

{0 ”  Cl if litigate and lose

(0 ~  Cnl if not litigate

(w here 1 -  Cl > 0 > -C nl > ~C l)

judge: After Nature moves, the Judge observes the inevitable outcome of the case. The 

Judge gains positive utility ftom both a winning case being litigated and losing case being 

litigated (j,), although more ftom a winning case 0^ > jj). The Judge gains nothing if the case 

is not litigated. I ’he Judge incurs a cost of signaling (Cg), the extent of which is deteiinined 

by the level of directness of signal and whether the Judge sends a true or false signal 

(discussed below).

Thus the Judge’s payoffs are:

Uj = (jw -  Cs(.) if litigated and wins 

(jt -  Cs(.) if litigated and loses 

{0 -  Cs(.) if not litigated 

(where jw > j'l >

Sipnaling Costs: The Judge has a continuum of signaling options, including sending no signal. 

Knowing whether the case is a winner or a loser, the Judge makes two decisions within the

*'* Both jw and jt. are positive, as we arc looking at the cases where the judge wants to hear the case regardless o f 

its outcome. As such, by the definition o f  the game, both values are exogenous and provide positive utility to 

the judge.
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one action: the judge decides whether to send a true or fake signal; and the judge decides 

how direct to make the signal. Both choices affect cost as both are tied to judicial 

reputation.'® Firstly, the signaling Judge beats the cost of signaling, increasing with the level 

of directness of signaling activity: this cost: enco,tn,passes .such factors as the formn. in which 

the signal is given, including the size and type of the audience; and how overt the signal is. 

This cost is due to judicial .reputation, .testing on lack o f prcjudgment: any signals of intent 

regarding future cases ate costly to this aspect of reputation. Secondly, the Judge bears an 

additional cost for signaling falsely. In the judicial arena, even though s,igi,mling is costly for 

both types of judges, judges who repeatedly signal falsely will develop a reputation of 

unreliability, or worse, dishonesty; consequently, while a judge with a losing case can signal a 

winning case, the cost of doing so is higher than for a judge who actually has a winning case. 

Judges choose whether to send a false o t true signal, and how direct to .make the signal; 

consequently costs are endogenous.

C hoice o f  Actions:

Party: given the signal observed, the expected utilities to the Party of litigating and not 

htigatiiig are:

EUp(LitlSw) = Pr(W |Sw) -  C l 

EUp(LitlSL) =Pr{W |SL)-C L  

EUp(NL) = - C n l

Tudge: given the Judge’s Bayesian expectations of whether the Party will litigate, the ex] 

utilities of the J udge of signaling at some level S=S* in each state of nature are:

EUj(S*, JW) = jw.Pr(Lit,|S*) -  C(S*)

EUj(S*, JL)=jL.Pr(Lit.|S*)-C(S*)

55 Signaling costs can arise through other mechanisms, such as checking and fining by the uninformed patty

see Austen-Sm:irh and Wright (1992),
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That is, each type of judge’s expected utility is the sum of the expected utility from the case 

being litigated and the expected utility when the case is not litigated. 'I'he former component 

equates to the utility of hearing the case minus die cost of the signal, nmltipiied by the 

Party’s probability of litigating, which is contingent on the signal. For the latter component, 

there is no positive utility gained, only the cost of the signal multiplied by the Party’s 

probability of not: litigating, contingent on the signal.

Equilibrium  Concept: As this is a signaling game, the equilibrium concept used is

Petfex:t Bayesian Equilibiium. (ITVE). This requires that players’ actions are best :responses, 

beliefs are consistent with actions and vice versa, and that players Bayesian update where 

possible.

The relationship between expected judicial utility and a continuum of signaling options is 

represented in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Probability of Litigation, Judicial Preferences and Perfect Bayesian
Equilibria as a Product of Signaling Cost

Probability of 
litigation

Pr(lit)'

Signal (s)
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Figure 3.2 represents the Party’s probability of litigation (P:f(lit)) as a product of the J udge’s 

signaling level (S) for each of judge. Thus the x-axis represen ts the Judge’s strategic 

choice and the y-axis represents the Judge’s expectation of the Party’s strategic choice. This 

enables the possible equilibria to be graphed; the separating equilibrium is represented by 

two single dots; the pooling equilibria are represented by the solid black line bounded by two 

dots (discussed in detail below).

Figure 3.2 also represents the preferences of each type of judge. These preferences are 

represented by incEffereo.ce ciuwes, in. which points above and to the left are favored to 

points below and to the right. Each judge is Indifferent to all points along each of their own 

.indifference curv^es, labeled Ĵ ,̂., Jv̂ ,-' andj, . J,y' is concentric to Jvx-, .rep,resenting higher utility. 

J;_ is JL’s .indifference curve that runs through the origin; it reaches P,r(Ut) = 1 at .signaling 

level S„;„. This point S„j„ is significant, as .it wiU be sh.ow.n that tMs is the maxi.mum level of 

signaling that will be seen.

Both ttqies of judges’ indifference curves are monotonic: the expected probability of 

litigation is always increasing with, greater signaling. Thus the Judge’s indifference cun '̂es ate 

convex: more explicit signaling is less likely to be cheap talk.̂ *’ JW has a less steep 

indifference cuive than JL, which captures the difference in their marginal benefits < jiĵ ): 

for the same increase in the probabUity of Etigation, JW can afford more costly signals that 

JL can. The single crossing property holds.

Judicial utility is a product of the probability of litigation and the benefits to the Judge, 

conditional on the outcome of the case, minus the cost of signaling. With no signaling, each

In Figure 2, die relationsliip is graphed as convex, but it could be rescaled as linear; the iinportanl: element is 

inonot.oo.ici IT-
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of Judge’s utility is the tespcctive utiKty each would receive if the case is litigated, 

multiplied by Pt(lir)*, the ex ante p,tobabiUty of Htigadon.

Pr(lit;)* is the ex smte probability that the Party will liti|,yAte with tio meaningful 

information as to the t}i'pe of the judge. This is exogenous and so can be any level, but the 

level determines which equilibria exist. Consequently, Figure 3.2 graphs two possible Pr0it)*s, 

Pr(lit)’ and Pr(]it) .̂ Pr{Tit)’ lies below the point Pt(lit)" lies above. is the requisite ex 

ante probability of litigsition the Party must possess for the winning type of judge to be 

indifferent between signaling at level and not signaling. It is proved below that the 

relationship between Pr(lit)* and P%/' determines whether some of the equilibria exists.

Below, liu;ee hypotheses ate made and proved, which together fully describe all of the 

possible Perfect Bayesian Equilibria (PBE). liypothesis 1 is that a separating equilibrium 

exists witli the losing tj^pe signaling at (0,0) and the winning type signaling at (S„i„,l); this is 

not contingent on the position of P,r(lit)''‘. This tesult means that there is always an 

equilibrium outcome where litigants can differentiate between judges with the winning cases 

and judges facing losing cases. Hypothesis 2 is that the position o£Pr(lit)* relative to P q /  

determines whether pooling equilibria exists: if Pr(Ht)* < 1%/^ no pooling equilibria exist. 

Practically, this means that the prior probability that the Party wiU litigate in the absence of 

any signal determines whether signals reveal whether the case is a winner ot a loser. 

Hypothesis 3 is tliat if Pr(lit)* > P q /, a range of pooling equilibria exist between (0, Pr(lit)‘̂  

and Pr(lit)^), where is the winning maximum level of signaling the winning type of 

judge wiU tolerate if the probability of litigating remains at Pr(lit)^. That is, if the ex ante 

probability of litigating is adequately high, a range of equilibria exist in which it is impossible 

to tell honest judges from dishonest judges.
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'1‘ogethci:, these three hypotheses describe all the possible ec|t;tilibm. In sumtmty, there 

can exist both  pooling atxd sepamtbg equilibria. With pooling levels of signaling, as signaling 

increases the probability of litigatkm stays constant at Pr(Jit)*, but the expected judicial utility 

decreases because o f the mcreasing cost o f the signal. The highest level of signaling that will 

be seen is S ^ .  This is because even when P,r(lit) = 1, if S=S^„, EUO'i) “ Jx, ~ C(S,„J = 0; i.e. 

the costs o f signaling outweigh the benefits JL gains ftom die litigation being heard. At 

jW ’s utility jumps to jw ~ C(vS„,i„), because P,i:(Iit) =  1; the Party litigates because it knows that 

only the winning judge can afford to signal, and so the signal proves the case will win. Since 

EU,(S~0, L) = J3Uj(S=S„„„, L) = 0, it is assumed thatJL will choose S -0  over S=S,„„,.

As Figure 3.2 shows, EU(S,„i„, W ) > 0; it is still worthwhile for the wimoing judge to 

signal at this level.

The litigant is umviHiiig to Utigate at all if the he or she believes the judge is a losing type. 

As such, if a separating equilibrium exists, the requisite signaling level at wliich the party can 

be certain of distinguishing between the tjqies must be because this is the point at which 

it is no longer profitable for the losing type of judge to signal so as to be inseparable from 

the winning type. This leads to the first hypotheses: a separating equilibrium exists with the 

losing type of judge 0L) signaling at point (0, 0) and the winning type of judge 0W) signaling 

at 1).

Hypothesis 1: A separating PBFi exists with JL signaling at (0,0) and JW signaling at 1),

for any Pr(lit)*.

Proof:

Let S* be som e S: 0 < S* < Smin 

If P believes Pr(L| S<Smm) = 1 

and Pr(W| S^Smin) = 1
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Then;

EUj(S=0, L) = 0 

E U j(S = S M ) = 0 .4 -C (S ^ )  < 0  

EUj(S—Smint L) “  1.J t  “  C(Smin) 0

then pr(S=0, L) = 1 

And;

EUj(S=0, W) = 0

EUj(S=ST W) = O.Jw ”  C(S*) < 0

EUj(S==Smin, W) = 1Jw  -  C(Smin) > 0.

then Pr(S= Smin, W) = 1

Then:

Pr(S=Smim W) = 1 
So Pr(W|Smin) = 1 

and Pr(lit|Smin) = 1

In words, this proof shows that if the Part)" believes that any signal below indicates a 

losing case, then JL’s utility is maximhsed by not signaling, and JW’s utility is maximized by 

signaling at Tlais confirms the Party’s beliefs, and so JL not signaling and JW signaling at 

S„,j„ is a Perfect Bayesian Blquilibrium.

Hypothesis 2: If Pr(lit)* < P r / ,  no other PBE exists.

Ijtmma 1: I f  Pr(lil)* ‘S: P r f ,  no Pooling PBE exist between the range (0, Pr(lit)*) to Pr(lit)*).

Proof:

Let S* be som e S: 0 < S* < Smin 

If P believes Pr(W|S>0) = a  

and Pr(W|S=0) = 0 

Then:

EUj{S=0, L) = 0

EUj(S*>0, L) = JL.Pr(lit)* ~ C(S*) > 0

Then pr(S=0, L) = 0 

And:
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EUj(S*>0, W) = Jw .Prditr ~  C(S*) 

which can  be seen  from Figure 3.2 is less than EUj(Smin, W) = I J w  -  C{Smin) 

So pr(S=Smiti. W) = 1 

And pr(Lit.|S<Smin) = 0

This proof shows that if the Party believes that not signaling reveals the judge as having a 

losing case, j l ,  will signal at some level S* greater than zero but less than S,,,,-,,. But in this case 

JW can maximize from his or her utility by signaling at S ^ . Then the party will not believe 

any signal less than S„,j„ comes from a judge with a winning case, and so will not litigate 

unless it sees a signal of at least this level. Consequently, no Perfect Bayesian pooling 

equilibrium exists in this range when Pt(lit)' < P%/'.

Ijimma 2: I f  Pr(Bi)*S. PrJ, m  sepamting PBE exist between (he range((), Pr(Ht)*) to Pr(lit)*).

Proof:

Let S* be som e S: 0 < S* < Smin 

If P believes Pr(W|SsS*) = 1 

and Pr(W|S<S*) = 0 

Then EUj(S*, L) = 4-1 -  C(S*) > 0 

Then Pr(S=S*, L) = 1 

And so  Pr(WlS^S*) ^ 1

This establishes that if the Party has alternative beliefs to those in the lemma 1, beMeving 

instead that any signal equal to or greater than S* guarantees a winning case, then the los.tng 

judge has the incentive and capacity to deviate from the equilibrium and signal at level S*. 

This undermines the Party’s beliefs and so no separating PBE exists between the range (0, 

Pr(Ht)*) to (S„„„ Pr(lit)*).

Combining hypothesis 1, lemma 1 and lemma 2, when Pr(lit)* < the only PBE 

which exists is a separating equilibrium with JL signaling at (0,0) and J W sigtialing at 1).
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H ypothesis 3: If Pt(lit:)* > P%*\ pooling PBE exist between (0,());(Sv;/'),Pt(lit)*) only.

Note: is the maxtmum level of signaling at which JW is willing to pool with JL> such that

the Party litigates with probability Pr(lit)". At S\/‘+s, JW prefers to signal at S,„;„ and be 

differtyitiiited from the losing type. Sx./ is the point which the J\y' in.differe,nce cunfc tunning 

through. insects with the Pr(lit)^’ line.

Umma 3: I f  Pr(lit)* > .Pr/, ^ ,0 ) is apooimg PBE.

Pmqfi

Let S* be som e S: 0 < S* < Smin 

If P believes Pr(W|S<Smin) ~ a  

Pr(W| S>Smin) = 1 

Then:

EUj(S=0, L) = JL.Pr(litr 

EUj(S=S*, L) = JL.Pr(litr -  C(S*)

EUj(S=Srr.in, L) = 4.1 -  C(Smin) < 0

So pr(S=0, L) = 1 

And: 

EUj(S=0, W ) = Jw.Pr(lit)*

EUj(S=S*. W) = Jw.Pr(lit)* -  C(S*)

EUj(S=S„in, W ) = Jw.1 -  C(Smin) < Jw.Pr(iit)* -  C(S*) 

because Pr(lit)* > Jw° 

So Pr(S=0, W) = 1 

Then pr(litl.) = Pr(lit)*

If tlie Party believes that signaling at S |̂„ guarantees a winning case, but signaling below this 

level could eto,anate from eitlier type of judge, then both JL and JW maximize their utility by 

not signaling, because the Party will stiU litigate with the ex ante probability' P,t(lit)*. Then the 

Party’s ex ante beliefs are rational and the Party’s probability of litigating will not vary from 

Pt(lit)*. So when Pr(lit)* > P.i4\ (0,0) is a perfect Bayesian poohng equilibria.
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The nest step shows that: this analysis holds :fot sinythiog in tiie range (0,0) to 

Pr^it)*).

Ljmma 4: (S*, Pr(iit)*) is a pooling PBE.

Pmqfi

Let S' and S'" be som e S ’s; 0 < S'" < S* < S ’ < Smin 

If P believes Pr(L|S<8*) -  1 

Pr(WjS^S*) = a 

Then: 

E U j(S = S l = 0. Jl -  C(S1  

EUj(S=S*) = Pr(lit)*JL-C(S*) 

EUj (S==S') = Pr(lit)* J l  -  C(S') < Pr(lit) J l  -  C(S*) 

So pr(S=S*, L) = 1

The same analysis holds true for a Judge facing a wmtiing case, once again because Pr(lit)* > 

Piv'*, from which it follows that:

EUj(Smin, W) = Jw.1 -  C(Smin) < Jw Pr(lit)* -  C(S‘) -  EUj(S*, W)

Then for P: 

Pr(W|S*) = a  

And Pr(Lit.|S*) = Pr(lit)*

If the Party believes that signaling less than some level S* reveals a judge as a losing type, but 

that signaling above this level does not guarantee the judge is a winning type, then both JW 

and JL wiE maximize their utEity by signaling at exactly level S*. This is consistent with the 

Party’s initial behefs, so signaling in the range (0,0) to (S^“, Pr(lit)*) is a range of Perfect 

Bayesian PooEng Equilibria. This means that, subject to tlieir ex ante behefs, litigants are 

unable to differentiate between judges signaling in this range.

All that remains to be proved is that signaling in the range (Ŝ ,“, Pijit)*) to (S„j„,l) does 

not support any PBE.
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lj.mma 5: Pr(Bl)*) to u  m t a sepamtifig PBEi

Ptvof:

Let S'" and  S' be som e S’s: 0 < S ' < Sw° < S ' < Smin

If P believes Pr(WlS=S‘) = 1

and Pr(W |S=Sl = a

then pr(Lit.| S=S ') ~ 1 

Then: 

EUj(S=S',L) = 1 J t - C ( S ')

EUjCS^S*", L) = Pr{litr.4 - C ( S l

Figure 3.2 shows that 1 . 4 - C(S') > P r(litr.JL - C(S1  

So pr(S==S',L) = 1

If the paity believes some signal between and S^„ guarantees a winning case, then JL’s 

utility is maximized by signaling at that level. Then the Party will not believe that the sî  

guarantees a winning case, and so the equilibrium fails.

Lemma 6 shows this result is true for other initial Party beliefs.

l-enma 6: f5„/, ?r(lit)*) to 1) is not a pooling PBE:

Proof:

Let S' be som e S: Sw° < S' < S,min

if P believes Pr(Wi S') = a 

and Pr(W|Smin) = 1 

Then: 

EUj(S=S'), W) = Pr{lit)*.Jw- C(S') 

E U j(S = S m in ,W )= 1 .Jw -C (S m in )  

From Figure 3.2, Pr(S-Smin) = 1 

So Pr(W| S=S') = 0

If the Party believe,s any signsil above guarantees a winner at any signal below S f  is non- 

determinative, J W’s maximum utility is achieved by signaling at IMs is inconsistent with 

the Party’s beliefs and so the equilibrium fails.
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Lemma 5 aod lemiii.a 6 together show that no Perfect Bayesian Ecjailibiiutri exists 

between the signaling range (Svp‘) to Combined with lemma 3 and lemma 4, hypothesis 

3 is proved, and cotisequently a range of pooling equilibria can exist, providing the ex ante 

probability of litigation is adequate.

Implications:

I ’he first result of note is that the model indicates what the upper bound on the level of 

signaling is. Signaling will not occur beyond S„;„ is the threshold beyond which it is not

worthwhile for the losing type to signal; consequently, litigants’ beliefs do not test on an 

expectatioii. of signaling beyond tliis point, and so winning types also have no .incentive to 

signal beyond

The position of S„,;„ is determined by the losing type’s .indifference curve: S,„j„is tlie point 

at which tlie indifference cmve running through the origin intersects with the Pr(ht) = 1 

line. Tliis yields the first ctjmparatwe static: the steeper the J,_ slope, die lower S„y„ is. This 

result is intuitive: the more cosdy it is to lie, the easier it is to differentiate between winning 

and losing judges.

The second result is that when Pr,,  ̂* ^  Pr(iit)*, no pooling equilibria exist. This has 

considerable normative implications: if the ex ante probability of litigation is adequately low, 

losing judges do not have the ability to mislead potential litigants as to theic chances of 

success.

The third result, however, is that when < Pr(lit)*, a range of pooling equilibria exist, 

and 8 0  the problem of losing judges being able to mislead litigants reappears, with multiple 

equilibria supported by a .range of signaling options.
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The relationship that determines whether pooling ecjuilibria exist depends firstly on the 

ex ante probability of litigation. This fectoi: is entirely exogenous, and depends on such 

factors as the resources the potential litigant possesses, and their pecceived chances of 

winning, prior to any signaling.*' The second factor is the p o i n t which is determined by 

the combination o f the position of andjvp', the winning type’s indifference curve that 

runs through S„j„. 'The conclusion that the existence of pooling equilibria depend on the ex 

ante probability of littg-ation and the point of indifference for the winning type of judge 

yields two more comparative statics: festty, the lower S„,i„ is, the higher P p /  is. This in turn 

makes it less likely that pooling equilibria exist Combining the first two comparative statics, 

the more costly false signaling is, the less likely any pooling equilibria can exist at all.

The third comparative static is that the steeper th.e winning type’s indifference curve is, 

the lower P%-*' is, and so the more likely pooling equilibria exist. Thus the greater the 

difference between the winning and losing types’ indifference curves, the less able losing 

types are to pool with winning types. The difference between the two curves is dependent 

on the costs and benefits of hearing a winning and losing case, which is exogenous.

The fourth result is that the range of pooling equilibria is bounded by the point 

which is determined by the intersection between Pr(lit)* and ' (assuming Pr(Ut)* > P%')- 

This yields the final two comparative statics: the lower the ex ante probability? of litigation, 

the narrower the range of pooMng equilibria; and the steeper the winning type’s indifference 

curve, the broader the range of possible pooling equilibria. These two results are variations 

on the previous results.

• Ironically, high liligatioii costs, which will lower the ex ante probability o f Utigation, will therefore protect the 

litigant ftora mialeadiflg signals.
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The combination of these tesolts has implications for fecent cases regarding penalties 

imposed for judicial communications, such as extensive judicial catnpaigns (see Republican 

Party of Minnesota v. White (2002)). This case struck down ethical restrictions on judicial 

campsiigfling conduct as contrary to the First Amendment. The game’s results show that, by 

making honest signaling more easily achievable without fear of sanction, this mling could 

enable honest judges to more easily differentiate themselves and create separating equilibiia. 

However by lowering the costs of potentially false signals, such a mling could instead make 

pooling more achievable. Which equilibria will occur will depend on how much the costs of 

signaling site lowered, but by enabling greater judicial signaling, this game shows that 

decisions such as White also promote the cheap talk of false signals.

III.A Proof that Judges Have an Incentive to Mislead Litigants

A final implicatton o f the game warrants further scrutiiiy . The existence of pooling 

equilibria indicates tliat, in some circumstances, litigants are unable to diffetentiate between 

judges who face a winning and the losing case. 'Ihis means that judges can misrepresent the 

cases before them but; of particular importance is the possibility that judges can signal that 

cases will w'in when in fact they will lose. The game so far has proved that judges could 

misrepresent losing cases as winners; if the Judge’s strategic choice is simplified to choosing 

between honest and false signaling, it is possible to prove that judges have the incentive to 

misrepresent cases.

If tlie costs to tlie Judge are simply the cost of signaling truthfully, Cf, and the cost of 

signaling falsely, Cp, and Cp < C,,, then the following hypothesis follows.

Hypothesis 4: )L have an incentive to lie if ĵ  > C,.. ~ Cj- 

Pmof ly  Contradktion:
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If P believes Pr(W|Sw) “  1 

and Pr(W|SL) = 0

Then by B ayes’ Rule; EUp(Lit.|Sw) = [Pr(Sw|W). Pr(W)]/Pr(Sw) = (1.a)/a = 1

And EUp(Lit.|SO = 0 

Then:
EUj(Sw. W) = jw ~ C t 

EU j(S l, W ) = -  Ct 

And;

EUj(Sw, I )  Cf 

EUj(Sl, L) = ^ C t

So if Jl ^ Ct — Cp, 

then Pr(SwlL) = 1 

And Pr(W|Sw)  ̂ 1

If P believes J always tells the truth, then a winnitig signal implies a winning case with 

probability = 1, and a losing signal guarantees a losing case. As such, the Part}7’s expected 

utihty from litigatiiig when observing a signal of a winner and a signal of a loser is 1 and 0 

respectively. The Party wiU litigate if and only if it sees a winning signal. As such, when the 

Judge observes a winning case, he or she will always signal a winner. But as long as jj > C,, - 

Cj., that is, as long as the benefits to Jl.. of lying outweigh the difference in costs between 

telhng the tmtli and lying, JL has an incentive to lie, and signal a winner. The Party’s initial 

behefs are unsustainable, and so when jj > C,, -  Cy, no PBE can exist where judges always 

truthfully sigtial.

A table of results of the comprehensive model of the game in which the fudge only 

chooses between signaling honestly and signaling falsely can be found in the appendix. 

Separating, semi-separating and mixing pooling equilibria exist. A similar model with three 

strategy choices by the Judge, signahng truthfully, signaling falsely and not signaling, yic
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similai: results.'’** Hypothesis 4, however, contains the most important result, which is that 

judges have an mceiitive to misrepresent a losing case as a winning case as long as the 

benefits o f  hearing the case covet the reputational costs of issuing such false signals.

Implications-.

When judges face cases in which thek favored side will lose, they can only be relied upon 

to consistently signal the truth when the payoffs from hearing die case are sufficiently low. 

For litigants, this means that: foreknowledge tliat a judge cares strongly about an issue, and 

not just an outcome, should lead to skepticism of any judicial signal. Litigants will want to 

look to cues such as the importance of the doctrine in the area, prior indicatioits of strong 

feelings of judges on lUce matters etc, to determine the likelihood of misrepresentation- 

inducing strengdi of judicial feeling. This is unfortrmate for any judge wishing to shape the 

court’s agenda, as the issues judges consider to be most important will, due to Bayesian 

updating, also be those which they have least influence over.

CONCLUSION

This game explains seemingly incongruous results, such as the 2003 deatli penalty series 

of cases: judges signal tlie future outcome of cases, but sometimes those judges have 

incentives to exaggerate the chances of success of the position. This conceptual explanation 

is supported by a rigorous model of judicial signaling behavior and die effect it has on 

litigants’ responses. The results of the game provide a framework for understanding and 

predictiag how signaling of judges’ private information to potential litigants takes place, and 

what its effects are.

Proofs for either o f  these games can be obtained from the aitthor,
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This behavior has been shown to be systematically espHcabk*, as a number of equilibria 

have been proved to exist. The comparative statics outlined above explained how and when 

different signaling behavior manifests itself, in accordance with the beliefs and actions of 

each player. The existence of a separating equilibrium is a positive normative result, as it 

suggests that in some circumstances litigants are able to differentiate between cases that will 

and will not s ucceed. However the equilibrium only occurs if  judges facing winning cases can 

afford to signal at the level This condition is by no means guaranteed: institutional limits, 

be they legal restraints, such as impeachment, or conventional constraints, such as an 

expectation of judicial circumspection, may render judges unable to signal as overfly as the 

separating equilibrium condition requires. Consequendy, the pooling equilibtia may be the 

only achievable equMbtia.

lire  existence of pooling equilibria indicates that, in sorne circumstances, litigants are 

unable to differentiate between judges who face a winning and a losing case. This means tliat 

judges can m.istepresent the cases before them; in patticular, judges signal that a case will 

succeed when in fact it wiU fail. The final hypothesis showed that when judges gain a benefit 

from a case even when it loses, they have an incentive to misrepresent the prospects of those 

cases.

This does not necessarily mean that signaling harms the litigant. Signaling literature 

suggests that even if more informed players have an incentive to misrepresent, as long as the 

uninformed party  ̂is a Bayesian updater, even misleading signals can still convey some 

infomiation (Austen-Smith and Wright, 1992; and Potters and Van Winden, 1992)."'̂ ’

^  GtlUgao and Krehbiel (1987) even show the information receiver may grant the signaler power to encourage 

such signaling, even with an incentive to misrepresent;, such as restrictive mleS on committees,
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Nevertheless, the result that judges send misleading signals to potential litigants 

fijndame-ntally challenges accepted notions o f how judges do and should behave.
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CHArrER 4

EX PLA IN IN G  AMERICAN LITIGJOUSNESS:

A PRODUCT O F POLITICS, N O T JUST LAW

ABSTRACT

T he claim that America is far more litigious than other conunon law 
coutitties is often asserted, but seldom explained, 'lliis chapter argues that 
America's exceptional litigiousness is a product not only of its legal system, 
but also of its unique political structure. America has an institutional 
coiifiguratioti of fragmented power; this explaiiivS the comparative lack of 
detail in America’s legislation, as well as the activism of America’s ji:idjcia.ry.
Both factors in turn contribute to the litigiousness of American society. The 
separation of powers constrains the elected branches; this in turn contribute.s 
to both the ‘supply and demand’ of litigiousness. Fir.st, checks and balances 
limit the elected branches’ ability to restrain activism by the courts in 
satisfying demand for judicial remedies. Second, these checks limit the 
elected bratichcs’ ability to meet the policy demands of the public, which 
increases the demand for judicial action. This theory is theoretically modeled, 
then, estalilished empirically with evidence that governmental division has a 
highly significant effect on the number of civil cases filed each year.

IN TR O D U C TIO N

America is commonly characterized as exceptionally litigious, however both the meaning 

of tliis claiiTi and the causes of litigiousness ate ainbiguous. Litigiousness is tnost commonly 

associated with the quantity of tort .Utigation, and the alleged excessiveness of the corollary 

awards. However, tort litigation is only one manifestation of a more general litigiousness: the 

American propensity to litigate has been found in many other ateas.“' Generally, litigiousness

See e.g. Friedman’s discussion o f  the gro wing social expectations o f  “total justice,” which includes workers 

compensation, a welfare-regulatory state, providing a social minimum and controlling the economy, 

litigiousness also extends to other areas o f  law, .such as criminal law -  see Sambom. See also Shapiro's 

discussion o f  the “litigation explosion” and its application to corporate law and the relative increase in the 

amount o f  judicial responses to statutes, rather than to common law generated action (55 and 56 

respectively).
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can be defined as the ptoclivity of individuals and groups fro use judicial means of conflict 

resolution over other means, 'line choice to litigate is not simply a legal action, but must be 

understood in terms of the path, not taken; .litigiousness .means favo.dng the pursuit of lega.l 

remedies over those, provided througlt political and other means.

Undeffstanding litigiousiiess as a preference for judicial solutions over political ones 

reveals the limitations of explaining litigious,ness tlirough analyzing the legal system, alone. 

America has many liti.gat),on-ge:n.erating legal prinaples, such as inclusive class-acldoii rules, 

opportunities fo,i: forum shopp.in.g, a,nd risk~limitatio,ti through minimal cost awards. 

Neverthele.ss, legal ,mles do not completely explain the causes of litigioas.oeSvS, because they 

are only one half of the cost-bcnefit equation represented in the choice to litigate.

The existence of flexible legal rules is not an exogenous cause of litigiousness, as these 

rules are created by legislatures and die comts; America’s flexible legal n:iles, and the bodies 

diat created them, are both part of a broader political system that is stiructiired toward the 

courts providing a pttmaiy means of con,fli.ct resolution. As litigiousness reflects a legal 

choice in preference to a political choice, a systematic account of the causes o f litigiousness 

must consider the capacity and limitations of all three branches of govermnent.

The American political system is characterized by fragmentation in governmental power, 

as designed by the separation of powers doctrine. Power is fragmented between branches of 

government -  through, constitutional checks and balances -  between levels of government -  

through federalism ~ and even within branches of government ~ for example through 

bicametaUsm. This fragmentation shapes the elected branches as well as the courts in ways 

that generates litigation.

Previous positive political theory and the law literature has examined the effect on 

judicial power of the positions and powers of the elected branches (e.g. b’erejobn and
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Shipan; iVfcNoilgast; I'iskridge and f 'ctejohn; and f^pstcm, Segal and Victor); however this 

litcraliirc lias not recognized the link between the relations between the executive and 

legislative branches and litigiousness.

Political fragtnentation encourages litigation, jji two vvtiys. Fifsr, although the Atneticaii 

| udiciai:y is subject to the usual constituti.oxiaI checks that most liberal democracies adopt, 

the abilitt' o f the elected branches to exercise such checks is impaired by the separation of 

powers. Compared to Westminster systems, for example, the separation of the Rxecutive 

from the Legislature, and the division of power within the legislative branch, allows the 

American Judiciary unusual latitude. 'I’his enables the courts to supply more extensive 

judicial solutions than they could otherwise. This breadth of capacity contributes to the 

extraordinary power o f the judicial branch in the US system, which further drives 

e,xpectations and demand for judicial provision of remedies to conflict's. Second, the 

legislative functioning of Congress is encumbered with multiple veto points, making US 

legislation less detailed than the legislation of other Western democracies (Atiyah and 

Summetvs). This both limits the effectiveness of non-judicial fortns of conflict regulation, and 

creates a demand for judicial provision of that detail. In this way, separation of powers 

contributes to litigiousness on both sides o f the equation of legal versus political provision 

of solutions.

Talien together, tlrese effects of Anierica'’s fragmented power system encourage both the 

supply and demand of judicial remedies, while weakening the provision of legislative 

solutions to social conflicts. This chapter provides a comparative institutional analysis of the 

litigiousness-generating effects of America’s fragmented political system. It uses spatial 

models to illustrate the effects of each element o f this power fragmentation, and contrasts it 

to the relative consolidation of power in Western democracies with paiiiaraentary systems, a
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common alternative to the I 'S-styk; ptcsidential system. It then tests the effect: of divided 

government on litigiousness, and finds that divided government is associated with a dramatic 

increase in litigation.

This approach disentangles historical quirks from systemic explanations of the causes of 

li,tigious,ness. The combination of institutional factors in the US may be particularly 

encouraging of Etigiousness; however, by isolating the institutional, and thus replicable, 

factors that ptornote litigiousness, this analysis sugfyists w'hy other nations may become 

similatiy litigious. Internationally, there has been an increase both in nations adopting 

separation of powers-like systems, and of regions of nations ratifying extra-govcmmental 

systems, such as the European Union, which add veto mechanisms to those nations’ political 

systems. Both of these trends involve power fragmentation, suggesting that litigiousness mat' 

increase in other nations also.

Section I desc.tibes some non-iiistiturional explanations of litigiousness, which are 

typically either historical or legal in nature. It argues that both approaches offer only partial 

explanations. Then, section II begins to develop an institutional explanation of litigiousness, 

by systematically describing the American political system’s fragmentation of power. Section 

III shows how the fragmentation of political power enables the supply of judicial means of 

conflict resolution, by empoweritig the Judiciary to provide such means. Section IV shows 

how political fragmentation contributes to the demand for judicial remedies, by limiting the. 

supply o f poEtical means of conflict resolution. Section V uses court filings and political data 

to test the implications arising from this analysis: that divided government increases 

litigiousness. The findings show that divided govctnment has a large and highly significant 

effect on litigation levels.
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L  T e s t in g  a n d  E x p l a i n i n g  L i t i g i o u s n e s s :  H is to r ic  a n d  L e : g a l  Ac co un ts

America’s i:t,;tidency towjird litigiousness was noted by conirnentators as early as 

Tocquevillc (e.g. 109). Much debate has en.sucd since on whetliet American litigiousness is 

increasing to  the point of constituting a “litigation explosion,”'*'' or whether .America’s 

uniqueness in this regard is declining due to American-style “iudicialization” -  the extensive 

use and powe,r of the courts ~ spreading to other coimtties (see Tate and Valliiider; 

Ferejohn).^’" Although some dej,iy chat the US is particularly .litigious (e.g. Galanter; 

Samuclson), t..here .is strong evidence to that effect. I'he American 'Fort Refoiin .Association 

reports that “ |t|b.e U.S. tort system is the. .most expensive .in the. .indx.isttialized world, I.FS. 

to.rt costs a.re 2.2% of Gros.s Domestic Ih'oduct (GDP), substantially higher than that of 

other developed countries studied and two and a half times the average {.>f those studied,”'''’ 

'I'his utiderstates America’s exceptional litigiousness, as the US’s GDP is extremely high by 

mte.mational standards. .Additionally, section V of this paper shows that greater 

governmental division is associated with higher levels of civil litigation; given the US has an 

extremely highly dirtided political system, this finding supports the case of .Ame.rica’s strong 

litigiousness. Most accounts agree that the US is exceptionally litigious, but their 

explanations typically fail to withstand close scrutiny.

Sec e.g. Olson for support o f  this argument and Galantei: and Miller for reliuttal. One cause o f  the 

dis'ag.reemem on this topic may be due to ambiguity in the rae.asit.res used. .For example, studies have shown 

that: in the last 30 years, in civil, aitnirjal, federal and state ca.sc.s, case filings have consisi'ently risen, while 

trials have declined (Sambom: 26; .New Y ork Times; Judicial Council o f California: 1.2).

This is discussed furthei: in the conclusion, however these avithors claim thi.s is a result o f  the mounting 

influence o f Amecicim juri.spmderice, wherea.s this chapter argues that the increasing spread o f  ii,me.dcaO'. 

style institutions, not: simply Ame.rica« jurisprudence, .is at the heart o f thi.s change.

® Tillinghau.st'Tower,s Petiia. Tort Costs Trend.s: .An Intemational Perspective, (Never Yofk, New York, 1995), 

quoted by the American Court Reform /Vs.sociiuion, http;/./wwv.arrafoimda lion .org /tort„,fact.s.html
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Historical accounts of American litij^ousness emphasize a variety of conditions that 

shaped America’s early settlement and nascent civil society. In contrast to feudalism, wherein 

social structure was pi'edeteiinined by class, America’s lack of a prefabricated class structure 

meant early US society required other regulation; but with a limited state, this led to i'eliance 

on small town lawyers and the courts ('1,'ocqiieville: 109). d'he early influence of the legal 

profession was buttressed by the English, who allowed small groups of immigrants to 

govern themselves, with their own magisttates. Even in this early period, the law entered 

“into a thousand various details to anticipate and satisfy a crowd of social wants” 

(T'ocqueville: 19).

Lawyers continued to play a major part in developing .American society: The primacy of 

litigation in resolving conflict was mutually reinforcing with the focus on individual rights in 

American culture. The American Revolution, for example, was legalistic in nature, expressed 

as a reasse.r(ion of constitutional lights, not an attack on the existing legal systetn. (Shapiro: 

43). After the revolution, the legal profession was seen as a means of safeguarding individual 

rights against the excesses of democracy (T'ocqueville: 109). In contrast to other Western 

countries, the elucidation of individual rights, as well as democracy generally , came to 

America before industrialization; the reliance on individual rights-based protections stymied 

the growth of the labor movement, reinforcing the dominance of litigation over syndicalism. 

Even when the 20th century brought pressure for extensive governmental protection, the 

entrenchment of legal over bureaucratic remedies led to a further elaboration of adversarial 

mechanisms of protection, such as rights to free legal defense (Kagan, 2001; Friedman).

Although these historical accounts tell a compelling story, their usefulness for deeper 

analysis is limited for reasons, hirst, historical explanations of litigiousness emphasize 

path dependence, and consequently they cannot: account for variation. For instance, studies
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have shown that tliete arc five times as many lawsuits t'oclay as in 1962 (New York 'I’itnes), 

and the Federal Cloiift workload has increased 146”4 between 1970 and 2001 (Sambom). An 

explanatioa of American litigiousness that focuses on, societal fomiation cannot explain 

contemporary variaric,>n. Second, historical explanations emphasize American idiosyncrasies, 

and so do not provide systemic explanations that: allow for  replication and prediction.

America’s historical path led to the establishment of political institutions that entrench 

and perpetuate litigiousness, and so historical accounts inform understandings of how and 

why t.he.se insritutic:)(is were so formed. Bi.it once litigiousness became institutionalized, 

historical natrattves are only of secondary value in explaining later litigiousness. An 

examination of the effect of litigioustiess'-generating institutions allows for the development 

of comparative statics, that can account for variation in levels of litigation, and the 

development of theories of systematic causes, that can then be employed in othe,t contexts. 

It is more useful to analyze litigiousness institutiona,lly.

One mechanism by wdtich litigiousness was entrenched in .American institutions was 

through the development of litigiousness-eticouraging legal rules. Many analyses of 

litigiousness either explicitly or implicitly ascribe its causes to America’s unusually liberal 

procedural rules.'’'' .America has a number of legal rules that facilitate entry into the litigation 

system, and thus make litigation mo:re l.ike.ly, including; contingency fees, facilitation of

See e.g. Walpin, who stales that “civil practice abroad... differs from American civil practice in a number o f

ways... those difft'.rcnccs act as checks on both lil.igation and costs o f  Etigation such that these countries have 

not expeiiciiced the effect o f  the ongoing lingation explosion that plagues the American system” (994). See 

also Olson, who claims that the Federal Rules o f  Civil Procedure and other procedural changes in the early 

20th century removed restraints that preriously limited litigation. See also Quam, who claims that the. .sheer 

inmiber of lawyers, as well as proced'Hta! niles, provide greater access to the courts and mc.reases ma.lpracti.ce 

litigation.
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forutn shopising, the presumption that cacli patty will bear its own legal costs, and flexible 

joining rtdcs, mcluding class actions and non-joining coalitions of like interests.

(losts rules provide an example of the effect of diffeteni: legal rules on litigation levels. 

The American rule is that generally each party bears its own costs. The rule in most 

Commonwealth countries is that the losing party usually bears both parties’ costs. With costs 

unrecoverabk* under the American mle, for litigation to be imdeitaken, it would ha%̂e to 

produce an expected outcome that would more than compensate for such, unavoidable co.sts. 

However, there is no additional risk for a plaintiff in pursuing litigation; combined with a 

contingency fee vsystem, there is little cost .restriction on a plaintiff considering bringing suit. 

In contrast, unde,t the English ‘fee shifting’ rule, although a successful plaintiffs award will 

not be reduced by the cost of their own fees, a plaintiff risks walking away widi a debt, rather 

than nothing, in the face of failure. "The fee shifting rule drastically increases the variance of 

the expected outcome of any legal endeavor. Thus litigation will be discoimiged by tl:ie fee 

shifting system when compared to the .American system if there is any level of risk aversioti 

in the plaintive class, which is likely among one-shot players. Elvidence shows for that large 

award cases, the US rule is associated with greater litigation than Commonwealth mle is 

(Kritzer: 1980).'’̂

This evidence does not, however, prove causation. litigation-inducing rules may be 

another manifestation of America’s litigiousness, rather than the cause of it. These 

explanations may in fact have the causation reversed: flexible legal rules may be needed 

because litigation is so extensive. England and Wales, for example, arc introducing 

American-style simplification of practice and procedure rule.s to remove barriers to litigation,

'nieire is evidence that the American rule has a .small effect: o f discourajpng more small damage ca.ses from 

lieinv litistated than the Commonwealth rule does -  Kritzer: 1950.
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bcciuse o f  the incteasing cxtxMit and cost o f litigation in the UK (Woolf Final Report). T’he 

question then becomes: why does America have litigation-mduciiig legal rules when other 

common law countries do not? Rule.s governing the litigation process arc developed by 

courts and legislatures, and as such these rules arc not exogenous to the process being 

analyzed. Legal rules may be an mtervetiing variable contributing to American litigiousness, 

but both the rules and the level of Utigiousness are affected by tlie broader political 

institutional stracture.

Legal rules arc a proximate and entrenched factor encouraging litigiousness/’* btil: they 

ate the wrong institutional level at which to analyze the causes of litigiousness. Although 

they may superficially appear to be an entirely legal constmction, liberal litigation rules are 

generated by other institutions that promote litigation as a solution to conflict, and so ate 

not an exogenous variable. liberal procedural rules are a manifestation of a political system 

geared towards courts providing solutions to social problems, rather than a cause of that 

phenomenon, Jiitigiousness is better understood by examining broader institutional effects. 

The remaining sections show that the fragmentalion of power in the US political system 

drives America’s high propensity to litigate.

II. F r a g m e n t a t i o n  o f  P o w e r  i n  t h e  A m e r i c a n  P o l i t i c a l  Sy s t e m

The separation of powers system in the US divides government power, creating multiple 

veto points for governmental action. This constrains governmental functioning; in particular, 

it limits the regulatory capacity of the elected branches, causing greater demand for judicial 

means of social regulation. Simultaneously, it limits the capacity of the elected branches to

D anzon provides evidence that court reforms o f  the 1970s iiicrcnsed the frequency and severity o f 

malpractice claims; states wbich enacted shorter statute limitations and limited cliscoveri- had less such 

growth.
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restticl; the courts in pixmding such regulation. I'his section outlines the US political 

system’s institutional mechaoisins of power ftagmcntation, and the effect each has on 

restricting the reach of the elected branches. The separation of powers encompasses foitnaJ 

mechanisms of fragmentation, including checks and balances, bicameralism and federalism, 

as well as the consequential effects of those fomial divisions which themselves have become 

institutionalized, fe.cto.rs, mcluding divided govemiiient, wea.k party discipline and a strong 

individual rights biased co.nstitulioiialism.

The fragmentadoti of political power resulting from these institutional fectors has two 

key effexts. Political fmgimiitattoti limits the capacity of the elected b.ra.nche8 to check 

judicial activity and simultaneously impedes the ability of the elected brattches to 

comprehensively regulate. Together, these two effects create both an oppoituiiity for the 

Judiciary to provide expansive solutions to those conflicts and a demand fo.r judicial 

resolution of conflicts not codified by elected reptescntative.s. Judicial activity perpetuates 

the demand for further judicial p,rovision of remedies; and so the ,Ame,rican systetn 

institutionalizes judicial action. Sections III and IV examine the effect: of the fragmented 

political power on the supply and demand for jutlicial activity respectively; this section details 

the fragmented effects of the mechanisms of political fragmentation, described above.

The central element of the separation of pow'ers is the checks and balances that exist 

between the two elected branches of gove.rnment. In parliamentary systems, the Executive is 

drawn from the. .Legislature, and the go%’’e,rnmental leader is the head of the party with 

majority control. As such, the Prime Minister will be ideologically aligned with the l .ower 

House, and so the Executirx will not constitute an additional veto point: on legislation.^’̂ In

F'of ii detailed discussion o f  veto points, sec Krehbiel.
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contrast, the  /Vmetican President is not only separate from Congress,'’'* but elected in an 

entirely different mantier and with a disfmct constituency. As such, the President is ntrf; (jnly 

an addition.al check on the legislative process, and thus represents anothcf: level of power 

fragmentation, but is designed to be significantly ideologically distant from the two chambers 

of Congtess.

.iAdditionally, the US legislative branch is divided intetnally, through bicameralism. The 

division o f  the legislatiite into separate chambers has the obvious effect of dividing power.

In America, bicameralism has been substantive, and not simply fotmaJ, as seen in Britain.

''rhc British House of Lords has the power to examme and amend most bills, but lacks the 

power to reject legislation. Its weakness and undemocratic character undermined its popular 

legitimacy, rendering it currently subject to drastic reform proposals. In contrast, the 

American Congress, and most US state legislatures, have two chambers with substantial, 

albeit different, functions and powers. Both the Senate and the House are democratically 

elected, and most importantly, die passing of legislation requkes tlie approval of both 

chambers. As such, there are two genuine sources of power in the American Congress, 

compared with the UK’s one. So, bicameralism operates as a second layer of potential veto 

points, encumbering the passage of legislation.

The fragmenting effect of these two aspects of separation of powers is illustrated in. the 

comparison of Figure 4.1 A and Figure 4.IB. Figure 4.1 provides a basic spatial model of the 

ideological distance between governmental actors; this simple representation will be built 

upon throughout this paper. It represents two comparative institutional models: a 

parliatncntary system and a presidential system. IT i.s the jiosition of the House of

«» For ease o f temiinology, the section refers to federal actors, but the analysis applies to the states, and .section 

V analyses the relationship between litigation and govenimental structure at the state level.
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llepresent:ai:wes/r.o\¥Ct House, S is the position of the Senate/Upper House, and P is the 

position o f  the Pre8ident:/Priinc Ministet.

Figure 4.1: Potential Gridlock Regions in Patliamentaiy and Presidential Systems

Figure 4.1A: a Parliamentary system Figmre 4.1B: a Presidential System

H S H S P
P

I'he ranges covered by the arrows in Figure 4.1 iiidi,ca(:e the potential gridlock regions in 

each system. Legislation cannot be passed when the status quo lies in the gridlock region, 

because any proposal that makes one player better off will be vetoed by at least one other 

player (Marks; Weingast). Gridlock may be overcome in tlus teg/on through logrolling, but 

any issue considered in isolation cannot pass if the status quo lies in the gridlock region. 

Britain could be modeled as consisting of just the poin ts H and P, positioned at die same 

point, with no resulting gridlock region. Most other parliamentary systems look more like 

Figure 4.1A, with potential gridlock existing between the two Houses of Paiiiament.

Although the distance between any two players need necessatily nor be futther apart in 

the presidential system, the gridlock region in the US will be the maximum distance between 

three players instead of two, thus increasing the potential gridlock area. In parliamentary 

systems, the gridlock region (GR) = { Ih  -  S| }, the absolute value of tlie ideological distance 

between the two chambers; whereas in a ptcsidential system, GR ~ max{ |H “ S |, |n  "* J l̂,

l s - p | }.

In fact, Figure 4,1 and the above calculation of the gridlock region understates the 

presidential system’s multiple veto players expansion of potential gridlock. When the policy
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space exists in mote than one dimension, the expansion of the gridlock region by additiooal 

veto players is esponeiitia], not linear. I'igure 4.2 iUusttates the effect of imiltiple veto players 

in two dimetistons.

Figure 4.2; The Effect of Multiple Vetoes on the Existence of a Core

4.2A: A 2 Player System 4.2C: 3 Players With a Unanimity
Rule; A Non-empty Core

P

Figure. 4.2. confra.sts a patiiameritary system, w,ith two players (Figure 4.2A) with a 

presidential system, with three veto players (Figure 4.2B). In Figure 4.2A, the gridlock region 

is the line betw^een S and H (with FI = P): if the status quo lies anywhere along this point, the 

players wiH not be able to agree on any change. Thus any point on the line S -P is a stable 

equtLibrium. This contrasts to Figure 4.2B wdiich, with three players, has a non-empty core = 

APSFI, That entire core is a gridlock regio.ti, in wliich the players will not be able, to agree on 

any change, as a movement from any point within the core harms at least one player.

For simplicity, the remainder of this paper reverts to examining the effect of power 

fragmentation on the gridlock region in one dimension, but it should be kept in mind that 

this effect is exacerbated when the policy space exists in more than one dimension."'^

Schofield’s theorem prove,s that a unanitnity requirement always re,sults iti a non empty core t,n any mimber 

o f  dimensions (see Ausfcu-Smith and Banks: 1.30).
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Three further fragmenting effects flow from these two formal elements o f the separation 

of powers: divided government, weak political parties and rights-embracing 

constitutionalism. Divided government stems from the different modes of election of the 

President and Cong£e.ss, and tends t:o fuither expand the gridlock region. Ju.st as die framers 

utilized a bicameral system with two differently constituted chambers, to render them “by 

different modes of election and different principles o f action, as little conoected with each 

other as the nature of the common functions and a common dependence on the society will 

admit” (Hamilton, Madison and jay: Federalist .51, 266--267), the firatners designed different 

electoral techniques for each office, to make the distance between the President, the House 

and the Senate as great as possible. This makes divided government likely, and expands the 

potential gridlock region.

T’he effect of divided government in. Figure 4.1 is to alter the position of P relative to H 

and S. When P Hes between H and S, the gridlock region wiU be the same in parliamentat}' 

and presidential systems. When P lies to the left or right o f both H and S, the gridlock region 

wiU be greater in the presidential system. Thus the gridlock region in a presidential system is 

always equal or greater to the gridlock in a parliamentary system. Divided government makes 

it more likely that P will be distant from H and S, and thus increases the potential gridlock 

region.

This conclusion has been supported by empirical evidence: the President opposes 

significant legislation more often under divided government, more legislation fails to pass 

under divided government, and the likelihood of any piece of le^slation failing to pass is 

45% higher under divided government (Edwards, Barrett: and Peake: 555-561).'" The

Tliis is contrary to earlier influential analysis by Mayhew (1993), but as EMwsirds, Barrett and Peake point: out, 

Mayhcw considered only the num ber o f  pieces o f  legislation passed, and n o t how many failed (547), Also,
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different constitoencies of the President, the House, and the Senate, result in divided 

government, which in turn fragments power and checks the policy-imking capacity of the 

elected branches.

A second fragtnentiiig effect o f the separa tion of powers is the weakness of America’s 

political parries. Unlike Westm.inster systems, in which voting counter tt) the party line, or 

“crossing the floor,” will see a representative struck from the party, American political 

parries have traditionally lacked policy cohesion and have been unable to enforce voting 

blocs.” Dictmeier and Fedderson argue that party weakness results from the absence of a 

vote o f confidence procedure in the American system. With a vote o f confidence procedure, 

in any given period, a policy sponsor has to offer less to ruling coalition, members to gain 

thek suppo,i:t -  they are cheaper and so a,re included in the policy coaMtion. However, the 

absence of a confidence motion is itself endogenous to the broader political system. 

Fundamentally, both the lack of a confidence motion and the underlying cause of America’s 

weak political parties stem fiom the same effect: the separation of powers.

In the US, because the Executive is not drawn from the legislature, the ongoing 

legitimacy and effectiveness of an administration does not depend on the support of 

Congress. As such, there has never been an adequate need to create incentives for party 

cohesion, resulting in a lack of discipline in the political parties. There are, however, 

incentives to disburse power over policy within America’s political parties: the single 

member, s,imple plurality (SMSP) system means parties can maximize the electoral returns of

Mayhew used newspaper editorials on legislation as his data source, but this fails to account for the 

possibilily that oew.spaper editorials will Ite fixed in number, regardless o f  the relative sigmficance o f 

legislation passed in any year. So Mayhew’s dependent variable may have been exogenously generated.

“tX'haC the Constitution separates our political patties do no t cootbinc. The parties iire. ihemsclves composed 

o f  separated organizalions sharing public authority... Our national parties are confederations o f  state and 

pally local iiisfitutions” (Neustadt, 1990: 29)
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their members if each fcprcscntari ve can be us responsive as possible to his or her own 

constituency, which wUl result in a heterogeneity of policy positions by members.'^' Although 

the SMSP system is chafacteristic of most fcuaxier British colonies, which arc tTpically 

parliamentary, the unity of the Executive and Legislature creates mcentives toward poUcy 

centralisation,, which counters SMSP’s decentralizing momentum. In the American 

presidential system, because the executive is not drawn from the legislature, no such 

couiitemiiling incentive exists, and so party discipline remains relatively weak.

There are other idiosyncratic itistitvitional causes of the weakness of America’s political 

parties; particularly, they lack control over their own membership, representation and 

money. But these effects are themselves a result of the overarching institutional fact that 

executi,ves a,te functionally independent ftom .legislatures: parties do not need to be as strong 

for the President to .maiiitiiiii power and influence in the American system. As with policy 

decentralization, although there are incen tives to disburse power over money and 

membership, there are no opposing incentives in a presidential system toward centralization.

The effect of weak parties is to further fragment power within Congress. Instead of 

between two and a handful of cohesive policy coalitions, Congress cons,ists of 535 

individuals who can raise their own money and vote their own preferences. They owe little 

allegiance to parties that cannot even guarantee them the party’s candidacy.

Figure 4.3 illustrates one effect of weak political parties: an additional veto mechanism of 

the filibirster pivot ~ the 60* vote needed to end debate, and force a vote on a proposal. SM 

is the Senate median, and S.F is the filibuster pivot.

There is disagreement in the literature regarding the extent o f  responsiveness to local pressures compared to 

national patty platforms: compare Fiorina with Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart.

9,3
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Figiite 4-3: The Eftect of Weak Party Discipline on the Gridlock Region.

F igure 4.3.A: a Parliamentary System Figure 4JB : a Presidential System

-----------------

H S H SM P SF
P

.Filibustering is a result of an. internal Senate rule, however it is made possible by a lack of 

party discipline.’* In a paiiiametitary system, S represents pte-determined party policy; in the 

I..1S syste.m, presidential aides and party whips need to negotiate widi. indivkkial me,mbers, 

and ensure they have not only majority support, but. adequate support to overcome a 

potential filibuster. Weak, patty discipline splits S between SM and SF, further expanding the 

potential gridlock region. This expansion can be greater than that represented in Figure 4.3B; 

without party discipline, the gridlock .region is .not only be the maximum distance of P, H,

SM and SF, bv.it also of any other pivotal block of voting coalitions, such as the blue dogs.

A thttd consequential ftagmenting effect of the separation of powers is the context it 

provides for the interpretation, of the B.ill of .Rights and other constitutional .rights that act as 

restrictions on governmental power. Even parliamenta.r5,̂ systems with written constitutions 

and elucidated rights, such as Australia, tend to have minimalist protection provided by 

those lights. This is due to rights being nattxwvly interpreted in deference to the tradition of 

parliamentary supremacy associated with the Westminster system (Australian Capital 

Telev.ision, per Dawson J: 151-152, 182-183). Whereas in the US, the Bill of Rights is 

interpteted in the context of a political system premised on restrictions o f governmental 

power. So the separation of powers gives greate.r effect to written constitutional protections,

Another fragmenting effect arising partially ftotn weak party discipline is the strength o f  congressional
committees, the effect o f  which has been e,x.ploted dsewh.e.ce (e.g. Marks).
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which further fragments the power of iht; elected branches, particularly when combined with 

a pfesidential system.

A,nothcr aspect: of the separarioa of powers is federalism, but: it is eas_y to overstate 

federalism’s fragmenting effect on, political power because typically, federalism divides rather 

than fragments power: even when Federal, State and Local governments may share 

responsibilities in a given area, each level of government can gove:m, despite gridlock 

occurring in another level of government However, many governmental initiatives require 

coordination between levels of government, achieved through model legislation or 

cooperation between the tiers of government, such as the Regional Homeland Security 

Coordinating Committee,"* law coforcement coordinating comtnittecs,"’ and State-Federal 

agreements about the provision of water, transportation, and other such goods.'*’ Because 

each level o f government can usually act independently, gridlock will not necessarily result if 

the different governtnents cannot agree. Consequendy, since each level of govemnient is not 

a requisite signatory to governmental action, each is not a veto pomt for the odier.

In summaiy, the separation of powers, through both inter- and intra-branch dhdsion, 

and the corollary effects of divided government, weak political parties and expansive 

individiial rights based constitutionalism, fragments political power in the American system 

of govermrient. This has the effect of con.straining the governing capacity of the elected 

branches and systematically expanding the gridlock region beyond that which exists in, other 

Western democracies.

see http;/ /216.239.57,'j 04/8earch?q“ cache:B%-14dGGOUJ:www.roarc.org/emergency/ 

RHSCCprindpksaadpolicies.p<lf+fcd«ral+sKite+co-ordinattng+lcgislatjon&hl~cn&ie=l.rrF-8

'5 see e.g. http:/ /ww w.usdoj.gov/usao/vaw/lecc.htm l 

see e.g. ht:f|:)://www.doi.gov/news/0t0629,lil:ral
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In the US, GR = mas{ |H SM| , |H P |, ISM ~ p1 , |H SF| , |SM  SF| , 1p -• SI'I };

in contrast, in a typical ParUamcntary system, GR = {  11 1 -  s| }, as H  =- P, and SM =• S I* . ./\ny 

status quo within the grid.iock region, considered in isolation,' ' cannot be overturned, 

because agtcement cannot be formed among the various veto players. The following two 

sections describe the Httgiousness-generating effects of this fragmentatioti of power and 

expansion o f the gridlock region. The fragmented power of the elected Itranches inhibits 

their capacity both to comprehensively restrain the Judiciary and to provide comprehensive 

regulation themselves, thus creating both the opportumty and demand for expansive judicial 

activity.

I l l ,  I n s t i t u t i o n a l  C a u s e s  o f  L i t i g i o u s n e s s : S u p p l y o f  J u d i c i a l  A c t i o n

'The following two sections describe how the fragmentation of political power in the US 

system contributes to America’s high litigiousness, by creating both the supply and demand 

for the judicial provision of remedies to conflicts. 'This section examines the effect of the 

systematic expansion of the gridlock region in the US st'stem on dte judiciary’s freedom to 

act; the limits on the elected branches’ ability  ̂to restrhii the Judiciary expand its capacity to 

provide a variety of judicial solutions to conflict, thus enabling litigiousness to flourish. The 

breadth of the gridlock region also limits the elected branches’ ability' to comprehensively 

regulate through legislation, which discourages the public from pursuing poUtical 

mechanisms of conflict resolution, and so increases the demand for judicial means of 

conflict: rcsoluiion; this is examined in the next section. These two effects feed back on one 

another, creating a cycle of litigiousness: the mote capable the Judiciary is of supplying aid to

However, logrolling and legislative norms aid governmental fimctioning; this is discussed in section V.
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individuals seeking tedress, the gi'catet the demand will be fot judicial action. Nevertheless, it: 

is largely possible to examine the t-wo effects separately.

Before expanding on this argument, :it is worth noting that the lirigation-genetatiiig effect 

of the separation of powers is not limited to public law litigation. Ail areas of actual or 

potential government civil regulation are affected by the extent of the elected branches’ 

capacity to comprehensively regulate. In turn, as long as individuals or groups am respond 

to a lack o f governmental regulatioti by pursuing their interests in the courts, every area of 

civil litigation will be affected by governmental power fragmentation.

The extent of tort iidgadon, for example, will vary with the level of precision of 

legislation governing it. At perhaps the opposite extreme to America, in 1974 the New 

Zealand Parliament introduced a iio-fault system of accident compensation to replace the 

common law personal injuries action, vastly reducing the need for litigation to determine 

negligence (Todd; 405, 488). Sweeping civil Iidgadon reform is also being undertaken 

throughout England and Wales, for die purpose of improving access to justice and efficiency 

of litigation. By removing barriers to accessible justice, the Woolf reforms are likely to lead 

to more litigation, albeit pursued more efficiendy (Woolf Interim Report).

Government action need not be directed toward the civil litigation system in order to 

radically affect it: legislation affects die liltelihood of litigation simply by its level of 

specificity. Whether the legislatore updates intellectual property legislation when new 

technologies emerge will govern tlie extent to wluch inventors and innovators need to resort 

to the courts to ascertain the status of their creatio:os. In landlord-tenant disputes, specific 

provisions, such as statutory notice requirements, will minimise uncertainty and the 

likelihood of litigation. All leg:islatio.n will create litigation to test its boundaries or loopholes, 

but unless it is unhelpfully vague, legislation answers questions, the burden of which would
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otherwise fall to the courts, the default mediators in the absence o f such codification. The 

following tw o sections describe these effects more precisely.

In the separation of powers system, fnuctions are divided between institutions, but 

power is shared among them (Neustadt: 29). Cotisequently, the strength and preferences of 

the elected branches will affect the role of the Judiciar}’. Because the |udiciary often protects 

minorities and disadvantaged groups, there is a common perception of judges as knights or 

guardians. This view suggests that the narrower the gridlock region, the more judicial activity 

will occur. A typical example of this view is this: ‘There seems to be more j udicial review 

when governments have big majorities. That may be because judges take it upon themselves 

to constrain the power of an overweening executive, or because governments unconstrained 

by strong oppositions are more likely to pass bad laws” (I'he Economist).

This prediction is based on a precarious assumption about the inherent nature of judges. 

It assumes not only that judges are guardians, but that they act without regard to institutional 

constraints. Judicial behavior is consti:ained by constitxitional powers given to the elected 

branches over fundatnental aspects of judicial fujictioning, including court constitution, 

jurisdiction and judicial impeachment; judicial behavior is also constrained by the Judiciary’s 

institutional weakness, which leaves it dependent on its popular legitimacy to ensure the 

obedience of the elected branches to its decrees. Thus the central judicial constraint, 

protecting judicial legitimacy, varies with the extent to which it is overruled or sanctioned by 

the elected branches, judicial activity therefore can be expected to decrease when 

governments have stronger majorities.

The following analysis studies the constraints on the Judiciary by examining the 

constraints on the elected branches, as these define the extent of the court’s freedom in 

statutory interpretation, and the extent that it is subject to legislative override. Similar
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analysis applies to con.stitutional interpretation, and the extent it is constrained i)y 

constitutional sanctions;'* the latter analysis is more difficult to accurately calculate, but 

similar principles apply.

Contrary to the judicial guardian view, a systematic examination of the effect of the size 

of the gridlock region in shaping judicial institutional constraints reveals that the broader the 

gridlock region, the greater the capacity courts have, to act. I'his in turn means that the 

b,i;oader the gridlock region, the greater the expected level of litigiousness will be, as judges 

have greater freedom to supply remedies, and increased levels of judicial action fuel demand 

for further iudicial action.

The first: part of the above point has been explored previously in positive political theory 

and the law literature, but warrants a brief review. Weingast, summarizing a large part of this 

literature, argues that die authority and independence of the Judiciat}' is not inherent, but 

rather is determined by the relationship betweeti tlie Judiciary and the otlier branches (675). 

“In a separation of powers system, the range of discretion and hence independence afforded 

the courts is a function of the differences between tire elected branches. I ’he narrower the 

range of policies between the branches, the lower the judicial discretion.” (676).

Weingast provides models of the gridlock region, collectively summarized in Figure 4.4, 

which account for the Executive (E), Congress (C), the status quo (Q) and two examples of

™ Many authors consider analyzing judicial behavior in relation to cross-institutional constraints is most 

applicable to statutory interpreiation, as Congress can more easily respond to statutory intctpreiation by the 

courts, and thus overriding statutory' interpretation is a more credible and salient threat against courts than 

constiaitioiial override is™ see e.g. Epstein and Knight: 140. However, Martin, argues that judges are. in fact 

more likely to respond strategically to the other branches in constitutional cases, because although retribution 

is less likely, the risk associated with it -  being unable to tleterniitie policy at all in a given area -  is a more 

sigmficant effect when it does occur. He has some empirical evidence to support this claim: 12 and 19-20 

.rcspectivdy.
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possible positions of thc fiididary 01. aruJ J2), C02) is the point at: which C is indifferent 

between ]’2 on its right and a point to its left. As discussed, in the US system, the g,tidlock 

tegion will be broader than that illustTated in Figure 4.4, as [ftgure 4,4 does not acc:ount: for 

the House and Senate separately, or the filibuster veto point.

Figure 4.4: Judicial Discretion, as a Product of the Relationship between the
Branches of Gove,rnment

E J1 Q C(J2) C J2

Figure 4.4 allows us to predict the extent of the Judiciary’s freedom to act without; fear of 

being overridden by the elected branches. When the Judiciary lies between E and C and rules 

at its ideal point, any change that w'ould benefit: one elected player will make the other worse 

off, and so the Coutt’s policy will stand. For example, at J 1, the Court can interp.ret the 

policy at its ideal point, without legislative override. When the Judiciary’s ideal point lies to 

either side of both elected players, e.g. }2, if the Court attempts to implement its ideal ruling, 

it will fail, as both Congress and the President can agree on an alternative they would both 

prefer..For example, if the court ruled at the point J2, both ,E and C prefer anything in the 

range C02) -- C over J 2. Consequently , the Judiciary will choose the point C if it is to the 

right of both players (and the point 12 if J is to the left of both players).

Thus when the Judiciar}''’s preferences lie within the gridlock region, the Judiciar)- is ftec 

to pursue its ideal outcomes. And even when the Judiciary’s preferences lie outside the 

gridlock region, it can strategically choose the point within the gridlock region that: it most

Unless the ruling is on constitutional grounds, in which case punislimeiit o f  the court is limited by numerous 

pivots, including State legisiatarcs.
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prefers, knowing that outcome will not be overttimcd, as the elected bmichcs will not be

able to agree on a preferred result.

Similar analysis of this theoretical framework, as well as empirical support, has been 

undertaken by others. Spiller and Tiller provide theoretical and empirical support for the 

more general proposition that judges will consider the relative positions, and likely reactions, 

of the elected branches when making policy rulings (508, 518; also Dahl: 294). Bill-Chavez, 

Fetejohn and Weingast provide a spatial model and case studies to show that “when the 

executive and legislative branches arc united against the courts, the courts have few 

resources with which to defend an independent course. In contrast, when significant and 

sustained disagreements arise among elected officials -  such as under divided government -  

judges have the ability to challenge the state and sustain an independent course, with little 

fear of political reaction” (1).

Thus the extent of the |udiciary’.s discretion depends upon the breadth of the gridlock 

region: the broader the gridlock region, the greater leeway the Judiciary has to provide 

solutions to conflicts. I ’his analysis is generalized in Figure 4.5, which accounts for 

coiitinuous variation in the position of the judiciary relative to the elected branches, for two 

different sized gridlock ranges.

As before, the horizontal axis in Figure 4.5 represents the position of the players E, C 

and J. Unlike the previous figures, however, Figure 4.5 considers the range of possible 

positions of the judiciary. Consequently, the equilibrium policy outcomes are mapped in two 

dimensions, corresponding to the ideal points of the players.
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Figiite 4.5: The Raoge of J'adicial Discretiott as a Product of the Position of the
Executive and Congress

Figxire 4.v5A.

Policy
Outcome

C
E

Gridlock
Region

E C
Position of 
the players, 
varying J

Figure 4.5B.

Outcome

C

Gridlock
Region

E

E C
Position of 
the players, 
varying J

In both Figure 4.5A and 5B, when the Judiciaiy lies between E and C, the policy 

outcome tracks the position of the Judiciar)'. Otherwise the J udiciary’s discretion is 

constrained: if J lies to the left of E, the outcome E is preferred to both elected players, and 

similar analysis applies if J is to the right of C, resulting in policy at C. Thus the Judiciary’s 

capacity to shape policy is limited to the range between E and C.

Consequently, the relative positions of, and distance between, E and C determine the 

influence of the Judiciary, Figure 4.5 illustrates that the further the distance between two 

players whose approval is needed fot legislation, the greater the range of judicial discretion. 

In Figure 4.5A, the gridlock region, and consequently to the range of judicial discretion and 

influence, is considerably smaller than in Figure 4.SB.

latyczower, Spiller and Tonimasi provide empirical evidence of the endogenous nature 

of judicial power as represented in Figure 4.5, in a study of Argentina. 'I'his study is
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paitiajk:cly useful, as Argentina has variation over time, due to radical swings in the powet 

of the executive and legislative branches. They show that the probability of (he. .Argentinian 

Court vt.>tirig against the preferences of the govcmment decreased with the strength of the 

President’s conttol of the Congress (709). They conclude that political fragmentadou allows 

the Judiciary “to create a doctrine of judicial independence without fear of political 

reprisals,” whereas a unified political eitviromnent, limits the Judiciary’s power (699).

Thus the US system, by fragmenting powct and maximizing the potential gridlock range, 

increases the power and discretion of Che Judiciary. The more veto players included in the 

analysis, the greater the gridlock region; consequendy, the separation of powers, by creating 

veto players between and within the branches of government, increases judicial power.**’ 

Thus, like the gridlock rej^on, US judicial power max{ 11 1 -  SMI , |h  -  P |, ISM -- P |, Ih  -  

SF! , Ism  -• Sli , Ip  Sli }; in contrast to judicial power in a typical Pariianieiitary system, 

which = { |H ”  si ). dliis stands in sharp contrast to autliors who suggest that judges in 

other systems have the same theoretical power of judicial supendsion as US judges;*' these

Kk)l: all increases in judicial power can be expected to lead to greater litigation. Some authors (e.g. Ferejohn) 

point to the introduction o f  constitutional courts in many countries as another example o f  internationally 

expanding judicial power. Although tliis paper has emphasized the relationship between broad jtidicial 

power and litigiousness, constitutional courts may in fact have a mitigating effect on Mgiousncss. Becau.se 

constitutional courts are tt'pically askt;d to rule on legislation yet to pass, judicial influence is incorporated 

directly into the policymakiug process, rather than through legislators anticipating likely judicial action. This 

would decrease the need fot litigation over statutorj' interpretation. Also, prior legislative incorporation o f 

judicial views involves the courts in the legislative process, but excludes non-gavermnental litigants from the 

development o f  doctrine. This paper has established the self-tcitiforctng effect o f  individual litigants and 

groups o f  litigants seeking judicial remedies: by preempting litigation by non-govemmental actors, 

constitutional courts could have the opposite effect on litigiousne.ss.

Sec for example Shapiro, who argues that US judges have the same tbeoretkal power o f  judicial supervision 

o f government as other countries, cititig examples o f  the similar administrative law competence between US, 

Britain and France (44). Although the legal framework may be the same, this ignores the differences in the
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aiithoi's typically cxpiaiii the higher level of judicial activity in the US as a product of inherent 

differences in judicial natures, a ptecatious claim with little evidence.

'Fhe ability of the US judiciary to supply solndotts to social conflicts is consequently 

much broader tlian that of courts in padiamentaty systeiiivS. American courts know that they 

have a broad range of actions available to tlrem that they' can utilUe without being 

overturned, because of the breadth of the US gridlock region. So the oppottunily for 

judicial provision of conflict resolution is greater in the US than in parliamentary nations. 

This does tiot prove that US judges will choose to exploit tlie full extent of their latitude in 

supplying such remedies, but it does mean they are much freer to do so.

If US judges are more free to provide expansive forms of social regulation, when 

litigants seek solutions to conflicts, they know that judges are more likely to be capable of 

ptoviding solutions; this in turn will drive the, detnancl for judicial action. Judicial satisfaction 

of that demand will only exacerbate demand for fi.ifther judicial action: the more the 

Judiciary initiates change from the status c|uo, the more litigation will be seen as an effective

institutional frameworks o f  these countries. Shapiro theorizes instead that America's exceptional 

litigiousness is a product o f  the US’s highly politicized judicial selection process, but offers no evidence o f 

this,

See e.g, Tate, who argues that the extension o f  judicial activity occurs when judges are activist and o f  the 

opposite political pe,csuasion to the niajoritarian itislitutions, and institutional conditions are Etvorabic (36), 

TX/hilc Tate’s iiitiiition is correct that the distance between the, ideology o f  the Judiciary and the elected 

branches is a key determinant o f  the breadth o f  judicial action, his dependent variable is wrong. He assumes 

that activity is dependent: on personality, rathe,c than opportunity; but since personality is vague and o f 

indeterminate effect, ultimately, T ate’s own argument collapses down to  its institutional elements; “judicial 

activism is to most judges an instrumental value, one that is chosen when it will help to maximize their basic 

policy values and avoided when it will not. I f  this is t:tue, tlieti (here .must be relatively few jt,idge,s who, under 

favorable conditions, choose to exercise judicial restraint when their own policy preferences could be 

advanced by promoting judicialization against a regime with contrary policy values.” (36) Thus, Tate’s 

argument essentially recognizes that judicial K iivity  hinges on favorable conditions, which arc determmcd by 

institutional ojipo.ttunity.
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strategy, and the more litigatioit will be pursued in ptefereiice to other forms of conflict 

resolution. Additioiially, the more capable judge.s are of providitig forms of redress, the more 

effective tlircats to litigate are, which in turn increases the extent to litigation is used as a 

strategy, even when it is not ultimately pursued. The following section explores other 

elements that promote the demand 'for judicial action, and tlieir role in spurring litigiousness.

IV. I n s t i t u t i o n a l  C a u s e s  o f  L rn G io u sN E ss: D e m a n d  f o r  J u d i c i a l  A c t io n

The fragmentation of powet in the US system limits the capacity of the elected branches 

to coordinate. As we have seen, this has the effect of leaving the Judiciary unusually 

unconstrained, and free to supply judicial means of conflict resolution. The constraints on 

the elected branches also affect their capacity to provide their own means of conflict 

resolution, through legislative action. Thus ffagmentati.on of political pow'cr, and the 

resultant legislative gridlock, drives both sides of the litigiousness equation: the appeal of 

judicial means of conflict resolution, and the limits of legislative conflict resolution. This 

section examines the second effect.

The gridlock region created by the fragmentation of political power in the US system has 

effects not only on the procedural action of checking the Judiciary, but also on the many 

substantial areas of lawmaking that Congress and the Pres.ident engage in. A number of 

authors argue that the fragmented political system results in vague, incomplete, superficial or 

sparse legislative policy making (see Atiyah and Summers; Tate; Eskridge, P'rickey and 

Garett).

Atiyah and Summers call the result “Ifagmcnted legislation.” They describe the 

legislative results of fragmented political instimtions: America relies more on case law than 

stature law, and when statutes are passed, they tend to be less formal than other Western
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nations’ laws, with less content: formaEty, mandatoty formaEty and interptetive formality; 

legislative drafting is less professional, less centtralized and subject to more negotiation, and 

thus less formality and consistency; and legislative policy is often incomplete or vague (311; 

for specific applications see Melnick, 1994; and Melnick, 1995).

Apart from its substatitive policy impact, fragmented legisktion also has effects on the 

role o f the Judiciary. Tate contends that this is one cause of the breadth of judicial power 

(32). Eskridge, Ftickey and Garrett agree: the framers’ intent in developing the institutional 

obstacles contained in the separation of powers was to reduce the amount of legisktion that 

was possible, believing it was better to defeat some good laws than to allow bad ones (77; 

also Kiker: 141).

But the constraining effects on legislative output atguably go beyond that intended by 

the framers: Atiyah and Summers argue that the resulting vague and incomplete legislation 

means the courts become a filtering process for legislation; courts are expected to inttoduce 

reforms that the legislature cannot or will not pass; since legislation also becomes difficult to 

repeal, courts have to deal with out-of-date regulations; inconsistency in drafting of 

legislation makes interpretation more difficult and varied; and the broad language used to 

state vague principles leaves broader discretion for the courts (Atiyah and Summers: 307- 

308, 324).

Given the limitations on legislative capacity, the delegation of power to administrative 

agencies as alternative sources of conflict resolution could mitigate the litigiousness- 

generating effect of fractured legisktion. However, the frequency of judicial review of agency 

actions means that congressional delegation to agencies actually increases litigiousness.'^^

® M eM ck concludes judicial review o f  agency decisions increases with divided govemnient (1994: 205), which 

suggests that political fragmentation increases judicial activity, at least for oversight o f executive agencies.
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The faigmented legisktioii literature makes an impoitant point, but generaily fails to 

examine the claimed causes and effects systematically. It talks generally of the minimalist 

nature o f  US legislation, but does not rigorously assess \¥hy and when this outcome will be 

observed. The significance of this effect deserves closer analysis. The literature explains why 

the elected branches cannot comprehensively legislate, but does not explain why they choose 

to legislate vaguely, rather than not to legislate at all, or to legislate specifically at the point of 

the expected judicial ruling. Essentially, enacting ffagmented legislation is like fevering a

lottery --- lesmng the detail of policy in the hands of the gods, or judges over the certainty

of compromise. Although the literature does not discuss the question in these terms, 

nonetheless some attempts have been made to answer this question.**

The furst gtoitp of explanations of why legislators would prefer a lottery over specificity 

is essentially a cost-benefiit analysis. Many authors argue that Congress deliberately gives 

courts enormous discretion over certain topic areas, so that Congress can get tlie credit for 

passing legisktion, while leaving the courts to take blame for the specifics (Melnick 1995; 

Tate; 31-32; Atiyah and Summers: 324).*  ̂However, this explanation only holds if the value 

of the process of passing legisktion is greater than the value legislators gain from having 

policy represent their preferences.

A similar assumption underpins dre second explanation, which sees legislation as a 

product supplied to interest groups in a political marketplace; many of die details of

One exception, outside o f  the immediate literature, is Fiorina’s model o f  lotteries aitd legislative uncejtain.ty. 

However, Fiorina equates court action with greater certainty for legislators, in comparison with 

adtniiiistrative action (38). This assumption rendeis this model o f  Hinited use to the current question, which 

considers the uncertuinty associated with legislatitres leaving matters to the courts.

On credit claiming and blsiine shifdng generally, see Maybew (1974). For discussion o f  a similar effect in 

reverse, o f  courts passing matters to kgislatures in order to avoid blame fot the specifics o f  unpopular 

policy-making, sec Jacobi.
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legisktion. are pork for interest groups^ which legislators are willing to leave to a bttery

(Atiyah and Summers: 311). Again, this explanation hinges on the low value of the issues left 

to the lottery of the courts. While this assumption may often apply, it seetm likely that it 

would at least not hold for all issues, in which case litigiousness should vary by topic, with 

fragmented legislation decreasing in relation to topics of greater salience to legisktors.

A third group of expknations rests on assumpdotis of uncertainty. Eskridge, Frickey 

and Garrett suggest that legisktors may choose a lottery as a result o f uncertainty over the 

meaning o f legislation.: “A majority vote might only have been possible because the members 

of the enacting coalition understood its vague or ambitious language in very different ways 

or because they had different expectati,ons regardi.ng the way courts would fill statutory 

gaps’' (6). This is a non-answer; it requires either that legislators assume that their colleagues 

are less sophisticated than themselves, and so can be tricked into agreeing to a policy that 

has a meaning different to their understanding of it, or that the legisktor.s all know that the 

meaning is actually ambiguous and so could go either way. In the second case, the expected 

value o f compromise would be equal to the probabilistic expectation of the legislators’ 

interpretation succeeding, which begs the original question of why legisktors choose the 

lottery option.

A final explanation also rektes to uncertainty, but in regard to miscalcuklions of power. 

The argument is that the separation of powers system itself discourages compromise: by 

empowering minorities, the system gives minorities an infkited expectation of the right to 

refuse compromise (Riker: 147). While this explanation may be useful historically (which is 

how Riker intetided it), it has little use as a systematic explanation, as we would expect that 

minorities and majorities alike would learn from past action what outcome can be expected, 

and recalculate their power and likely benefits.
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What follows is a systematic expknation of when ftagmcjited iegblation will occur, with 

the elected branches leaving issues to the courts in a type of policy lottery; it does not tequke 

the above assuroptiom about legislators’ preferences or uncertainty. It shows that in the 

separation of powers system, legislation can be passed that detettniiies broad policy shifts, 

but the detail of narrow policy decisions wiU always be left to the lottet}? of judicial discretion 

to some extent. Variation wiU be seen in the extent of the issues left to judicial discretion.

The term lottery suggests that the position of the judiciary is unknown, but it is unlikely 

that die legislative pkyers would have no expectation of the position of j. Given die 

appointment process, which involves the elected branches, as well as the constant 

mformation provided by the courts in the form of precedent and opinions, the elected 

players should be able to estimate the position of J, even if they do not know it precisely. An 

estimate o f J can be weighed against the status quo, Q; or, the elected players may have an 

understanding of the range of possible positions of J (e.g. liberal, moderate or conserxrative), 

and assess Q as against their expectation of J. Two possible causes of fragmented legisktion 

follow.

First, when the status quo lies within the gridlock region, the elected branches are 

incapable o f coordinating to formukte legisktix’’e outcomes, and so legisktion should not be 

able to be passed. Legisktion may nevertheless pass, but can be expected to be fragmented, 

if legislators are risk averse. Typically lotteries are associated with risk accepting play; but for 

risk averse pkyers, the expected value of a compromise exceeds the value of the probabilistic 

achievement of a player’s preferred outcome, which would otherwise equal the value of the 

compromise (U(E) > E(U)). Wlieri players can predict court action to a krge extent, leaving 

the determination of outcomes to the courts allows each player to gain the surplus of 

compromise, even when the compromise could not be legislated. Thus in Figure 4.3B, for
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example, fcigmented legislation will arise when the status quo in the absence of legislative 

action lies between H aitd SF.

Second, fragmented legisktion may also arise when the status quo lies outside the 

gridlock region. Then, legisktors may be able to agree on a broad policy shift, but when the 

detail o f policy is .separable from that broad movement, gridlock can arise over the detail of 

policy. TTien legislative pkyers need to leave the detail of pohcy to the courts in order to 

achieve broad policy agreement. Figute 4.6 illustrates such a scenario.

Figure 4.6: Fragmented Legislation with a Status Quo Outside the Ckidlock
Region

Figure 4.6A Figure 4.6B

P
H

Figure 4.6C

In Figure 4.6, Qj Ues outside the gridlock region. In Figure 4.6A, the indifference curves 

of S, P and H are drawn through Q,. Any outcome internal to all three curves is preferred by 

all three players; Qjis one outcome preferred to Qj. However, as Figure 4.6B shows, Qalies 

inside the gridlock region, and so could be vetoed by one of the players. As Figute 4.6C 

shows, this problem can arise even within a majority rule institution, such as in one of the 

two legislative chambers -  there will be majority support for any outcome lying withm the
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cross-over segments of any of the two pkyers’ (1, 2 and 3) indiffetence cmvcs in preference 

to any oth€*.,r proposal.***

As we have seen, tlte separation of powers system maximizes the gridlock region. Unless 

the ideal points o f all o f the veto players discussed in section II are identical, mkroiijig 

Britain’s winner-take-all system, there will always be. a gridlock region. Tliis does not mean, 

however, that legislation cannot be passed in tiie separation o f powers system; instead, it 

explains the peri-'asiveness of fragmented legisktion in the US. When the status quo lies 

outside the gridlock region, legislative pkyers can agcee on broad movements, such as in the 

dicection o f Q, to Qj. However, since legislators cannot agree on Q j, the legislature can 

successfully specify a range within the gridlock region, but believes the exact policy outcome 

vague and subject to the interpretation of courts.

'Ibis result does not depend on the players being risk averse; it only rec|ukes that the 

value gained from the broad movement in policy exceeds the expected distance of the new 

status quo from the player’s ideal point: for player K, (K -  Q,) > (K — E(Q2)). If this 

equation is satisfied, this also explains why fragmented legisktion occurs instead of tlie 

absence of any le^slation -  legisktors can only achieve the broad policy movement they all 

agree on by leaving the narrow detail to the lottery of the courts.

Taken together, this theory explains why fragmented legisktion will be seen both when 

the status quo lies within and outside the gridlock region. Consequently, it also explains why 

the separation of powers consistently generates litigiousness. In limiting the ability of the 

legisktive pkyers to comprehensively legislate for a range of status quo botli in and out of 

the gtiidlock region, the separation of powers consistently creates demand for judicial

ers arc not sophisticated, any point can ultimately be reached in  preference to Qa-
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resolution o f  conflicts because the detail o f policy cannot be resolved by the elected 

branches. The next section cmpmcatty tests this overall theory.

V. EMPmiCAi. E v id e n c e  o f  t h e  E ffe c t  o f  Go v e r n m e n t a l  D iv isio n  o n

L it ig io u sn ess

Sections III and IV have presented a systematic account of the capacity of the US courts 

to provide iudicial sol.utions to policy issues, and of why legislative pkyers, facing gridlock, 

will choose to enact fiagmented legislation instead of not legiskting, leaving the 

detettnmation of .manŷ  policy issues to the courts. Both the freedom of judicial action iind 

the extent o f fragtnented legislation will vary with the size of the gridlock region. Although 

the existence of multiple veto players in a separation of powers system prevents the full 

detail o f any piece of legislation in isolation ever being able to be agreed upon, the smaller 

die distance between the veto players, the more capable the elected branches are of both 

comprehensively regulating poHcy issues and effectively limiting the activity of the courts. 

Thus both sections III and IV raise die testable implication that litigation wiU inctease with 

divided government. This gives rise to the following hypothesis:

H ypoth esis 1: judicial activity increases with divided government (and decreases with 

united government).

Similar logic applies to the effect of division within legislatures. Separate party control of 

each chamber should increase litigiousness. This gives rise to hypothesis 2.

H ypoth esis 2: judicial activity increases with bicameral partisati division (and decreases 

with House and Senate parly-' unity).

Furthermore, this theory predicts that judicial activity should increase with increases in 

the size of the distance between veto pkyers; one measure o f the distance between the
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elected pkyers is the knretse of the size of the partisan, majority in each legislative chamber.

lliis  gives rise to hypothes,is 3,

Hypothesis 3: judicial activity increases with smaller House and Senate partisan, 

majorities (and decreases witli larger House and Senate margins).

lliis  section tests these tliree h)potheses, comparing data on court filings with that of 

divided government, bicameral division and House and Senate partisan matgios. The data 

pools times-series and cross-section measures of judicial activity and political division in 49 

states ove.t: 25 yeats, between 1975 and 2000 (Nebraska is excluded, as it is unicameral). 

Table 4.1 provides summaiy statistics for the p.fimsuy t'-atiables.

The key independent variables utilized arc divided government, bicameral partisan 

division, House partisan margin and Senate margin. Divided government is defined as non- 

United government, that is, when the State House, Senate and Governor ate not aU of the 

same party. Other formulations of governmental division are also tested: when the House 

and Governor are of the same party, and the Senate of the other party; when the Senate and 

Governor ate of the same party, and the House o f the other party, and when die House and 

Senate are of the same party, and the Governor of the other party. The results of these three 

alternative formulations of governmental division are in Table 4.4 in the Appendix.

For the two hypotheses concerning intra-legislative division, bicameral division is simply 

defined as when the House and Senate are controlled by opposing parties. House and Senate 

margins are percentages of majority  ̂control.

The dependent variable is the number of cases filed in each state in each year itt courts of 

general jurisdiction. As discussed, most if not all areas of civil litigation should be affected by 

the extent of political power fragmentation; consequently, civil filings are calculated using all 

courts of general jurisdiction.
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Although the political o.tde,i: can is ptedicted to affect the extctit o f litigation, it will of 

course not be the. sole determinant. Variation in litigation levels is likely to be affected by die 

state of the economy, the size of the state, and othet idiosyncratic traits of individual states. 

These effects £tre controlled for in two ways: fest, additional variables are included that 

account for state population and Gross State Product (GSP), a state-level price-adjusted 

index o f value added in production by labor and property, sitnilat to national Gross 

Domestic Product; second, fixed effect dummy variables are included for each state, to 

account for state time-invariant idiosyncrasies. The use of fixed effects will also control for 

variations in state defioiti.ons of courts of general jurisdiction.

A test is ale made for the effects of trends over time, using a linear time trend variable, 

equal to current year minus 1975, is included in the analysis. This will prevent a false positive 

result occurring through co-variation o f civil litigation filings and divided government. 

However, the time trend variable proves not to be significant.

Table 4.1 provides summary statistics for the primary variables, using the exclusive 

definition of divided government. As can be seen from Table 4.1, governmental makeup is 

split almost evenly between divided and united government AU states have variation 

between these two conditions. AU the other variables vary widely; the size of the standard 

deviations relative to tlie means in the continuous variables, particularly court filings, 

emphasizes the importance of accounting for fixed effects. However, a regression including 

only the fixed effects, to test for the extent to which court fi.lings are accounted for puJrely by 

individual State factors, resulted in an R" of approximately zero.
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Table 4.1: Siimmaiy Statistics for D ependent and M ain Independent Variables

Variable Mean Median Standard
Deviation

Court Filings 168,764 98,048 201,824

Divided Government 
(Model 1)

51% Divided 50%

Bicameralism 20% United 40%

House Margin 34% 27% 26%

Senate Margin 36% 28% 27%

Population 5,034,887 3,469,166 5,396,382

GSP 112.274 60,484 151,814

Data compiled from the State Court Statistics Project, the National Conference of State Legislatures and the 
Bureau ol̂  Economic Analysis.

The equations for the three hypotheses, controlling for fixed state effects, are:

Equation 1: Filings == Po p,DivGcwt + p^GSP + p3DivGovt*GSP + p^Pop + PjTime 

Equation 2: Filings = + p^Bicam + pjGSP + p,Bicam*GSP + P4P0P

Equation 3: Filings = p,, + PjSmargin + pjCiSP + p^Smargin^GSP + p^Pop 

Equation 4; Filmgs = p,, + PjHrnargin + PjGSP + PjHmargin^GSP + P4P0P 

Table 4.2 presents the results for the test of hypothesis 1; Table 4.3 has results for the 

tests of hypotheses 2 and 3.*̂’

Results:

Table 4.2 displays the results of equation 1, It shows that divided government is 

statistically significant at the 0.01 level. This does not depend on an exclusive definition of

*7 Equations 2 ,3, and 4 wcfc also run kicluditig the linear time trend variable; however this variable is not 
significant in any o f the regressions, the results were largely unchanged by the inclusion o f  tliis variable, and 
time trend changes are less likely to affect intra-legislative changes, and so time wa.s Included only in equation 
1.
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divided government: all types of division among the elected veto players have a similar effect 

-  see Table 4.4 in the Appendix. The results dearly show that divided government is a

significant determinant o f litigation levels.

Table 4.2; T he Effect of State Divided Government and Bicameralism, GSP and 
Population on. Court Filings, Using F,ixed State Effects

Model 1
Divided Government ^H=S«G

Divided Government 33,335.02***
(5,520.65)

Gross State Product 0.93***
(0,58)

Divided -0.29 ***
Government*GSP (0.03)

Population -0.01 *
(0.00)

Linear Time Trend 441,60
(342.24)

Intercept 103,102.10 ***
(21,206.52)

0.50
DF 1042
0 0.85
Group Variable = State

Data compiled from the State Court Statistics Project, the National Conference o f  State Legislatures and the 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis.

*signifies statistical significance at the 0.10 level; **signifies statistical significance at the 0.05 level; 
♦♦"'signifies statistical significance in the 0.01 level.

Similar analysis was also done by normalizing for population, instead of controlling for it;

that is, by using general jurisdiction civil filings per capita as the dependent variable, and

controlling for GSP pet capita. The size, direction and significance of the coefficient on

divided govetnrnent in this regiression was a.hnost identical; 1224.14 per 100,000 population.

l lie  p-value of this coefficient was also 0.00.
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Ill conttast to the aegMgibk R* of a. simple fixed effects regression, equation 1 results in 

an o f between 50% and 62%. This suggests that much of the variation in civil filmgs is 

attributable to political and economic factors.

W hat this analysis does not establish is the effect of a change between divided and united 

govetnrnent in a given electoral year, the results o f this analysis are ambiguous. As discussed, 

litigiousness .may become self-peipetuating, so a move from divided to united government 

cannot be expected to transform a litigious culture overnight. However, even accounting for 

time lags in the effect of divided government, the effect of a specific change to divided 

government cannot be established. Consequently, Table 4.1’s positive initial results are best 

interpreted as indicating the effect a state’s tendency toward divided versus united 

government; changes witliin tlie state may warrant further investigjition.

Table 4.3 displays the results for the tests o f hypothesis 2 and 3, the test of the effect of 

intra-legislative variables on civil filings. Partisan division between the House and the Senate 

has an effect, on civil filmgs that is statistically significant at the 0.05 level. Increases in the 

size of the partisan majority in the Senate also have a statistically significant effect on civil 

filings. Ih e  effect in changes in House margins is a lot smaller but still significant at the 0.1 

level.

All of the coefficients of the key variables ate in the direction predicted by the 

hypotheses: divided government and bicameral division ai:e positive, and House and Senate 

partisan margins are negatively correlated with civil filings. Howevet, aU. of interaction terms 

between die governmental division variables and GSP have negative coefficients. This 

shows that the effects of govemmental division are conditional on die. wealth of the 

jurisdiction.
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Table 4.3: The Effects of Legislative Divisioa: State Bicantietal Division, Howse
and Senate Matgins, GSP and Population on Court Filmgs, Using 
Fixed State Effects

Model 2:
Bicameralism

Model 3: 
Senate Margin

Model 4: 
House Margin

Bicameralism 16,337.01 **
(7298.31)

Senate Margin - 298.73 ** 
(154.76)

House Margin -45.62*
(185.77)

Gross State Product 1.00 **•
(0.06)

0.61 ***
(0.05)

0,57***
(0.06)

Bicameralism*GSP '*0 37
(0.04)

Senate Margin*GSP 0.01 ***
(0.00)

House Margin*GSP 0.01 *** 
0.00

Population 0.02 *** 
(0.01)

- 0.00 
0.01

0.00
(0.01)

Intercept 148,741.80 ***
(20,754.62)

101,820.60 ***
(2,190.83)

68,642.74**
(23,184.51)

r2
DF
a
Group Variable = State

0.38
1042
0.87

0.58 
1043 
0. 81

0.58 
1043 
0. 79

Data compiled from the State Court Statistics Project, the National Conference o f  State Legislatures and the 
Bureau o f  Economic Analysis.

’“signifies statistical significance at the 0.10 level; “"''signifies statistical significance at the 0.05 level; 
***signifies statistical significatice in the 0.01 level.

The negative coefficient of the interaction between GSP and divided government shows 

that as GSP increases, the effect of divided government decreases. This covariance could be 

due to richer states tending to have more diverse populations, both due to migration toward 

wealth, and wealth being created by diversity in industrial production. These effects would 

result in more numerous social conflicts that prompt litigation, even under unified 

government.
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When GSP and all other vanables are at their medians, divided government increases

total filings by 15,795; this translates to an increase in median court ftlings of 11%. However, 

when the data is normalized by population, the effect of dhdded goveminent drops to close 

to zero at the median and mean. Sim.ilarly, the effect of bicameral partisan division, and 

partisa,n margins are highly conti,ngent upon GSP; when GSP increases, the effect of the 

intra-legislative division variables disappears. For example, when all the other variables are 

held at their medians, bicameral division has a zero percentage effect on civil filings. This 

suggests that bicameralism contributes to ,litigiousness, but is overwhelmed in its effect 

durmg strong economic ti,mes.

'rhere are at least two reasons why the litigiousiiess-generating effect of the governmental 

division variables diminishes as GSP increases. The first is that, as mentioned in section II, 

the hamstringing effect of a status quo existing in the gridlock region can be overcome by. 

logroUing. When flie economy is in good shape, tliere are enough resources to go around 

that partisan division can be overcome. For example, minority party' legislators’ votes could 

be bought through pork for each member’s constituency. But during economic difficulties, 

there are fewer resources to bribe minority party' legislators with, and few incentives for 

those minority members to agree to any legislation cutting back on distributive policies. So 

when GSP is low, the size of partisan majorities, and the existence o f bicameral pairtisan 

division, will be determinative of the fate of much legislation, and consequently affect the 

level of litigation in response to legislative inaction. But when GSP is high, these divisions 

can more easUy be overcome, legisktion successfully passed, and so the relationship between 

partisan division and civil filings diminishes.

The second possibility is that GSP could be consistently high in consistently weahhy 

states, with governmental thvision only encouraging civil filings in low GSP states. If this
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was the case, the expknatoty powet of governmental ftagmeiitarion on litigiousness would 

be limited to  certain types of jurisdictions. To test which explanation of the co-variation 

between GSP and govemmetital division applies, the data was broken down into five 

subsets, w ith states ordered by GSP. In each of the five regressions testing divided 

governmetit on civil filings within different ranges of GSP, divided govemmetrt had a similar 

effect as ia  the national coinpiktion,: the coefficient on, divided government was positive, 

while the coefficient on the interaction term was negatwe. lliese coefficients were highly 

significant in the highest and two lowest categories.®* In fact, govetutnental division ha.s the 

highest impact in the highest GSP states, accounting for an mcrease of 25% for median 

states within this range.

Although this does not prove that the fk-st theory is correct, it casts doubt on the second 

theory, and suggests that it is more likely that it is variation over time in GSP that accounts 

for the variation in tlie effect of governmental division. However, this evidence is very 

preliminary; in the middle GSP tier, for instance, both the divided government and 

interaction term coefficients are effectively zero, and all of the states in this range are 

hfidwestern and Southern states. So the effect o f governmental division may depend, for 

example, on the extent that political norms, such as universaHsm, vary by region. The 

variation and conditionality of the effect o f governmental division of Hrigation warrants 

further analysis; nevertheless, tins analysis has made the important first step of establishing 

the significance of the effect of political division on Hligation levels.

A final point worth noting is that in both Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, GSP is also highly 

significant. This finding is highly relevant: for the litigation explosion literature. GSP and civil

** The coefficients and p-valnes respectively for the five ranges, from lowest GSP to highest, in the pet capita 
effect o f  divided government p e t 100,000 populalioti were; 4,65.1 (0.009); 15,645 (0.000); 278 (0.932); .3,100 
(0.281); 39,941 (0.000).
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filings have a vecy high cottektion of 0.76, which suggests that the ‘explosions’ and 

rettactions scholars have discussed may simply have resulted from rises and falls in the 

economy. 1‘his suggests that high levels o f litigation are not necessarily a transactional 

inefficiency burdening society, but an outcome of a productive economic engine.

It is possible that GSP may not be linear in its effect on civil filings. Additional tests were 

undertaken using a GSP-squared term in addition to controlling for GSP directly, but the 

results had little .impact, on the effect of divided govemment. The i:esu.lts were almost 

identical to Ta.ble 4.1: divided govem.ment had a coefficient of 34, 501, a,nd a p~value of 0.00.

.Dmded govemment and inte,mal legislative division have been shown to have powerful 

effects on htigiousfless; this strongly supports the argument that govemmeattil structure and 

fragmentation shape litigation levels. However, the results suggest greater complexity exists 

regarding the effect of the governmental division on litigiousness than the three hypodieses 

predict, as the effect of each variable is conditional on GSP. Governmental division 

dramatically increases court filings when GSP is low; but the hamstringing effect of 

governmental division ditrunishes when GSP is high. This fits with the theory, as gridlock is 

more difficult to overcome when resources are scarce, but, like many things, governmental 

division may be more easily overcome when more money is avaikble; trade is easy when a 

surplus of resources exists. Overall, these results give conditional support to the findings of 

the theoretical model: the existence and extent of fragmented poHtical power, and its 

resultant gridlock region, significandy shape .America’s litigiousness, but. the effects of 

political factors may be secondaty to economic factors.
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Co n c l u sio n

This chapter developed a model that explains why America’s poliricaJ system of fractured 

power exacerbates its exceptional, litigiousness, and tested the implications of that model 

with statistical evidence. The results of that analysis showed that the existence and extent of 

die fragmentation of governmental power affects litigation, but that effect is dependent on 

the economic environm m t This proves that litigiousness cannot be analyzed solely in ternis 

of legal rules governing the procedure of litigation; instead, US litigiousness is strongly 

affected by the separation of powers and the state of the economy.

Tests of the relationship between political structim; and litigatioa need not be limited to 

the American states; liti^ousness could also be measured against periods of transition in the 

federal political system, aldn to McNoUgast’s analysis. Simil.ar testable implications also arise 

from the variation in the levels of poHtical fragmentation intemationally. US-style separation 

of powers systems have been adopted in countries throughout the world, including 

Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Poland, the RepubHc of Armenia, Switzerland and the Uktraine. 

Changes in constitutional systems are typically associated with enormous social change, 

which would malre isolating the effect of the changes in the institutional arrangements of a 

country difficult. Nevertheless, with so many countries having made a change to separation 

of powers-styde systems, it should be possible to identify a generalized trend and so test the 

association between these changes and increased levels of Htigiousness.

Such analysis would best be done historically, because even some parhamentary systems 

are seeing increases in litigiousness levels, for similar reasons. In recent years, many non- 

presidential nations introduced other types of veto players on die legisktive policy-making 

process by subjecting themselves to meta-constitutional bodies, such as the European 

Union. Altliough these bodies are not like the US’s separation of powers system, they do
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constitute a means of challenging legisktive policies tbxough litigation, and thus constitute a 

fragmenttition of political power. Most tematkably, Britain has seen increased judicial 

activity,*’ including the begimikigs of judicial review of legisktion (Schwatze), since the 

.introduction of the Eluropeaii Court of Justice and the European Coutt of human rights 

(Ferejohii: 42-43). Ih e  ElJ’s proposed charter of fundamental rights spells out both US 

style .rights, such as freedom of religion (AIl-10), as well as numerous more detailed rights, 

such as the right to conduct a business (All-16) tmd the right to marry and found a femiiy 

(,A1I"8), all o f which would limit the capacity of governments to regulate and provide 

opportunities for courts to intervene. Since these bodies, like the US’s separation of powers 

system, affect both sides o f the litigiousness equation, by encumbering the capacity o f the 

political branches to formulate poEcies, as weU as by empowering the policymaldng freedom 

of judicial bodies, we can expect greater litigiousness even in parlkmentary systetns witlr 

extra-constitutional checks. Consequently, by elucidating the important effect of the political 

system on htigation, this analysis explains not only the American propensity to Etigate, but 

may explain changes currently occurring in Europe and elsewhere.

Elnglish pape.rs sire rife with refetences to England becoming a “litigious .society” (.see e.g. The Giiardism,

2/11 /04), and having a new ‘‘compensation culture” (e.g. The Guardian, 6 /3 /03). The Association o f British 

Insurers reports that the cost o f  msuraiice has increased threefold between 1996 and 2002, in part as a .result 

o f  “an increa.smgly litigious population” (The Guardian, 9 /9 /03).
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

Table 3.1: Suiiira,ajy of EqiiilibwiMB Conditions with Discrete Judicial Choices

Equilibrium  J Action

L a alw ays signal 
honestly

Equilibrium Type

Separating

Separating

Pooling

Pooling

Sem i-Separating where pr(Lit.|Sw) '= I

1 .b alw ays signal falsely 
2 .a alw ays signal a 

w 'inner

2.b alw ays signal a  loser
3,a alw ays sinnni a 

w inner ift)bserve a 
w inner; m ix if  
observe a  loser

Semi-Separating where 
3.b alw ays signal a loser Sw is fully revealing 

i f  observe a loser; 
m ix if  observe a 
w inner

Equilibrium  P Response Conditions

pr(LitjW) = 1 j,,, < Cj. C-r
pr(LitjL) 0

No Equilibrium

Pr(!it) = 0

P r( lit)«  0

Sl is tiilly revealing

4. mix if  observe a 
w inner and mix if  
observe a  loser

Pooling

pr(Lit. ,|Sl) 0

No Eqiiiiibrium

pr(Lit. ,|Sw) = 1 if 
pr(Sw |L)/pr(Sw |W )<
[a/(l-a)].(l/(C .L  C nl)™
1); 0 othei*wise

a < Cj,

(X <  € [, “ ■ C 'kl 

" Cp- C'n

j v s ' -  C - f  - I -  C p . . .

2 C n

pr(Svv|L)/pr(Sw |W )' 
|a / ( l - a ) ] ( l / ( C , - 
t ’NL) -  1)
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A PPEN DIX B

Table 4.4: The Effect of State Divided Govemment, Using Alternative
Fotmiilations, GSP and Population on Court Filings, using Fixed State 
Effects

Model 2
H~G¥S

Models
H*S^G

Model 4 
H=S*G

Divided Government 35900.58 *** 51229.30 *** 19848.14*
(6808.62) (7023,71) (10733.91)

Gross State Product 0.50 *** 0.29 0.61 ***
(0,08) (0.08) (0.09)

Divided -0.31 *** - 0.3S *** -0 .18” *
Government*GSP (0.03) (0,03) (0,05)

Population 0,03 *** 0.05 *** 0.02 ***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Linear Time Trend 31.35 426.51 - 422.66
(418.23) (421.49) (460.31)

Intercept -23733.83 -106125.90 *** 35078.26
(28048.89) (29697.66) (30251.41)

r2 0.74 0.73 0,73
OF 1042 1042 1042
0
Group Variable = State

0.85 0.79 0,79

Data com piled from  the State Court Statistics Project, the National Conference o f  State I,.egislatures and the 
Bureau o f  Econom ic Analysis.

♦signifies statistical significance at the 0.10 level; **signifies statistical significance at the 0.05 level; 
♦♦♦signifies statistical significance in the 0.01 level.
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